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Thank you, Thank you, Thank you
Despite a national recessi.on thatwas particularly tough In theNortheast, 1990-91 wa.s a
record-breaking year for Connecticut
College's fund-raising efforts with an
increased number of donors giving
more money in all areas.
A total of$7.5 million was given
during the year, enabling the college to
continue and even expand upon suc-
cessful programs in the sciences dod
liberal arts as well as offering numerous
cultural and community events.
Endowment
Like its peer institutions, Connecticut
College relies on its endowment to
help the college grow in quality and
breadth of offerings. Standing at a
modest $43 million, Connecticut's
endowment is helpful but it is not suf-
ficient to fund all of the desired and
needed progrdms.
To help the endowment grow, the
college for years has followed a practice
of spending only 5 percent of the
endowment's earnings calculated on a
three-year rolling average. In 1990-91
$1,881,000 was used for college pro-
grams. More information on the
endowment can be found on page 55.
Financial aid
Financial aid continues to be vital to
Connecticut College and the diversity
of its student body. In 1990-91 more
than 4 out of every 10 students
received some form of financial aid,
much of which was provided by
Connecticut College. Of the $8.7 mil-
lion spent on financial aid, $5.5 million
came directly from college funds.
Students at Connecticut College
also benefited from the college's con-
tinued commitment to a policy of
admitting students regardless of finan-
cial need. This, coupled with the
college's commitment to meeting the
full needs of all students, has enabled
many more students to attend
Connecticut College than would have
been able to without these programs.
For more information on financial aid,
see page 38.
Largest ever gifts
Connecticut College this year received
three of its largest commitment'! ever
The college's Office of Volunteers for Community Service coordinated the enorts of recordnumbel1of
O
studentvolunteers In 1990-91. Above: Cindy Morris '93 works with preschool children II the New london
Iy Ca re Center.
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with a $1.4 million gift from]o Ann
Hess Myers '67. $2 million from the
estate of Harriet Buescher Lawrence
'34 and $3.4 million from the estate of
Lucy McDannel '22. To learn how
these and other gifts were used see
Capital Giving, page 55 and Planned
Giving, page 25.
Participation grows
More alumni than ever are giving to
Connecticut College. This year, 42
percent of the college's alumni partici-
pated in the Alumni Annual Giving
Program. For more information on
why a high participation rate is impor-
tant, see page 10.
Sciences receive support
Rather than flip fast food hamburgers,
more than 80 Connecticut College sci-
ence students chose to remain in New
London to perform research in
Connecticut's laser lab, work on the
nuclear magnetic resonator or work
side-by-side with faculty members
studying such vital areas as multiple
sclerosis and the health of the state's
lakes. For information on how this
growth in the sciences is gaining finan-
cial support, see page 46.
Heritage Society breakfast
Nearly 40 members of the Heritage
Society were guests of the college at a
breakfast during Reunion weekend.
The Heritage Society, one of many
groups recognized for their special
commitment to the college, is com-
posed of those friends and alumni who
have named the college in their will.
For more information on Planned
Giving, see page 25.
Meeting strategic goals
Connecticut College continued to
move forward in meeting goals set in
the five-year Strategic Plan. In 1990-
91, spending for these goals included
more than $600,000 to boost faculty
salaries, enhance the sabbatical pro-
gram and allow faculty more time for
research.
Additionally, funds were spent to
enhance courses, improve the safety of
The college continued to move forward In meetIng goals set by the flva-yeer arataglc plan,lndudlng
ruources to lncreaee faCUlty salaries and enhance the sabbatlcalleavas program. Above: Poet Charles
HBriman. professor of English.
Labsand other campus work environ-
ments, and boost the college's
computer systems. For more informa-
tion on the Annual Fund and how it is
used, see page 10.
library
The library's collections were greatly
enhanced in 1990 with several new
acquisitions, including the scholarly
collection of Professor Aryeh Motzkin,
of Boston, Mass. His collection, which
was purchased with a gift from Jo Ann
Hess Myers '67, includes many titles
supporting Judaic studies. The Judaic
studies collection also benefited from
various endowed book funds.
Other gifts and endowments
received in 1990-91 included monies
for the purchase of Russian history and
Language books, books for the Center
for International Studies and the
Liberal Arts and books purchased from
the Dorothy Bethrum Loomis fund.
For further information on the
endowment, see page 55.
Dormitorysafety
1990-91 saw the beginning phases of a
new security system that is being
installed in all dormitories. This sys~
tern, which includes alarms and door
closures operates via a push-button
code. It is designed to improve the
safety of the dorms while maintaining
ease of access for those who live there.
For more information on capital
expenditures, see page 55.
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Top len classes In AAGP participation
1934 Olga Wester Russell, CAC 86%
1943 Phyllis Schiff Imber, CAC 77%
Janet Corey Hampton. CAC
1951 Nancy Clapp Miller. CAC 72%
1942 Mary Rita Powers. CAC 70%
1946 Joan Jacobson Kronick. CAC 69%
1944 Elizabeth Demeritt Cobb. CAC 65%
1926 Edna Smith Thistle 63%
1949 Helen Wettach, CAC 63%
Irma Klein Schachter, CAe
1941 Priscilla Duxbury Wescott. CAC 62%
Virginia Newberry Leach
Thea Dutcher Coburn
1952 Laura Wheelwright Farnsworth, CAC 62%
TOp len classes In AAGP gills
1967 Elayne Zweifler Gardstein, CAC $139.025
1951 Nancy Clapp Miller. CAC $116.409
Vivian Johnson Harries
1966 Marny Morris Krause. CAC $79,752
Mary Ann Garvin Siegel, CAe
1927 Mary Wilcox Cross, CAC $53.921
1936 Elizabeth Davis Pierson. CAC $48.234
1960 June Salamy Krisch, CAC. $47,854
1941 Priscilla Duxbury Wescott. CAC $46,465
Virginia Newberry Leach
Thea Dutcher Coburn
1946 Joan Jacobson Kronick. CAC $42.325
1942 Mary Rita Powers. CAC $41,454
1950 Annis E. Boone. CAC $40.630
Virginia R. Amburn, CAe







Mary Wilcox Cross. CAC $650.458
Elayne Zweifler Cardsrein, CAC. $310.425
Betsy Allen $267,065
Priscilla Duxbury Wescott. CAC $254,175
Virginia Newberry Leach
Thea Dutcher Coburn
Marny Morris Krause. CAC $249,692
Mary Ann Garvin Siegel, CAC
Olga Wester Russell. CAC $214.765
Janet Mead Szaniawski, CAC $206.417
Nancy.Clapp Miller. CAC $146.764
Vivian Johnson Harries


























1936 55th Reunion AAGP gift
1941 50th Reunion AAGP gift
Overall 50th Reunion gift
1951 40th Reunion AAGP gift
Overall 40th Reunion gift
1981
1966 Overall 25th Reunion gift
Overall 10th Reunion gift
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Volunteers
Volunteers are the lifeblood of any fund-raisingorganization. Connecticut College is fortunate to havethe participation and Involvement of talented and
energetic alumni, parents, friends and students who write letters,
staff the telephones and reach out to members of the Connecticut
College family across the world. Two of these volunteers are
Vivian Johnson Harries '51 and Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79.
o Vivian Johnson Harries '51
40th Reunion Gift Chairman
Led the Class of 1951 to a record year of
givmg
$116,409 raised for the Annual Fund
$30,355 raised in capital giving
commitments
"When you are fund raising for your
college it's more than just raising money
for your local community, it is working for
that which benefited you personally when
you were young. You had to rely on other
people helping you then and now you
want it to continue so others can benefit.
"Instead of a task it becomes fun
because you reconnect with these people
who were young when you were young,
and you are doing for your college what it
needs most.
"The women I call want facts. They
want to know what the problems are and
what we want to accomplish. They are
very interested to learn what is going on in
the sciences and the way the college is
forging ahead to strengthen those areas in
which we have not traditionally been
strong while not weakening those where
we already are strong.
"Connecticut College gave so much to
all of us, I want to make sure it is alive and
well for the future,"
Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79
Co-class agent chairman
• Raised $19,870 in 1990-91, a 55%
increase over 1989-90
• Working on building a tradition of
giVing
Son of Connecticut College trustee
Barbara Blaustein Hirschhorn '50;
nephew of Elizabeth Blaustein Roswell
'52; cousin of Susan B. Hirschhorn '71
and Marjorie B. Roswell '84.
"I took on this job three years ago, right
before our 10th reunion and it wasn't long
before I realized I couldn't do it alone.
"Contacting up to 400 people and giving
them the attention they need takes time.
Fortunately Mike Fishman - my co-CAC
- and I have a good team of class agents
who really help out.
"Each year we try something a little dif-
ferent to improve upon last year's results.
Last year we had a personalized appeal with
handwritten notes to all those who had
donated in the previous two years.
"Support for the Annual Fund is impor-
tant because it goes for the actual ongoing
expenses of the college. Our theme last year
was 'send a student to Connecticut,' and the
money we raised was nearly enough to do
that. I feel good about that.
"Hopefully, success breeds success and
this year will be even better."
Deumber1991ConnecticutCollegeMaga1nf
AAGP Committe.
Susan Cohn Doran '67,
AAGP Chair
Patricia Antell Andrews '65,
1960s Decade Coordinator
Ann Crocker Wheeler '34,
Sykes Classes Coordinator









Renee L. Rougeot '86,
1980s Decade Coordinator
Ann Rumage Luce '77,
Chair, Reunion Giving
Robert). Shea '91, Chair,





Briua Schein McNemar '67,
Chair
Sarah Pithouse Becker '27,
Honorary Chair
Elizabeth Dutton Sweet' 47
Susan Eckert Lynch '62
Warren T. Erickson '74








Ann Crocker Wheeler '34
Gertrude Noyes '25
Center for International Cheryl Arthur Scheiner Virginia Newberry Joanne Toor Cummings '50
Studies and the liberal Arts Bonnie Burke Himmelman Leach, President Katherine Wenk
Antoinette Carter Rogers Barbara Berman Levy Chrisroffers '45, 1'.'74
Terrence R. Connelly Marian E. Silber Elizabeth Burford Graham Julia Winton Dayton '49,
1'.'90, Chair Mary Ellen Hosmer Dorothy Cushing Jealous 1'.'80,1'.'81
John B. & Jeanne Cattell Dinwoodey Allayne Ernst Wick D. Wayne & Janice
Rhinelander '57, 1'.'91 Cynthia Fuller Davis Mary Farrell Morse Woodward Calloway
Michael J. Dubilier '77 Betsy Greenberg Feinberg Janet Fletcher Ellrodt 1'.'88
H.P. Goldfield '73 Laura Ingraham Samponaro Jane E. Ziegler 1'.'92
Ann Gulliver Susan Leiser Frank
Dorothy Gardner Downs Helene P. Zimmer-Lowe '57
Hanes '66, P'94 Joan Lockhart Gardner Terry Heller-Rodegast
Douglas Renfield-Miller '75 Terry McNab Rixse Helen Henderson Tuttle Committee
George D. & Phyllis Smith Pam Mendelsohn Elizabeth Main Chandler Ann K. Babcock '85
Gotschall' 44 Nancy Marvin Wheelock William P.Barrack '81
Shannon Stock Herzfeld '74 Elizabeth Morgan Keil David Burnett
Class 01 '61 Edith Patton Cranshaw Samantha P. Capen '88
30th Reunion Committee Janice Reed Harman Duncan N. Dayton '81
Century Council Louise Stevenson Andersen Jill Eisner '80
Judy Mapes Metz, CAC Barbara A. Twomey Alexander T. Farley '75
Dhuanne Schmitz Jill Manes Rosen, CAe Bambi Flickinger
Tansill '64, Chair Suzanne Cameron Schutz Schweitzer '75
Sue Bernstein Mercy '63, Robin Foster Spaulding College Center Fund Frances Freedman Jacobson
Vice Chair Carole Janowski Cushman Committee '56,1'.'82
Lyn Gordon Silfen '67, Nancy Larson Huff Janet Gae Freiberg 1'.'92
Vice Chair Ayse Manyas Kenmore Jane Muddle Funkhouser Mary Ann Garvin
Linda Schlereth Lieber '53, 1'.'85, Chair Siegel '66, 1'.'92
Honorary Advisory Committee Sheila Scranton Childs Susan Golden Jacobson '82 0
Elizabeth Dutton Sweet '47 Joan Sumner Oster Honorary Chairs Laurie Heiss Grealy '78
Julia Winton Dayton' 49 Barbara Thomas Youmans Anita L. DeFrantz '74 Paul M. Hyde '88
Agnes Guod '60 Richard H. Gordon Jonathan B. Loring '75
NancyJohanson-Krawczyk
Francine J. Bovich '73 Class 011951 Honorary Com.m.ittee 1'.'92
Duncan N. Dayton '81 40th Reunion Committee Francine J. Bovich '73 Carol J. Ramsey '74
Cynthia Eaton Bing '65 Guido Calabresi Britta Schein McNemar '67
Susan Eckert Lynch '62 Vivian Johnson Harries '51, Elizabeth Dutton Sweet '47 Leslie Schine '75
Cynthia Fuller Davis '66 Reunion Gift Chair Ronald P. & Susan Eckert Dhuanne Schmitz Tansill '64
Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79 Nancy Clapp Miller, CAC Lynch '62 Jane Smith Moody' 49
Barbara Hogate Ferrin '43 Joann Appleyard Schelpert Frances Gillmore Marna Wagner
Ellen Lougee Simmons '69 Marianne Edwards Lewis Pratt '60, 1'.'89 Fullerton '56, 1'.'91
Elizabeth McGuire Martha Harris Raymond William E. S. Griswold, Jr. Ann Werner Johnson '68
Enders '62 Jane E. Keltie Elizabeth Hood Susan Lea & Frederic H.
Jane Murchison Nancy Libby Peterson McAfoose '60 West, Jr. '80
Hamilton '52 Barbara Molinsky Waxler Alice E. Johnson John S. Zeiler '74
Mary Nelson I'. '7 8 Roldah Northup Cameron Mary Anna Lemon Henry S. Ziegler 1'.'90
Sally Pithouse Becker '27 Justine Shepard Freud Meyer '42, 1'.'68
Douglas Renfield-Miller '75 Janet Strickland Legrow Julia W. Linsley '50 ex <1[uio
Joanne Toor Cummings '50 Barbara Wiegand Pillote Matthew R. & Ellen Lougee Claire L. Gaudiani '66
Paul M. Weissman P'87 Simmons '69 Robert L. Hampton
Katherine Wenk Henry Margenau Jean M. Handley' 48
Christoffers '45 Class 011941 Percy Maxim Lee Charles B. Luce 1'.'79& '81
Ann Werner Johnson '68 50th Reunion Committee Elizabeth McGuire
Enders '62, 1'.'87
Thea Dutcher William W Miner The Connection Committee
Class 01 '66 Coburn, Chair Gertrude E. Noyes '25 c.
25th Reunion ConuniUee Priscilla Duxbury George Oliva, Jr. 1'.'78, '79, Frances Freedman Jacobson
Wescott, CAC '82 & '87 '56, 1'.'82, Co-Chair
Marny Morris Krause, CAC Carol L. Chappel, Richard F. Schneller Susan Golden
Mary Ann Garvin Planned Giving Agent
Matthew R. Simmons Jacobson '82, Co-Chair
Siegel, CAC David]. Stern 1'.'90 Seth Alvord '93
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Diane Buchanan Mary Hope M. business and industry who
Ruth Roney MeMulhn '63
Wihey '65, P'91 Mcquiston '87 make recommendations on
William W Miner
John Todd Buchanan Helen Pavlovich Twomey program development. stu-
Barbara Zaccheo
Traina '91 '51, P'81 dent internships and
5hattuck '72
Christine Burke Cesare '81 Mary Ann Riegel Lockhart acquisition of equipment. We
William 0. Taylor P'84
Elizabeth Castle Halsey '73 '45, P'66, GP'89 arc most grateful to the fol-
Jean M. Tempel '65
Edward R. Cesare '82 Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare lowing members for the time
Elizabeth Ann Whelan '65
Carolyn Diefendorf Smith '52, P'82 and energy they gave to
'55, P'84 Anne Stilson Connecticut College this past Laurels Committee
Gretchen Diefendorf Alvord '60, P'93 year.
Smith '58 Cynthia Stone Phelan '79
Priscilla Duxbury Wescott Mary E. Stone '49 Dr. Leonard M. Baker, Laura Wheelwright
'41, P'74, P'77 Susanna Stone Farmer '74 Union Carbide Corp. Farnsworth '52, Chair
Elizabeth W. Easton '78 Barry C. Twomey '81 Dr. Alan Eckbreth, Audrey Bateman
Suzanne Ecker Waxen berg Jane D. Wescott-Smith '77 United Technologies Georges '58
'58, P'82 Joanne Williams Hartley Dr. Harvey S. Sadow, Lucia Beadel
Charles Davis Farmer '75 '54, P'74 & '87 Boehringer Ingelheim Whisenand '58
Margery Flocks Carolyn Zoephel Corp. Margaret Creighton
Masinter '62, P'88 Lockhart '72 Dr. Irving Shain, Olin Corp. Green '35
Thomas C. Gately '91 Ann Crocker Wheeler '34
Alison Gerstel! Buscher '83 Carol Cronin Barbour '73
Daphne F. Gerstell '88 CONNmon Corporate and Foundation Barbara Drake Holland '60
Deborah Goodwin Advisory Committee Carol Filice Godfrey '74
Klotz '65, P'94 Frederick L. Allen MA'64 Ann Fisher Norton '56
Suzanne Goodwin Raymond Armington S'31 Sixteen dedicated and in flu- Virginia Frey Linscott' 42
Klotz '94 William Bachman S'42 entia] alumni, parents and Helen Lederer Pilett '42
0 Barbara Gordon Lawrence B. Barnard 5' 29, friends of Connecticut Mary Anna Lemon
Landau '55, P'83 P'66 College have joined the new Meyer '42
Ruth Hale F. Steele Blackall S'4S Corporate and Foundation Laurie Norton Moffatt '78
Buchanan '39, P'65 Stanley Charren S'49 Advisory Committee during Edith Patton Cranshaw '41
Muriel Harrison Raymond W Cummings the past year. They have Meg Propst Bernard '78
Castle '39, P'73 S'43 already played a key role in Margaret Roe Fischer '44
Karla Harrison Evans '80 Burt P. Flickinger P'75 identifying new prospects, Marian E. Silber '66
Margot R. Hartley '87 Albert Gibney S'40 suggesting strategies of Miriam Steinberg Edlin '46
Karla Heurich Harrison '28, Bernard Goldberg P'91 approach, reviewing propos- Barbara Stone Aschheim '62
P'54, GP'80 Brenton W Harries 5'51 als, and supporting the Helene Zimmer-Loew '57
Elizabeth Hood Powell W Holbein S'41 cultivation and solicitation of
McAfoose '60 Howard Jacobson S'56 our corporate and founda-
Sara How Stone Thomas Johnson S'68 tion donors. They will Pro.sidenl'sAssociates
'49, P'74 & '79 Semon E. Knudsen S'38 continue to be an invaluable Committee
Joan Jacobson Roland L. Miller P'67 resource as this sector of our
Kronick '46, P'73 Wrigley Offield S'40 donor base expands, and we Roldah Northup Cameron
Joan Katz Easton '52, P'78 Robert J. Pekoe P'68 are deeply grateful for the '51, Chair
Jan King Evans '54, P'80 Harold I. Pratt S'60 knowledge and commitment Francine J. Bovich '73
Susan D. Kronick '73 Roman S. Weller they bring to Connecticut Susan Eckert Lynch '62
Blair Landau Trippe '83 Gordon Willis S'69 College. Ann Werner Johnson '68
Linda A. Leinbach '85
Diane Lewis S = Spouse Laura J. Allen '81
Gately '63, P'91 Henry Becton P'95 NowYo",CityAlumni
Joan Lockhart David Burnett Phonathon
Gardner '66, P'89 CorporateAdvisoryBoard lor Susan Sigal Denison '69
Jill Long Leinbach '56 the Sciencos John L. Evans '86 Appreciation goes to four-
Robin Lynn Waxen berg '82 Lyle G. Hall P'87 teen dedicated alumni who
Catherine D. Masinter '88 The new Corporate Bonnie Burke contributed their time and
Mary Hope Missimer Advisory Board for the Himmelman '66 their efforts on March 5,
Mcquiston '60, P'87 Sciences just completed its Howard Israel P'92 1991, to encourage support
first year. Its members are Charles R. Klotz P'94 of the college through the
high-level scientists from Susan D. Kronick '73 Annual Fund:
Drt-ember 1991ConnecticutCollegeM ~g4Zi"~

















$141,176 in pledges from
2,367 alumni during the
months of February and
April for the Connecticut
College Annual Fund. A
special thank you goes to
the following student; for
making the 1990-91










































































Wiesel Chair Advisory Board
Barbara Blaustein
Hirschhorn '50, P'79
Jo Ann Hess Myers '67
Stephanie Glicksberg
Neuman '53
David J. Stern P'90
Sigmund Strochlitz
Embree
People: The reason for the Annual Fund
o
Tuition funds only71 percent of theactual annual cost of
providing an undergraduate
college education. Without
other sources of income,
such as the Annual Fund, it
would be nearly impossible
to provide the quality edu-
cation and opporturiities for
which Connecticut College
has become known. One of
the many students who has
benefited is Molly Embree.
Molly Embree '93
• Major in zoology. Minor
in Japanese
• Judiciary Board chair
Enrolled in the Center for
International Studies and
the Liberal Arts
"Even before I entered
college I knew that I want-
ed to be a field biologist. I
also wanted to use my lan-
guage skills so the Center
for International Studies and
the Liberal Arts really
caught my eye. This pro-
Dtcmber 1991Connectic utCollege Magazi1U
gram gives me a chance for
a scientific internship. Next
summer I will be studying
wild monkeys and speaking
Japanese. That is not some-
thing I could have done at a
lot of colleges.
"I had three criteria for
colleges. It was important to
me to find a small liberal
arts college and a college
with a good science depart-
ment, but the most
important thing was that I
be given a good financial aid
package. I was fortunate in
that Connecticut was my
first choice and it gave me a
good offer .
"In my freshman triple
my roommates and I repre-
sented Puerto Rico, Alaska
and Mississippi. The three
of us were just as poor as
could be, but we all had
campus jobs and we all con-
tributed to the college
community in various ways.
None of us would have
been here without financial
aid."
The Annual Fund: More donors, more dollars
On to 12 million in '92
G ConnecticutCollege alumni,parents, and
friends have once again
reached new highs in giv-
ing. A record-breaking total
of$l,876,575 million was
contributed to the Annual
Fund in 1990-91 in support





This year's results reflect a
growth in the number of
donors within the college
family which is as significant
as the dollar increase. New
alumni supporters pushed
the participation rate up to
42 percent, putting the col-
lege well on its way to
achieving a participation
rate of 50 percent by 1995.
That strong support demon-
strates more than words the
commitment to excellence
that is felt by those who
have benefited from their
Connecticut College expe-
rience. It also helps
President Claire Gaudiani
'66 and others attract fund-
ing from potential corporate
and foundation donors who
gauge the level of commit-
ment to an institution by
asking "what percentage of
your alumni body supports
the college?"
Contributions to the
Annual Fund are especially
rewarding because the results
are so immediate. All gifts
are applied to the college's
operating budget. With a
1990-91 operating budget of
$42 million, a total Annual
Fund of nearly $2 million
had a significant impact.
In the past year, for
example, the support of
alumni, parents, and friends
made it possible for 43 per-
cent of the student body to
receive gift or grant aid and
60 percent to receive loans
or jobs that helped meet
college costs.
This support also enabled
1,928 students and alumni
to receive advice and direc-
tion from the Office of
Career Services. Countless
more attended the 100 or so
lectures and cultural events
that were brought to cam-







rience sent about 16 percent
of the Class of 1991 on to
graduate school.
Additionally. two members
of the Class of1991 were
awarded Thomas J. Watson
Fellowships, an honor given
to only 75 college seniors
nationwide.
The Annual Fund's suc-
cess can be attributed in
large part to a network of
more than 200 volunteers
serving on gift club com-
mittees, as class agents and
phonathon callers, or other-
wise providing personal
contact between con-
stituents and the changing
college and campus. Even
students get involved, form-
ing the corps of a
phonathon outreach effort.
This one-to-one touch is
much appreciated by those
1990-1991 Highlights
• Reunion gifts of
$482,351, ",ount,d
for 30 percent of the
Alumni Annual Giving
Program (AAGP)total.
• 800 new donol1.
• 36 classes achieved
participation rates of
50 percent or more.
• 160 alumni, parents and
friends became members








alumni and parents who,
through talking with the
students, reconnect with the
college and ensure that
coming years are as success-
ful as this one.








1991 graduates Mary Beth Holman (left) and Turlya Manhelmer were awarded Thomas J. Watson
fellowships for post graduate study.
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Honor Roll
Morton F. Planl Society
($25,000 and up)
Anonymous-7
Liley C. McDannel* '22
Helen M. Forst* '24
Marion Lowell jenkins:" '25
Helen Lehman Buttenwieser* '27
Sarah Pithouse Becker '27
Elizabeth Douglass Manross* '28
Harriet Buescher Lawrence:" '34
Ann Crocker Wheeler '34
Gertrude Allen Dinsmore* '36
Ruth Kellogg Kent '39
Oscar & Rosalie Harrison Mayer' 41
Philip & Virginia Newberry
Leach '41 & P'65
Marjorie WicoffCooper '41 &
P'72 & '69
Barbae. Hogate Ferrin '43
Katherine Wenk Christoffers
'45 & P'74
janet S. Humphrey ....'47
Elizabeth Hood McAfoose '60
Susan Eckert Lynch '62
Anthony & Elizabeth McGuire
Enders '62 & P'B?
Sue Bernstein Mercy '63 & P'91
Cynthia Fuller Davis '66
Lyn Gordon Silfen '67
)0 Ann Hess Myers '67
Judson M. Dayton -'80
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Bogle
P'94 & '80
Mr. & Mrs. David Stern P'90
Me. & Mrs. Gary T. Capen P'BB
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M. Weissman P'87
Estate of Harold O. Toor
P'53 & '50
Estate ofE. Pauline Hervey P'35
Mr. & Mrs. Richard V. Carolan
Mr. Fred L. Emerson, Jr.





Marion E. Warner'" '20
Frances Wells Vroomw '29
Elizabeth Rieley Armington" '31
Kathryne Cooksey Simons '32
Mabel Spencer Porter '35
Thea Dutcher Coburn' 41
Mary Farrell Morse '41 & P'75
Janice Reed Harman' 41
Lenore Tingle Howard' 42
Lois Weyand Bachman '42
Joan Jacobson Kronick' 46 & P'73
Miriam Kraemer Melrod '46
Elizabeth Dutton Sweet '47
Jean M. HandIey ,48
Julia Winton Dayton '49 &
P'S1 & '80
Marlis Bluman Powell '50 &
P'78 & '74
Joanne Toor Cumming> '50
Gift Clubs
Marianne Edwards Lewis '51
Joan Katz Easton '52 & P'78
Nancy H. Camp '53
Barbara Gordon Landau '55 & P'83
Judith Mapes Metz. '61
Patricia Salz Koskinen '64
Dorcas R. Hardy '68
Francine J. Bovich '73
Susan D. Kronick '73
Lindsey C. Miller '75
Michael J. Dubilier '77
Susan Brewster '80
Mr. & Mrs. A. Kent Kuster P'93
Mr. & Mrs. William Ziegler P'92
Mr. & Mrs. W. G.
Louis-Dreyfus P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Stratton P'91
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert
Wimberger P'81
Mrs. Ted Nelson P'78
Mrs. Saul Reinfeld'" P'68
Mr. Thomas M. Keith P'S7
Estate of Jane Long P'56
Estate of Miss Marjorie Dilley
Mr. & Mrs. Reed L. Harman
Mr. Edward R. Hodgkins




Barbara Brooks Bixby" '26
Helen Tatum Rountree '27
Grace Ra.nch Klock '36
florence McConnell
Knudsen '38 & P'61
Anne Oppenheim Freed '38
Frances Walker Chase '38 & P'66
Margaret Abell Powell '39
Harriett Ernst Veale '39
Oliver & Miriam Brooks
Butterworth '40
Alla.yne Ernst Wick '41 & P'70
Benjamin & Doris Goldstein
Levinson '41
Edith Patton Cranshaw '41
Sally Schley Manegold ' 41
Shirley Armstrong Meneice '45
Cynthia Terry White'46
David & Elizabeth Stuart
Kruidenier '48
Esther Coyne flanagan' 49
Joan Andrew White '51
Susan Askin Wolma.n '51
Mary Jobson Dubilierw '51
Carol Wedum Conklin '51 & P'79
Jane Murchison Hamilton '52
Jane Muddle Funkhouser
'53 & P'SS
Nena Cunningham Dahling '54
Polly Haebler Van Dyke '55




Marion Rockefeller Weber '60
Elizabeth Saa.lfield Ives '64
Alfred & Diane Buchanan
,.. Deuastd
Will,,! '65 & P'91
Mary Ann Garvin Siegel
'66 & P'92
Claire L. Gaudiani '66
Marian E. Silber '66
Nancy S. Newcomb '67
Joan Redmund Platt '67
Thomas & Ann Werner Johnson '68
Rufus R. Winton '82
Mr. & Mrs. David 0. Beim P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Yuichi Katoh
P'91 & '88
Mr. Henry S. Ziegler P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Donald W.
Blodgett P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert
Kla.gsbrun P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence A. Ekes P'S5
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas Clifford P'80




Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Gordon
Mr. Lincoln H. Gries
Mr. & Mrs. Hughes Griffis





Jane Bertschy Jackson '30
Elizabeth Hendrickson Matlack '31
Margaret Creighton Green '35
Janet Sherman Lockwood '36
Elizabeth Ayer Newman '37
Dorothy Boschen Holbein' 41
Dorothy Gardner Downs' 41
Constance Hillery Murcott '41
Nancy Marvin Wheelock' 41
Mary Reisinger Stevens '41
Elizabeth Schwab Fwd '41 & P'63
Barbara M. Smith '41
Louise Stevenson Andersen' 41
Ruth L. Hankins' 42
Mary Anna Lemon
Meyer '42 & P'68
Alleyne Mathews 'Ianham '42
Edward & June Perry Mack' 42
Katharine Johnson Anders' 43
Alyce Watson McAllister '43
Margaret Roe Fischer '44
Phyllis Smith Gotschall '44
Lois Webster Ricklin '44
Mabel Cunningham' 45
Amy Lang Potter '45
Nancy Mayers Blitzer '45
Ann Williamson Miller '46 & P'67
Shirley Wilson Keller '46
Nancy Beam Harnett' 48
Joa.nne Begg Chope '48
Mary Coons Johnson' 48
Saretta Klein Barnet '48 & P'S5
Barbara Ayers Herbst' 49 & P'S2
Alice fletcher Freymann '49
Jane Smith Moody '49
Virginia R. Amburn '50
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Anne Gartner Wilder '50
Charles & Patricia Grable Burke 'SO
Dorothy Hyman Cohen 'SO
Ruth L Kaplan' 50
Julia W. Linsley 'so
Joann Appleyard Schelpert '51 &
P'86 & '76
Sara Buck Thompson '51
Nancy Clapp Miller '51
Virginia Eason Weinmann '51
Helen Johnson Haberstroh' 51
Vivian Johnson Harries '51
Jane E. Keltie '51
Nancy Libby Peterson '51
Barbara Nash Hanson '51
Roldah Northup
Cameron '51 & P'75
Margaret Park Mautner' 51
Janice Schaumann Bell'SI
Justine Shepherd Freud '51
Jeanne Tucker Zenker '51
Ronica Williams
Watlington '51 & P'77
Helen L. Brogan '52
Elizabeth Mcl.ane McKinney' 52
Evelyn Ball Barrack '54 &
P'S5 & '81
Julia Evans Doering '55
Herbert & Catherine Myers Buscher
'55 & P'87, 'S4 & 'S3
Barbara Rosen Goodkind '55
Frances Freedman
Jacobson '56 & P'S2
Jill Long Leinbach '56
Suzanne Krim Greene '57 & P'85
Sylvia Pasternack Marx '57
Phyllis Ehrhardt Heilborn '59
Diane Y. Williams '59
Frances Gillmore Pratt '60 & P'89
Ann Milner Willner '60
Carole Janowski Cushman '61
Jill Manes Rosen '61
Ayse Manyas Kenmore '61
Barbara Thomas Yeomans '61
Barbara D. Burris '62
Barbara Phillips Mayer '63
Georgaynne Pignato Holst-Knudsen
'64 & P'87
Barrie Mynttinen Pribyl '65
Elizabeth Stephenson
Hansen '65 & P'94
Cheryl Arthur Scheiner '66
Bonnie Burke Himmelman '66
Carolyn Copeland Belt '66
Muy Hosmer Dinwoodey '66
Nancy W. Jones '66
Joan Lockhart Gardner '66 & P'89
Marny Morris Krause '66
Susan F. Roberts '66
Susan Smith Lewis '66
Elsa Allyn Soderberg '67
Donald & Britta Schein
McNemar '67
Dale Chakarian 'Iurza '71
Margaret Hiller Stevens '71
Susan Donaldson '72
Marianne Drost '72
Elizabeth Castle Halsey '73
Warren T. Erickson '74
Janet K. Howland '74
Carol J. Ramsey '74
Honor Roll
Catherine Flickinger Schweitzer '75
jonathan B. Loring '75
Douglas Renfield-Miller '75
Jean Renfie1d-Miller '75
David J. Zimmerman '75
Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79
Kathryn Schaeffer Logue '79
Glenn M. White '79
Stephen M. Buscher '83
Geoffrey W. Buscher '84
Ann K. Babcock '85
Mr. & Mrs. J. Randolph
Bartholomew P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Gregg P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell C. Freiberg P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Laurance Morrison P'92
Mr. Robert B. Luchars P'91
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Evans
P'86 & '83
Mr. & Mrs. Guilford Babcock P'85
Mr. & Mn.]"-mcs M. Walton P'83
Mr. John N. Schaeffer, Jr. 1"79
Mr. & Mrs. John Liebig. Jr. P'70
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Burke P'66
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H.
Sanders P'64
Dr. & Mrs. Oakes Ames
Mr. Lawrence B. Barrurd
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Goodwin
Mrs. John G. Lee
Mr. &Mrs. Richard Schneller




Alice P. Holcombe* '23
Marie Jester Kyle '24
Grace Bennet Nuveen '25 & P'54
P.rks McCombs '25
P.uline W.rner Root '26
Ele.nor Richmond Smith '27
Margretb. Briggs Noble '28 & P'61
KuI. Heurich Harrison '28 & P'54
Henrietta Owens Rogers '28
Elemor Wood Frazer '28
Margaret Bristol Carleton '29
Ann Steinwedell Hudy '29
Eleanor W. Tyler '30
Fmny Young Sawyer '30
Ruth Griswold
Louchheim '31 & P'55
Josephine Lincoln Morris '31
Caroline B. Rice '31
Anne Romer Valentine '31
Frmces Buck Taylor '32
Margaret K. Hazlewood '32
Margaret Rathbone '32
Elemor Jones Heilman '33
Virginia Vail Lavino '33
Edith Stockman Ruettinger '34
Margaret Baylis Hrones '35
Merion Ferris Ritter '35 & P'72
Virginia Golden Kent '35
Jane Cadwell Lott '36
Agatha McGuire Daghlim '36 &
P'70 &'66
Eliza.beth Myers Parish '36
Gift Clubs
Elizabeth M. Reuhuf'36
Mugaret Aymar Clark '37
Mary Corrigan Daniels '37
Blanche Mapes Klein '37
Katherine Boutwell Hood '38
Jeanette Dewless Kinney '38
Elizabeth M. Fielding '38
Mary Jenks Sweet '38
Mary Mory Schultz '38
Joan Roberts Robertson '38
Betty Wagner Knowlton '38
jane De Olloqui Harris '39
Elizabeth Hadley Porter '39 & P'73
Ruth Hale Buchanan '39 & P'65
Rose Lazarus Shinbach '39
janet Mead Suniawski '39
Elizabeth Parcells Arms '39 & P'67
Anne Hardy Antell '40 &
P'74 & '65
Florence McKemie Glass'4O
Barbara L. Sage' 40
Davina E. Sherman' 40
Martha Young Youngquist' 40
Elma G. Bidwell' 41
Elizabeth Brick Collier' 41
Janet Bunyan Kramer' 41
Virginia Chope Richmond '41
Le.ann Donahue Rayburn' 41
Margaret Ford. Taska '41
E1e.anorFuller Skinner' 41
Cwre Haines Fairley '41
Mary N. Hall '41
Helen Henderson Tuttle' 41
Alice L. Hobbie '41
S.a.r.ahKohr Gregory' 41
Ethel Moore Wills '41
Constance Smith Applegate '41
Elizabeth Smith Twaddell '41
Jeanne Turner Creed' 41
Barbara A. Twomey '41
M.ary Blackmon Smith' 42
Virginia Frey Linscott' 42
Thyrz.a Magnus Weatherly' 42
Jean Morse Cockerill' 42
Mary R. Powers' 42
Alice Richard Waldschmitt '42
Sus.anSmith Nystedt* '42
Jean Staats Lorish ' 42 & P'72
Jane Worley Peak '42 & P'75
Alm.a P. Zeller' 42
Edith Gabernun Sudarsky '43 &
P'78
Frank & Betty H~ink Carey' 43
& P'77 & '73
Alice Reed Boorse' 43 &
P'70 &'66
Alese Joseph Shapiro' 44
J.anet Leech Ryder '44
Norma Pike Taft '44 & P'75
Helen Rippey Simpson'44
Virgini.a Weber Marion' 44
Harriet J. Ferguson' 45
Patricia Hancock Blackall '45
Patricia Manning Hogan '45
Suzanne Porter Wilkins' 45
Jean Thomas Lambert' 45
Evelyn Black Weibel '46
M.arg.aret Cole Jennings' 46
Jo.anne Ferry Gates'46
Betty Rnn PerIm.an ' 46
Jessie M.acFadyen Olcott '46 & P'71
Anne Muir Strickland' 46
N.ancy Platt Sands' 46 & P'SO
Mary Robinson Sive'46 & P'78
nun. Sands Fuila '46
Janice Demery Miner '47 & P'83
Mary Me.ad James '47
Ann Wetherald Graff'47
Nancy Yeager Cole '47
Barbara Kite Ye.ager '48
Mary Brooks Price '49
Geraldine Dana Tisd.a1l '49
Carol Jaffa Feinberg' 49
Lydia Mershon johnson '49 &
P'BO& '78
Josephine Parisi Beebe' 49
Swan Starr Burchen.al ' 49 & P'76
Je.an Gries Homeier ' SO
Barbara Harvey Butler '50
Marilyn Packard Ham '50
Norma Ritz Phelps 'SO
Janice M. Sage '50
Elaine Title Lowengard'SO
Beth Youm.an Gleick. ' 50
Mary Beck Barrett '51 & P'83 & '78
Betsey Colgan Pitt '51 & P'90 & '86
Carolyn Finn Saw '51
Jane Lent Baldau '51
Inez Marg Hemlock '51 &
P'84 & '76
Paula Meltzer Nelson '51
Helen Pavlovich '!Womey '51
& P'81
Mary Pelkey Shepard '51
Patricia Roth Squire '51
Jmet Strickl.and Legrow' 51
Nancy Vail Wilson '51 & P'83 & '80
Barbara Wiegand Pillote '51
Helen Fricke Mathieson '52
Mary Harrison Beggs' 52
Arlene Hochmm Cohen '52
Shirley Kline Wittpenn '52 & P'74
Dorothy M. Shaw' 52
Laura Wheelwright Farnsworth' 52
Hildegarde Drex1 Hannum '53
Patricia. Kohl Hadlow '53 & P'85
Cynthia Orndorff Neely '53
Cynthia Fenning Rehm '54
Marianne Fisher Hess '54
Helene Kestenm.an H.andelman '54
Margaret King Moore '54
Jom Negley Kelleher '54
Anne Nuveen Reynolds '54
Don.a Bern.ard Jensen '55
Judith Carliner Rosenberg '55
Sondr.a Gelb Myers '55
Mary Voss Bishop '55
Joyce Bagley Rheingold '56
Julia Conner Collard '56
Marie L. Garib"aldi '56
Ameli.a Noyes Baughman '56 & P'86
Carolyn Pfeifer Horchow '56
Suunne Rosenhirsch
Oppenheimer '56
J.anice Simone Ladley '56
M.arna Wagner Fullerton '56 & P'91
Donald & Joann W.a1ton Leavenworth
'56 & P'82
Aorence Bi.anchi Ahern '57
Je.anne Cattell
Rhinelander '57 & P'91
Caroline Myers Baillon '57
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Miriam prosswimmer Longye.ar '57
Lucia Be.adel. Whisenand '58 & P'85
Gretchen Diefendorf Smith '58
Sus.a.nMiller Deutsch '58 & P'91
Lloyd Dow Mills '59 & P'81
Carolyn Graves Mitchell '59
Sara Kellogg Goodrich '59
Barbara Quinn Flynn '59
Virginia Reed Levick '59
Patricia A. Fletcher '60
CarolYn McGonigle Holleran '60
Suzanne Cameron Schutz '61
Bonnie Campbell Perkins '61
N.a.nc..lLarson Huff'61
Nao~ Silver Neft '61 & P'93
Linn ~itebw Ong '61 & P'88
N.a.nC)fBlake Paul '62
Margfjry Flocks Masinter '62
&~B8
Susan cse '62
Louise Rosenthal Glasser '62
Barb.a:~aWeinberg Cohen '62
Susan rthur Sierck '63
Susan ohman Faigle '63 & P'93
Sally laster Bell '63 & P'91
Jane Engel Francoeur '63 & P'90
Reb ca. Holmes Post '63
Kathr n Klei~ Briger '63
Diane Lewis G.ate1y '63 & P'91
Wend Lehman L.ash '64
Dh e Schmitz nnsill '64
Marje ie Tobin Davidson '64
&P'92
Je.an urtin Tempel '65
Cynt: 'a Eaton Bing '65
San a Gray Nowicki '65
Step we Heynun Redder '65
K.ari7 Kunstler Gol4man '65
Robm R. Pinkham '65
Su~ Rafferty Williams '65
Jane Sullivan Black. '65
N.a.n~ Anton Bobrow '66
Antoinette Carter Rogers '66
Carol D. Chaykin '66
Brid,et Donahue Healy '66
Franfes Eickele Voss '66
Lynne Friedman Kenney '66
Betsi Greenberg Feinberg'66
M.ary Ellen Hamilton Baughman '66
Elle+ ~~~eimer Bettmann '66
Laura Ingr.ah.am Samponaro '66
Suur Leiser Frank '66
Suup C. Martin '66 .
PamF,laMendelsohn '66
Elizibeth Robertson Whitters '66
Antie White Swingle '66
Deborah Dearborn Wendel '67
De~rah Greenstein '67
Jan~ M. Gullong '67
Carol Hermann Smoot '67
Deborah Johnston Magowan '67
&P'94
Betty Fluegelman Kahn '68.
Andre.a Hintlim Mendell '68
J.ad~ Schappals Walsh '68
Mabon Y.amin P.aulson '68
Li.naa.Abel Fosseen '69
Arete Benner McSherry '69
P.aul.a.Benson Brothers '69
Anne Bonniol Pringle '69
Kristin Suh1schmidt Lambert '69
Judith Bricker Seibert '70
Madelyn M. Dematteo '70
Christine Heilman Bakalar '70
Nancy E. Bowen '71
Nancy Quinley IUtaj. '71
Julie A. Sgarai '71
Christine Wilson Chapin '71
Kathryn J. Bacastow '72
jane Yusem Stern '72
Nancy Cushing Olmstead '73
Martha E. Gifford '73
Susan D. Krebs '73
Lynda McCurdy Hotra '73
Sharon M. Perrell. '73
Cynthia Caravan Holden '74
Anita L. DeFrantz '74
Katherine Freygang Flagg '74
Cynthia T. Howard '74
Wendy Sorenson Pearson '74
Josephine A. Curran '75
Richard C. Dreyfuss '75
Alexander T. Fuley '75
Martha H. Peak '75
Robert K. Huebscher '76
jacqueline M. Lyon '76
Elizabeth A. Widdicombe '76
Ken A. Crerar '77
Peter T. Belefant '78
George W. Hebard '80
Susan W.gner '80
Mary C. Leeming '84
Grissel M. Hodge '86
Andrev.r H. Buscher '87
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Baillargeon P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth 0. He.a.d P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Birnsteel P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Williun A. Krein P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M.
McAlaine P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Willis H. Willey P'93
Mr. & Mrs. williun G.
Stoddard P'92
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Lucey P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley E Pryma.s P'91
Mrs. Richard E Corroon P'69, '64
& GP'90
Mr. David L. Torrey P'88
Mr. &Mrs. Martin R.
Hoffin.nn P'S7
Mr. George Oliva, Jr.
P'87, '82, '79 & '78
Mrs. Sam Pinkes P'S4
Mr. & Mrs. Alm AIdJ. P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Fenmore R. Seton P'69
Dr. Percy Klingenstein P'64
Mrs. D.vid W. Kbu P'45
Estate of Ann Ladin
Mr. Ferdinand W. Coudert
Estate of Ruth R. Wood
Honor.ble S:unuel G. Fredmm
Mr. David D. Gries
Mr. & Mrs. Myron Hendel
Intelegistics, Inc.
Mr. George J. J.gger
Mrs. P.ul Laubenstein
John D. Lynch
Mr. Richard E Rea.
Mr. & Mrs. 0. P. Robinson
Rotary Club of New London
Mr. J. Arthur Wheeler, Jr.
Thames Society
($500 to $999)
Where do Connecticut College funds come from?
Anonymow-5
Dorothy Wheeler Pietrallo '22
Margaret McCarthy Morrissey '23
Dorothy Kilbourn '25
Gertrude E. Noyes '25
Doris E. Barton '26
Eliza.beth Damerel Gongaware '26
Harriet Stone Wuner '26
Lucile R. Gi1rrun '27
Eliza.beth Gordon Stadin '28 & P'60
Edru S. Kelley '28
Margaret Burroughs Kohr '29
Faith Grant Brown '29
Elizabeth Riley Whitman '29
Adelaide Finch Royle '30
Ernestine Vincent Venner '30
Anna Cofrances Guida '31 & P'61
Alice B. Hangen '31
Jane Moore Warner '31
Drusilla Fielding Stemper '32
Marion Nichols Arnold '32
Adalisa Bronstein Scheirer '33
Elizabeth Miller Jacobs '33
Jean L. Pennock '33
Margaret Ray Stewart '33
Emily Daggy Vogel '34
Phyllis Johnson Doolittle '34
Audrey La. Course Parsons '35
Dorothy Barbour Slavich '36
Lois Ryman Areson '36
Lois Beckwith Ottinger '37
Margaret Bennett Hires '37
Shirley Cohen Schrager '37 & P'74
Virginia Deuel '37
Marion Littlefield Fisher '37
Selma Silverman Swatsburg '38
Helen Swan Stanley '38
Catherine Ake Bronson '39
Kathryn L. Ekirch '39
Patricia Pope Pairbairn '39
Nancy Tremaine Dewoody '39
Ruth Wilson Casa '39 & P'64
Patricia Alvord French' 40
Helen Bernard West '40
Pauline Carroll Carter '40 & P'66
Dorothy Clinger Vaughn '40 & P'63
Mary Fisher McWilliams* '40
Evelyn Gilbert Thorner' 40
Jane Holcombe Dewey' 40
Elizabeth Burford Graham '41
Dorothy Cushing Jealous '41
Priscilla. Duxbury Wescott '41 &
p'n & '74
Catherine Elias Moore' 41
Janet fletcher Ellrodt ' 41 & P'73
Marguet Hardy Schweizer' 41
Eliza.beth Main Chandler' 41
Eliza.beth Neiley Cleveland '41
Margaret Patton Hannah' 41
Mugaret Robinson Manning' 41
Mugaret Stoecker Moseley' 41
& P'74
Mary Strong Heller-Rodega.st '41
Mugaret Patton Hannah '41
Winifred Tilden Gdina.s '41
Kathryn Verie Pugh '41
Jane Wray Lindsay '41
Auxiliary ($9M)
(Room and board,,...)




Jane Guiney Pettengill' 42
& P'74 & '73
Constance Hughes McBrien' 42
Frances Hyde Forde '42 & P'76
Joan J.cobson Green' 42
Helen Lederer Nert '42
Lilly Weseloh Maxwell' 42
Marion Butterfield Hinman' 43
Jean Wall.a.ceDougW '43 & P'75
Jane Day Hooker' 44
Elizabeth DeMerritt Cobb' 44
Virginia Passa.va.nt
Henderson'44 & P'71
Bubua Pfohl Byrnside ' 44
Anne Gilbert Gundersdorf'4S
Paige Cornwall McHugh'46
Lucy Eaton Holcombe '46
Jw.ru Guruceta. Flagg'46 & P'74
Janet Kennedy Murdock' 46
Suzanne Levin Steinberg' 46
~ry Minter Goode' 46
Kate Niedecken Pieper '46
Debby Rabinowitz Wetzler' 46







Joan Weissman Burness' 46
Gretchen Lautman Bendix '47
Marian Petersen Hardee '47
Joan Rosen Kemler' 47
Delou Taylor Blumer '47
Patricia McGowan Wald '48
Fr.nces Admls Nichols' 49
Gloria Barnett Levin' 49
Jean Carroll Siefke '49
Nancie Ellis Cottrell '49
Ruth Fanjoy King '49
Mary Fenn Ferguson' 49
Ann W. Grayson' 49
Joan Jossen Bivin '49 & P'8S
Ruth Katz Webber '49
Marilyn Nibecker Cod '49
Victoria Simes Poole' 49
Mary Stecher Douthit '49 & P'78
MMy E. Stone '49
Lauunne Thoma.s Freyhof' 49
Cornelia Wilde Dickinson' 49
& p'n
Barbara Mehls Lee '50
Adrienne Najuian Rabkin 'SO
Lois Papa Dudley 'SO
Nancy Par1i:unent Hawkes '50
Honor Roll
Thames Society, con't.
Sylvia 5nitkin Kreiger '50 & P'77
Mary Woodard Thompson '50
Iris Bain Hutchinson '51
Beverley Benenson Gasner '51
joan Blackburn Duys '51 & P'BO
Susan Brownstein Grody '51
Joanne Dings Haeckel '51
Martha Harris R.aymond '51
Louise Hill Carlin '51 & P'BS
June Jaffe Burgin '51
Norma Kochenour Kniseley '51
Barbara Molinsky Waxler '51
Katharine Parker Stell '51
Mary Permywitt Lester '51
Elizabeth Sauersopf Haderer '51
Fiorimoncle Wedekind '51
Joan Bulkley Desdding '52
Corinne Fisher Smythe '52
Roberta Katz Duker '52
Mary Lackey Stowell '52
Genevieve Mclaren
Prideaux-Brune '52
Mary Seaman Clowney '52 & P'78
Patricia Wardley Hamilton '52
Beverly Weber Raynor '52
Nancy E. Hudson '53
Evelyn Ball Barrack '54
& P'BS & '81
Jeanne Peetz Rankers '54
Elizabeth Kassel Brown '55
Prances Sreane Baldwin' 55 & P'82
Martha Warner Olson '55
Mary Wolpert Davis '55 &
P'83 & '81
Helen Cary Whitney '56
Eleanor Erickson Ford '56
Marjorie Lewin Ross '56 & P'90
Barbara Billings Supplee '57
Elaine Diamond Berman '57
Emily Graham Wright '57
Ann Hamilton MacCormac '57
Sarah Luchars McCarthy '57
Nancy Tuttle Ive~ '57
Ann Whittaker Ferraro '57
Joyce Brooks Quinn '58
Suzanne Ecker Waxenberg '58
&P'82
Cynthia Stauffer Spurdle '58
Jean Tierney Taub '58
Diane Beckwith Sisson '59 & P'91
Susan Jonas Emerling '59
Susan Kleppner Folkman '59
Jane Starrett Swotes '59
Martha Stegmaier Speno '59
Jane Taylor O'Toole '59
Mary Lane Talbot '60
Jane Silverstein Root '60 & P'91
& '85
Alice Fitzgerald Bayer '61
Silly Foote Martin '61
Paula Parker Raye '61 & P'93
Linda Tallmadge Mitchell '61
Margaret Watson '61
Elizabeth G. Zuraw '61
Diane Dooley Latimer '62
& P'86 & '85
Ellen Gottlieb Kazin '62
& P'88 & '86
Linda J. Lear '62
Gift Clubs
Annette Lieberman Goldstein '62
Sandra Loving Linder '62
Dorothy Pollock Cozadd '62
Gwendolyn Rendall Cross '62
& P'84
linda Siegel Anstendig '62
Heather Turner Frazer '62 & P'90
Marcia Buerger Carlson '63
Alice Orndorff Gordon '63
Vicki Rogosin Lamky '63
Penelope Vaughn Connors '63
Barbara Walker Krause '63
Susan E. Bender '64
Barbara Goldmark Tauber '64
Jean A. Klingenstein '64
Susan Mann Swett '64
Barbara McCoun Bradley '64
Judith Abbott Raffety '65
Jane Anderson Morse '65
Candace Brooks Carr '65
Eleanor Bonham Witter '66
Caroline Davis Murray '66
Susan Mikkelsen Curtis '66
Patricia Pearson Burns '66
Anita Shapiro Wilson '66
Ciannait Sweeney Tait '66
Virginia Turner Friberg '66
Lorna Wagner Strotz '66
Patricia. A. Carr '67
DeborahJenks '67
Rae Downes Koshetz '67
Dana Freedman Liebman '67
Judith Rosman Hahn '67
Nancy Stein MacMillan '67
Ruth Chens Edelson '68
Lia Hadjiyannakis Polites '68
Cathleen Hull janovic '68
Tamah Nachtman Wiegand '68
Joe Higdon & Ellen L. Sudow '68
Lorraine Bitner Gilden '69
Laura Davenport Petcavage '69
Jane Hanser Matthews '69
Katherine Phelan Willis '69
Virginia Bergquist Landry '70
Mary Keil '70
Susan Kron Moody '70
Susan E. Lee '70
Dale Ross Wang '70
Andrea Schulman '70
Nancy Simon Fulton '70
Kathleen Bristol Wick '71
Lynda Brooks Crowley '71
Carolyn Esser Wilson '71
Judith Glassman Duffie '71
Susan B. Hirschhorn '71
Frances Howland Gammell '71
Anne Kennison Parker '71
linda G. Rosenzweig '71
Lucy B. Van Voorhees '71
Gail B. Coad '72
Peggy Kobacker Shiffrin '72
Nadine Porcelan Wenner '72
Judith Tindal Opatrny '72
Philip A. Twomey '72 & P'87
Robert B. Blackwell '73
Allen T. Carroll '73
Carol Cronin Barbour '73
Cheryl A. Murphy '73
Nancy S. Voye '73
Carol Williams Hannenberg '73
Anne E. Budding '74
Norma K. Darragh '74
Janet K. Howland '74
Elizabeth Disario Lighton '74
Virginu. Ventura Colburn '74
Jill Wilson-Evitt '74
Melanie J. Cotton '75
Melinda J. Goding '75
Richard A. Lichtenstein '75
William B. Thomson '75
Richard L. Allen '76
Paula Drain Briggs '76
Veronica A. Makowsky '76
Theodore M. Romanow '76
Debra Wittenberg Lee '76
Philip M. Farmer '77
Martha Leach Proulx '77
Alexander K. Leith '77
Stuart H. Sadick '77
David Schonberger '77
Elizabeth W Easton '78
Laurie Heiss Grealy '78
Margery Lisbon Ordog '78
Patience Merck Chamberlin '78
Kristine M. Siewers '78
Walter D. Sive '78
Glenn B. Asch '79
Anthony C. Bowe '79
Lawrence P. Eyink '79
Peter U. Musser '79
Susan W. Schulman '79
David B. Stern '79
Mary Wright Benner '79
Loredana Regolo Musser '80
Laura ]. Allen '81
David B. Geller '81
Scott H. Kling '81
Mary Knoll Edgar '81 & P'86
Andrew H. Chait '82
John C. Faulkner '82
Patricia Green Vancil '82
Richard C. Vancil '82
Alison Ogg Martin '83
Linda A. L.einbach '85
Mr. & Mrs. P. Eric Berg P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Hiroshi Sano P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall P. Bartlett P'93
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Olson P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Walter W. Birge P'92
Mr. George W. Brewster III P'92
Mr. Brown W. Cannon P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Dean L. Clark P'92
Mr. & Mrs. William Hoskins P'92
Dr. & Mrs. Michael R.
Lavington P'92
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Stowe P'92
Mrs. Elise Von Kosehembahr P'92
Dr. & Mrs. Paul E. Berman P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Cheavens P'91
Mr. Louis S. Gimbel III P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph S. Beale P'90
George & Cynthia
Willauer, Jr. '72, P'89
Me. & Mrs. William 0. Dewitt P'88
Dr. Arnold Gurwitz P'S8 & '81
Dr. & Mrs. J. David Hoflinan P'86,
'83 & '76
Mr. & Mrs. Peter L Schavoir P'S5
Me. & Mrs. Edward. Cazier, Jr. P'84
Mrs. Mary F. Hayden P'M
Mr. & Mrs. Archa 0. Knowlton P'84
Dtrem1m1991 ConnecticutCollegeMllgui"t
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Mack P'S3
Pierre & Alix Deguise P'S1
btello Desiderate P'Sl & '79
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Rosenthal P'81
Mr. & Mrs. Simon B. Ehrlich P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. Nolle P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick
Farnsworth P'76
Mrs. R~y Taylor P'74
Mr. & Mrs. Keith S. Benson P'69
~rs. Daisy M. Billings P'S7
Mr. Elwood B. Acker
R. Christian Anderson
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Sadie C( it Benjamin '19
Virginia . Rose' 19
Dora S . wartz Epstein* '20
&P' 9&'43
Marion darns Taylor '21
Nellie E glish Jennings '21
Mildred B. Duncan '22
Olive Ti thill Reid '22
Ethel P. Adams '23
Florence J. Appel '23
Mary .,reikert Tuttle '23
Florence Bassevitch Barron '24
Sarah qordon Hahn '24
Elizabetp Holmes Baldwin '24
lola Marin Matthews '24
Margarc!t Ewing Hoag '25
Adele Knecht Sullivan '25
Margaret Meredith Littlefield '25
Adele Roos Morse '25
Emily Warner '25
K.2th.a.ri1reBailey Mann '26
Catharipe Dauchy Bronson '26
Ruth Khup Wiederhold '26
Frances ndrews Leete '27
Mildre Beardsley Stiles '27 & P'57
S05an~hittenden Cuningham '27
Made1y Clish Wankmi.ller '27
Mildr Dunham Smith '27
Katharihe Foster MolilU '27
Dorothy McDonald Johnson '27
Thistle McKee Bennett '27
Ele.ano~ r. Vernon '27
Margur. Woodworth Shaw '27
Elizabeth Arnold Kaufman '28
Elizabeth Arthur Roth '28
Grace Bigelow Churchill '28
Roberta Bitgood Wiersma '28
Jeanett~ Bradley Brooks '28
Edith Gloyes Mdlwaine* '28
Margarbt K. Dahlgren '28
Ann DJlano Scholes '28
Prudenpe Drake '28
Estelle Harmon Pardee '28
Maljory L. Jones '28
Delgracia. Kent McConkey '28
Adelaide King Quebman '28
Dorothy Lewin Schweich '28
Deborah lippincott Currier '28
Helen Little Clark '28
Margaret McKay Rieth '28
Catherine Page McNutt '28
Mary Petersen Stoddard '28
Marion Pierpont Brown '28
Gertrude Sternschuss Leblond '28
Madeline Thune Silver '28
Ruth Towson Moeller '28
Hild4 Van Horn Rickenbaugh '28
Katherine Bartlett Nichols '29
Frances Fenton MacMurtrie '29
Wilhelmina Fountain Murphy '29
Flora Hine Myers '29 & P'S8
Virginie Kamal Van Bark '29
Frances McElfresh Perry '29
Rebecca IYu '29
Eleanor Rose Carey '29
Mary Scattergood Norris '29
Elizabeth Speirs '29
Esther Stone Wenzel '29
Carolyn Terry Baker '29
Dorothy Thayer White '29
Frances B. Tillinghast '29
Elizabeth Utley Lamb '29
Marian Y. Vaine '29
Mary Walsh Gamache '29
Elizabeth Bahney Mills '30
Mabel Bartlett '30
Margaret Cook Curry '30
Ruth S. Ferguson '30
Helen Flinner Smith '30
Elizabeth Hartshorn '30
Elisabeth Johnson Hume '30
Louisa M. Kent '30
Evelyn Utley Keeler '30
Edith Walter Samuels '30
Thursa A. Barnum '31
Dorothy Birdsey Manning '31
Wilhelmina Brown Seyfried '31
Alta Colburn Steege '31
Paull Deweese '31
Giovanna Fusco-Ripka '31
Flavia Garron Williams '31
Dorothy H. Gould '31
Alice E. Kindler '31
Jane King Buss '31
Dorothy Rose Griswold '31
Gertrude Smith Cook '31
Betty P. Wheeler '31
Beatrice Whitcomb '31
Melicent Wilcox Buckingham '31
Jane Williams Howell '31
Muriel Williams '31
Mabel Barnes Knauff '32
Catherine Campbell Hanrahan '32
Ruth Caswell CIa.pp '32
Dorothy Friend Miller '32
Mary Kavanagh Doran '32
Ruth Paul Miller '32
Mildred F. Peirce '32
Alice Russell Reaske '32
Julia Salter Ferris '32
Leah Savitsky Rubin '32 & P'65
Emma M. Schaumann '32
Elynore Schneider Welsh '32
Mildred Solomon Savin '32
Virginia H. Stephenson '32
Dorothy C. Stevens '32
Mary Sturdevant Nye '32
Adelaide Thompson Hicks '32
Eleanor Wilcox Sloan '32
Gertrude Yoerg Doran '32
Katherine B. Bruce '33
Elizabeth Carver McKay '33
Ruth Ferree Wessels '33
Marjorie Heming Christensen '33
Alice Gordon Washton '33
Katherine Hammond Engler '33
Eleanor Husted Hendry '33
Dorothy Krall Newman '33
Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer '33
Ericka Langhammer
Grimmeisen '33
Elizabeth Overton Bryan '33
Elizabeth Palmer Shurts '33
Helen Peasley Comber '33
Virginia Swan Parrish '33
Abbie Usher Aurell '33
Jessie Wachenheim Burack '33
Elsa Waldecker MacDonald '33
Jane Wertheimer Morgenthau '33
Dorothy Wheeler Spaulding '33
Esther White Cornish '33
Helen Andrews Keough '34
Elizabeth Archer Patterson '34
Lucile Austin Cutler '34
Margaret Austin Grumhaus '34
Emily Benedict Grey '34
Marion Bogart Holtzman '34
Ruth Brooks Von Arx '34
Elizabeth Flanders McNellis '34
Louise Hill Corliss '34
Eleanor Hine Kranz '34
Emma Howe Waddington '34
Barbara Johnson Stearns '34
Eleanor Laughlin Bowsher '34
Helen Lavietes Krosnick '34 & P'67
Lilla Linkletter Stuart '34
Ruth Lister Davis '34
Mary Mercer Coburn '34
Dorothy Merrill Dorman '34
Alice Miller Tooker '34
Edith Mitchell Benz" '34
Grace Nichols Rhodes '34
Janyce Pickett Willmann '34
Martha E. Prendergast '34
Marjorie Prentis Hirshfield '34
Edith Richman Stolzenberg '34
Lydia Riley Davis '34
Marie Stone Levy '34
Alice Taylor Gorham '34
Jane Trace Spragg '34
Olga Wester Russell '34
Miriam Young Bowman '34
Lydia Albree Child '35
Mary Blatchford Van Etten '35
Sabrina Burr Sanders '35
Virginia Diehl Moorhead '35
Ruth Fairfield Day '35
Margaret M. Fields '35
Ruth Fordyce Snead '35
Martha Hickam Stone '35
Grace Hoffman Comes '35
Dorothy Krinsky Stein '35 & P'67
Marjory Loeser Koblitz '35
Patricia Parkhurst Chapman '35
Maude Rademan Hickey '35
Mary Savage Collins '35
Elizabeth W. Sawyer '35
Marjorie Wolfe Gagnon '35
Katherine Woodward Curtiss '35
Janet Alexander McGeorge '36
Mary Beattie Harmon '36
Eliz.a.bethBindloss Johnson '36
Jeannette Brewer Goodrich '36
Patricia Burton '36
Alice Dorman Webster '36
Miriam Everett Macurda '36 & P'67
Shirley Fayette Langler '36
Arline Goettler Stoughton '36
Mary Griffin Conklin '36
Janet Hoffmann Echols '36
Nancy Hooker Peters '36
Sarah Leight Laubenstein '36
Marion Pendleton Obenhaus '36
Priscilla Spalding Scott '36
Mati Sproat Fisk '36
Caroline Stewart Eaton '36
Dorothy Stewart Hazard '36
Gertrude Weyhe Dennis '36
Jane Wyckoff Bishop '36
Elizabeth Adams Lane '37
Dorothy E. Baldwin '37
Beulah Bearse West '37
Sara Bowman Sun '37
Ellen Cronbach Zimmerman '37
Ann Ford Logan '37
Mildred Garnett Metz '37
Katharine Griswold Spellman '37
Dorothy Harris Wellington '37
Fay Irving Squibb '37
Eleanore Krekeler Chrisman '37
Dorothy McGhee Luckenbill '37
Janet McNulty Yeoman '37
Emma Moore Manning '37
Pearl Myland Kaufman '37
Mila E. Rindge '37
Shirley Sackett Railing '37
Elizabeth Schumann Goldwasser '37
Winifred Seale Slaughter '37
Martha Storek Hopmann '37
Elizabeth Von Colditz Bassett '37
Bernice M. Wheeler '37
Margaret Ball Craig '38
Elizabeth Buder close '38
Sylvia Draper Fish '38
Winifred Frank Randolph '38
Esther Gabler Robinson '38
Marjorie Hanson Navidi '38
Mary Hector Smith '38
Mary Hellwig Gibbs '38
Jane Hutchinson Cauffield '38
Josephine Jobes Bunting '38
Jane Krepps Wheeler '38
Barbara G. Lawrence '38
Lucille Levy Eisenberg '38
Anne Mcdonald Haverstick '38
Marjorie Mintz Deitz '38 & P'63
Clarisse Moore Kepler '38
Eunice Morse Benedict '38
Augusta Straw Goodman '38
Martha C. Thumm '38
Palamona Williams Ferris '38
Margaret Young Sullivan '38
Marthe Baratte Cooper '39 & P'80
Margaret Barrows Griffith '39
Eunice Cocks Millard '39
Elaine Dewolfe Cardillo '39
Beatrice Dodd Foster '39
Henrietta Farnum Stewart '39
~,ember 1991ConnecticutColleg.M~g~ziPlt
Helen Gardiner Heitz '39
Eleanor H. Geisheimer '39
Edith Grable Nicholson '39
Phyllis Harding Morton '39
Muriel Harrison Castle '39 & P'73
Patricia Hubbard Brooks '39
Helena jenks Rafferty '39
& P'65 & '63
Elizabeth P Jordan '39
Mary Kelsey Balcom '39
Dorothy Leu Loomis '39
Susan T. Marchant '39
Marjorie Mortimer Kenney '39
& P'75
Priscilla Pasco '39
Agnes Savage Griswold '39
Nancy Weston Lincoln '39
Elizabeth Young Riedel '39
Jeannette Allen Adams '40
Sybil Bindloss Sim '40
Helene Bosworth Butler' 40
Janet Brown Theroux' 40
Albert & Jane Clark Gibney' 40
Barbara Deane Olmsted' 40
Eleanor English Glynn' 40
Hallie Fairbank Sether' 40
Polly Frank Shank' 40
Mary Gehrig Streater '40
Mary Giese Goff '40 & P'73 &'66
Elizabeth Gilbert Fortune'4O
Apphia Hack Hensley '40
Margaret Haddad MacDonald' 40
Irene Kennel Pekoe '40 & P'68
Natalie Klivans Dworken '40 & P'77
Sylvia Lubow Rindskopf'4O
Janet Marsh Lathrop' 40
Marillyn Maxted Higgins' 40
Olive Mcilwain Kerr'4O
Jean Moran Gaffey' 40
Dorothy Newell Wagner '40 & P'67
Katharine Potter Judson '40
Harriet Rice Strain' 40
Catherine Rich Brayton '40
Ruth Rusch Sheppe ' 40
George & Ruth Schneider Ross'4O
Mary Scott Johnson '40
Elizabeth Thompson Dodge '40
Katherine Wheeler Hastings '40
Marjorie Willgoos Betts' 40
Elizabeth Byrne Anderson '41
Dorothy Day Parke '41
Ruth De Yoe Barrett '41
Henrietta Dearborn Watson' 41
Betty Downey Barnes' 41
Ruth Doyle Zeh '41
Frances Garner Dietrich '41 & P'74
Phyllis Grove Slocum '41
Janice Heffernm Whiting '41
Mary Heft Miles' 41
Barbara Hickey Metzler' 41
Elizabeth Holmes Nichol' 41
Mary Holohan Waldron' 41
Audrey Jones Burton '41
Elise Keeney Irving '41 & P'62
Margaret Kerr Miller' 41
Sarah Kiskadden McClelland' 41
Marilyn Klein Pratt' 41
Margaret Lafore Wyatt' 41
Elizabeth McNicol Kelting '41
Eugenia C. Mercer' 41




Dorothea Nichols Hamill '41
Katherine Ord McChesney' 41
Jean Osborn Schilder' 41
Janet Pete McClain '41
Doris Porter Smith '41
Eleanor Reisinger Silvers' 41
Sarah Rodney Gooch '41
Miriam. Rosnick. Desn '....t
Ann Rubinstein Husch '41
Natalie Sherman Kleinhuf'41
Harriet Stricker Lazarus' 41
Mary-Jane Tracey Mann '41
S1lly Tremaine North '41
Nancy Van Houten McFall' 41
Vera Van Nest Judd '41 & P'67
Edythe Van Rees Conlon' 41
Mary Walsh Yates '41
Sybil Ward Smith '41
Jane Whipple Shaw '41
Judith Bardon Pinter '42
Dorothy Bulow Coykendall' 42
Elisabeth Bowden Day '42
Louisa Bridge Woods '42 & P'64
Janet Carlson Calvert '42
Jwtine M. Clark '42
Charlotte Craney Chamberlain '42
Vesta.Firestone Weese '42
Mary Franklin Gehrig '42 P'68
Edna Fuchs Allen' 42 & P'70
Ma.rgaret Gieg Rullnun '42
Dorothy A. Greene' 42
Eleanor Huris Emigh '42
Helen Hing;burg Young '42 & P'67
Katherine HoloJun MCUJ:thy '42
Doris lUske Rensmw '42
Margaret Keagy Whittemore '42
Eleanor King Miller' 42
Rilla Loomis Mcintyre' 42
Margaret Mack Dewitt' 42
Virginia Martin Pattison' 42
Olive Mauthe Stone' 42 & P'70
Elizabeth Moeller Gibson' 42
Marilyn Morris Lee '42
Ruth Moulton Cowan' 42
Susan Parkhurst Crane '42
Mary Pattinson Hicks '42
Margaret Ranw.y Starr' 42
Marion Re:ibstein Ginsberg' 42
Edna Roth Griffith '42
Ann Small Enlund '42
Louise Spencer Hudson' 42
Elizabeth Stickney McKoane '42
Eloise Stumm Brush' 42
& P'69 & '66
Neva Tobi.u Williams' 42 & P'70
Barbara Weld McGuire' 42
Ann Whitmore Carter '42
Caroline Wilde Schultz '42
florence Wil1rison Kennedy' 42
frances Adams Messersmith '43
Barbara Batchelor Hamlin' 43
&P'77
. Mary Bove Kelly' 43
Alice Brewer Cummings '43
Deborah Burton Adler' 43
& P'68 & '65
Emily Carl Davis' 43
Anna Christensen Carmon' 43
Gift Clubs
Betsy Clarendon Hartnett' 43
Margery Claverie Barnes' 43
Janet Corey Hampton '43
Heliodora C. Demendonca '43
Maryjane Dole Morton '43
Joan Donaldson Weber '43
Jeanne Dubois Catharine '43
Mujorie Edwards Conover' 43
Jane Geclcler Seelbach-Driver '43
Marjorie Gesner Johnson '43
Thelma Gwtafson 'WyWId '43
Kathryn Hadley Inskeep '43
Margaret Harrington Walker' 43
Mary Hartshorn Gregory' 43
Betsy Hodgson Yeager '43
Charlotte Hosfeld Tarpy '43
Cornelia Johnson Fisher '43
Joyce Johnson St. Peter '43
Brooks Johnstone Saltsman '43
Alma. Jones Waterhouse '43
S.a.llyM. Kelly' 43
Ruth likely Mittendorif' 43 & P'73
Helen Lundwall Benoit' 43
Hildegard Meili Van Deusen '43
Carolyn Merchant Arbonies '43
Elizabeth Middleton Brown' 43
Barbara Murphy Brewster '43
Lois Nagel Mu'tin '43
Margery Newman Puder '43 & P'68
Wilrm Parker Redman' 43
Betsey Pease Marshill '43
Virginia IUilsback Neiley ,43
Julia Rich Kurtz' 43
LucetU Roun Williamson '43
Phyllis Schiff Imber' 43
Janet Sessions Beach' 43 & p'n
Elizabeth Shank Post' 43
Constance Smith Hall '43 & P'66
Nancy Stecher Brown '43
Jane Storms Wenneis '43
Mary Surgenor Baker' 43
Nan Thompson Wells '43
Isabel Vaughan James '43
Mary Williams Haskell '43
Doris Wright Narten '43
frances Yeames Prick.itt ' 43
Elise Abrahams Josephson '44 ill P'75
Mujorie Alexander Harrison' 44
Alice Atwood Brennarl '44
Swan Balderston Pettengill '44
Barbara Barlow KelIey'44 & P'81
Jane Bridgwater Hewes '44 & P'72
Jean Caldwell Buell' 44
Alice Carey Weller' 44
Margaret Carpenter Evans '44
Silly Church Payntar '44
Helen Crawford Tracy' 44
Mary Crockett Nagler' 44
Margaret Davidson Pharr' 44
Gellestrina T. DiMaggio '44
Frances Drae Domino '44
Marion Drasher Berry' 44
Jeanne Estes Sweeny' 44
Mona Friedman Jacobson '44
Constance Geraghty Adams' 44
Mary Griffith Reed' 44
Nan Grindle Amstutz '44
Nancy Grosvenor English '44
Dorothy Hale Hoekstra' 44
Suzanne Harbert Boice' 44
Mary Hewitt Norton' 44
... Dutl1.Jtd
Ann Hoag Peirce'«
Elinor Howton Oberlin' 44
Marion Kane Witter' 44
Muy Lewis Wmg '44
Edith Miller Kerr'igan '44
Phyllis Miller Hurley' 44
Mary-Jean Moran Hart '44
Stratton Nicolson McKillop' 44
& P'82 & '81
Mariana Parcells Wagoner' 44
Barbara Pilling Tifft '44 & P'67
Jane Shaw Kolkhont '44
Ethel Sproul felts '44
Mary Swanger Burns' 44
Elizabeth Tnvis Sollenberger '44
Barbara Avery Jubell '45
Jane Barksdale Pelzel '45
Constance Barnes Mermann '45
Sarah Bauemschmidt Murny '45
Lois Becker Oden.ce '45
Charlotte Been Perrault' 45
Betty Bloch Straus' 45
Janet Comtois Stirn '45
Elizabeth Dale welles' 45
Patricia Feldman Whitestone' 45 &
P'BO & '74
Elizabeth Harlow Bangs' 45
Margot Hay Harrison '45
Edna Hill Dubrul '45 & P'72
Joanne Jenkins Baringer '45
MarionJones Eddy '45
Shirley Krasne H.upel '45
Sue Ktuidenier Edwards' 45
Mujorie Lawrence Weidig '45
Lucile Lebowich Darcy '45
Margaret Marion Schiffert '45
& P'81 & '75
Anne Oxnard Hatch' 45
Lois Puisette Ridgway' 45 &
P'79 & '74
Jane Puke Carpenter '45
Louise Parker James' 45
Jean Patton Crawford' 45
Margaret Piper Hanrahan' 45
Mary Ann Riegel Lockhart' 45
&P'66
Margaret Sachs White '45
Helen Savacool Underhill '45
June Sawhill Proctor' 45
Carol Schaefer Wynne' 45
Nancy B. Schulte '45
Mujory Schwalbe Berkowitz '45
Bette Shields MacDonald '45
Shirley Strangward Maher' 45
Eleanore Strohm Leavitt '45
Elizabeth Trimble CroSI1Wl '45
Patricia Turchon Peters' 45 & P'71
Mary Watkins Wolpert' 45
Dorothy Webster Ansoff' 45
Patricia Wells Caulkins '45
Muiechen Wilder Smith '45
Joan Alling Wuerth '46
Gloria Alprin Letter '46
Deane Austin Smigrod '46
Marie Bloomer Patterson' 46
Mary BoIz King'46
Barbara Caplan Somen '46
San. M. Caskey '46
Anne Chandler Hagan '46
Marilyn Coughlin Rudolph '46
&P'72
Dana Davies Magee' 46 & P'72
Sally Duffield Wilder '46
Adele Dultz Zins'46
Joan Eggerss Willrinson '46
Louise Enequist Fergwon '46
Muriel Evans Shaw' 46
Phebie Gardner RockhoIz '46
Bubeur Grimes Wise '46
June Hawthorne Sadowski' 46
,/0'" Ireland Adens '46
Elizabelli Ke1Iock Roper' 46
Fllis Ki~chel1 Bliss '46
Harriet! Kuhn McGreevey' 46
Ethel llwrence Woodbury' 46
Nancy ;r.mt Logan' 46
San Levenson Best' 46
Lorrai Lincoln Lieberman' 46
Elizabe Lyman Warden' 46
Lois M h..a1l Cla.rk'46
Helen .. Martin '46
Helen cGuire Murphy '46
Barbaro Miller Gustafson '46
Jane M ntague Wilson '46 & P'69
Aileen oody Bainton '46
Bub Morris Gulliksen '46
Nathali Needham Ellis '46
Sarah " ichoIs Herrick '46
Mary ( 'Brien PUlkrabek: '46
Barb Orr Salter' 46
Valmer, Reeves Lynn '46 & P'78
Jane Rl tter Tirrell' 46
Ruth S '46
Rosam nd Simes Richardson'46
Earline D. Simpson'46
Barbar. Smith Peck' 46
Patricii Smith Brown' 46
Elinor t. John Arnold' 46
Miri Steinberg Edlin '46
Vi a Talmon Raper' 46
Cathe ne TidCllW1 James' 46
EJeano Tobias Gardner' 46
Alice illgoos ferguson '46 & P'70
Judith l.rilln.. SUO)' '46
Adela. 'rilson Wheeler' 46
Anne Woodman Stalter' 46
Priscill Wright Pratt '46 & P'88
Joan Afbrecht P.rsons '47
Ruth Darry Klaas '47
Mary J!att Taylor '47
N"'O}'~lades Geiler' 47
Eliza Bogert Hayes' 47
Joan B wer Hoff'47
Mu[ft Camp Schwartz '47
Ruth Icord Frerichs' 47
Mary . Corning '47
Jane cpulter Mertz' 47
Muy A. Cuddy' 47
Elizabeth Davis Tuttle' 47
Dorothy Dismukes Sutman '47
&P'80
jacqueline Dorrance Mehlhop '47
FJeandr Farnsworth Slimmon '47
E1iub~th H. Faulk '47
Harrief: L. Foster '47
Anne fromm Forbes '47
Patsy (j;oJdnun Corwin '47 & P77
Margot Grace Hutmann '47
Jacquelyn Greenblatt Tchorni '47
Margaret Hart Lewis '47
Muriel Hart '47
Lucia Hollerith Lefferts' 47
Barbara Huber Johnson '47
joanne Hutchinson '47
Nancy Immerman Friedlander '47
&P'77
Edith Lechner Murphy '47
Nancy Leech Kidder' 47
Ada Maislen Goldstein' 47
Judy Mandell Danforth '47
Corinne Manning Black '47
Ann McBride Tholfsen '47
Jeanne Mershon Condie '47
Lorraine Pimm Simpson '47
Janet Pinks Welti '47
Virginia Pond '47
Nancy Powers Thomson '47
Sally Radovsky Ballard '47
Jane Sapinsley Nelson '47
Ann Shields Koepfli '47
Joan Somerby Brennan '47
Margaret Stirton Miller' 47
SusanStudner Solomon '47
Helen Vinal Anderson' 47
Janice Warren Shook '47
Marilou Widdell Wynne' 47
June Williams Weber '47
Norma Wittelshofer Fink '47
Angela Sbona '48
Janet Alden Carrick '48
Eleanor Allen Meyer' 48
Ellen Amster Lane '48
Barbara Bates Stone '48
Virginia Berman Slaughter '48
&P'77
Jean Black McCausland '48 & P'81
Carolyn Blocker Lane' 48
Marie Booth Fowler' 48
Mary A. Clark' 48
Virginia Doyle Thurston '48
&P'74
Frances Farnsworth Armstrong '48
Frances Ferris Ackema '48
Mary Flanagan Coffin' 48
Jane Fredrick' 48
Dorothy Fried Schagrin '48
Emily Gaskill Veenstra '48
Dorothy Greenhill Beller '48
Aorence Koenig Scharfenstein '48
Irene Lemanski Mallick' 48
Charlotte McCorkindale Smith '48
Elizabeth Morse Baptie '48
Katherine Noyes Fuller' 48
Joanm Ray Inches' 48
Gloria Reade Hirsch' 48
Patricia Reid Dinsmore' 48
Phyllis Sachs Katz '48 & P'77 & '73
Chella Sladek Schmidt' 48
Marilyn Sullivan Mahoney' 48
Pauline Summers LePore' 48
Diana Upjohn Meier '48
seta Wadhams Barker' 48
Janet Wagner Morse' 48
Elizabeth Warnken Allen' 48
Barbara Blickman seskis '49
Marilyn J. Boylan' 49
Elizabeth Bragg Crane' 49
Janice Br.a..leyMaynard' 49
Lois Braun Kennedy' 49 & P'85
Mabel Brennan Fisher' 49
Suzanne Brenner Geller '49
Frances Brigham Johnson' 49
Cynthia Carey Taylor' 49
Agnes Cornell Cook '49
Elizabeth Costa Formica' 49
Barbara Cowgill Perrins '49
Elizabeth Doolittle Tursman '49
Dorothy Drescher Dulaney' 49
Carol Fcffer Cain '49
Naomi Gaberman Vogel '49
Mary Gardner Koerber' 49
Rona Glassman Finkelstein' 49
Minette Goldsmith Hoftheimer '49
Betty Gottschling DuPont' 49
Phyllis Hammer Own' 49
Mimi Haskell McDowell' 49
Barbara Himmell Springer '49
Marion jasch Matern '49
Sylvia joffe Garfinkle '49
Norma Johnson Lockwood '49
Elizabeth Johnston Prime '49
Irma Klein Schachter '49 & P'79
Helen-Mae Krufel Askin '49
Marion Luce Buder '49
Grace E. Lurton '49
Patricia Manning Muller' 49
Marian Markle Pool '49 & P'71
Rhoda Meltzer GiIinsky '49
Barbara Miller Smar:hetti '49
& P'80
M£ry Nankervis Clippert '49
Phyllis Nectow Shycon '49
Bernice Neumann Booth '49
Sally Osman Moltzen '49
Muriel Phipps Smith '49
Jean Pierce Tayerle '49
Margaret Pordock Barnard' 49
Janice Roberts Wilford '49
Louise Rothe Roberts' 49
Grace S. Smith '49
Mary Strassburger Treat '49
Sandra Strotz Keiser' 49
Marjorie Stutz Turner '49
Katharine Van Sant Spalding '49
Emmy Walsh Hartley' 49
Mildie Weber Whedon '49
Helen J. Wettach '49
Sarah Whitehead Murphy' 49
Catharine Wilder Pope '49
Betty Williams Haley '49
Elizabeth Wilson Whitebrook '49
Dorothy Abrutyn Turtz '50
Nina Antonides Winsor '50
Carole Arinn Wilk '50
Janet Baker Tenney '50
Holly J. Barrett '50
Annis E. Boone '50
Joanne Borden Glancy 'SO
Elizabeth Burrough Perry' 50
Edmee Busch Reit '50
Joann Cohan Robin '50
Ann Conner Newbegin '50
Suzanne Cook Barunas '50
Carol Dowd Redden '50
Margaret Duffy Keller '50
Marion Durgin Hanscom '50
Charlotte Enyart Staiger '50
Allis Ferguson Edelman' 50
Rhoda Freed Mann '50 & P'83
Brenda Ginsburg Silln 'SO
Virginia Hargrove Okell '50
Mary He.a.lyHayden 'SO& P'78
Alice Hess Crowell '50
Nancylee Hicks Henrich '50
ElWou Hoyt Dimmock 'SO
Eloise Hunt Mezger 'SO
Nancy Kearns Morris 'so
Eleanor Kent Waggett '50
Ludmila Komeck Sabatiuk '50
Cynthia Kraft:Merrihew 'SO
Susan little AcLunson '50
~rgaret Ma.cDermid Davis '50
Anita ManJ.sevit Perlman '50
&"P'84 & '77
Mary Muon Harris 'SO
Elizabeth McConoughey Barker 'SO
Anne Mclear Fussell 'SO
Elsie Miller Palmer '50
Margaret Miller Newport 'SO
Ann Mitchell Throop '50 & P'86
Nancy T. Munger 'SO
Marjorie Neumann Gosling 'SO
Gabrielle Nosworthy Morris '50
Alicia Novey 'SO
Isabelle Oppenheim Gould '50
Mimi Otto Obsder '50 & P'84
Alison Porritt Smith '50
~ry Porter Walsh '50
Nancy Puklin Stolper '50
Phyllis Robins Kronick '50 & P'82
Elizabeth Steane Curl '50
Janet Surgenor Hill '50
Roberta Trager Cohen '50 & P'77
Nancy Whitney Devoe 'SO
Jeanne WolfYozell '50
Eleanor Wood Flavell '50
Marie Woodbridge Thompson 'SO
Phyllis Yuder Terker 'so
Judith Adaskin Barry '51 & P'77
Sheila Albert Rosenzweig '51
Renate Aschaffenburg Christensen
'51 & P'87
Susan Bergstrom Campbell '51
Chloe Bissell Jones '51
Olivia Brock Howe '51
Virginia Callaghan Miller '51
Mary Cardle Lowe '51
Nancy Carter McKay '51
Charlotte Chapple Bennett '51
& P'81
Joan Di Mino Onthank '51
Marjorie Erickson Albertson '51
Peggy Frank Murphy '51
Betty Gardner Wyeth '51
Claire Goldschmidt Katz '51
Elizabeth E. Griffin '51
Anne Groner Spilsbury '51
Mona GU5ufson Affinito '51
Alice Haines Bates '51 & P'81
Phyllis Hoflinann Driscoll '51
Ann Jones Logan '51
Nancy Kaufman Sichel '51
Constance Kelley Mellen '51
Alice Kinberg Green '51
Janet Kirk Pischel '51
Gloria Kwok '51
Rhoda Levy Schlein '51
Betsy Lindemann Rose '51
Phyllis McCarthy Crosby '51
Betty A. Orr '51
M£ry-Stuart Parker Cosby '51
& P'81
Emily Perrins Chaffee '51
Amity Pierce Buxton '51
Martha Potter Dewing '51
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Maria Rinella Bosnak '51
Lois Sessions Spndey '51
Mary Suek1ingSherts '51
.Anita Tholfsen Mullen '51
Barbara Thompson Stabile '51
Marjorie Weeks Owens '51
Eleanore Whitla Drury '51
M:uilyn Whitturn Gehrig '51
Fnnces H. Wilson '51
Janet Young Witter '51
Barbara Ackroyd Elder '52
Nancy Alderman Kramer '52
&P'83
Mary Anthony Coughlin '52
Sara Backes Leighton '52
Barbara Barnes Pirie '52
Brenda Bennett Bell '52
Joan B1a.cknu.nBarovick '52
Beverly Bower Shadek '52
Lucia Boyle Cowperthwaite '52
Elizabeth Brainard G1a.ssco'52
Ann Busker Penfield '52
Silly Carleton Trippe '52
Julie Clark Bonta '52
Ginger M. Dreyfus' 52
Aorence Dubin Sinsheimer '52
Julia Enyart Bain '52 & P'93
Cordelia Em Clement '52
Kitty Fischer La Perriere '52
Anne Aemming Lesse1s '52
Fairfield Frank Dubois '52
Judith Frayne Soak '52
Judith Gassner Schlosser '52
Jane Gerhardt '52
Barbara Goldman Cohen '52
Barbara Gueinzius Gridley '52
Elizabeth Hamilton G1a.sfeld'52
Elizabeth Hamilton Coffey '52
& P'86
Jean Hewitt Thomas '52
Julie Hovey Slimmon '52
Gloria Jones Borden' 52
Janet B. Kellock '52
Catherine Kirch Dietrich '52
Jean Lattner Palmer '52 &" P'84
Joyce Leeming Mayfield '52
Monica Lennox Williams '52
Josephine MacManus Woods '52
Sara Maschal sullivan '52
Evelyn Moore Sheehy '52
Kathleen O'Toole Rich '52
Aorence Porter Loomis '52
Beverly Quinn O'Connell '52
Nancy Reeve B1a.nk '52
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare '52
& P'82
Barbara Scheib Brazill '52
Shirley Sly Kreider '52
FJeanor Souville Higginbottom '52
& P'64
Jeraldine Squier Page '52
Janet Stevens Read '52
Jane Stillwell Winters '52
Ruth Stupell Weinflash '52
Lenore Tresenfeld Singer '52 & P'79
Phyllis Waldstreicher Mond '52
Alice Weihl Perlman' 52
Janice Weil Libman '52
Dorothy Wood Whitaker '52
Elizabeth Zorn Mettler '52
Susan Bennetto '53
CD
Jane Muddle Funkhouser '53 & P'85 College Center FundCommittee
Itis not simply the new,multifunctional buildingsthat Jane Muddle
Funkhouser sees when she
thinks about the College
Center Projects. It is the
people.
"Paying attention to the
whole person is .3. big part of
the college experience," says
Jane. chair of the College
Center Fund Committee.
"After spending 10 years as a
trustee of the college and
knowing "how badly we
needed facilities to support
our goal of improving stu-
dent life, I was thrilled when
a new College Center finally
simmered to the top of the
priority list. I wanted to be a
part of it."
As often happens, one





of Becker House for the
Alumni Association, College
Relations and Development
Offices, as well as the expan-
sion of athletic facilities.
As of June 30,1991, more
than $5.6 million of the total
$8.6 million which is need-
ed to complete the projects
had been raised. Each goal
along the way has been met
or surpassed.
Crucial to this achieve-
ment have been the long
hours and hard work put in
by Britta Schein McNemar
'67, chair of the Becker
House Committee, and
Frances Freedman Jacobson
'56 & P'S2 and Susan
Golden Jacobson '82, co-
chairs of The Connection
Committee.
Britra, a for-
mer chair of the
Board of
Trustees, leads
































rest of the cam- I
pus. The After 10years al a trustee 01 the college, Jane Funkhouler IIYII!e knoWi how Important cam-
Connection is to PUI life Is. That's why she jumped at the chance te lIelln I olved In the College Center PrDJect•.
be funded through
the donations of they were so well planned," the ~triving for excellence
Connecticut College fami- says Jane Funkhouser. "This and ragerness to make ~hat
lies in which more than one is no whim; these are good, they touch better than It
member has attended solid projects." was. I Ican't wait to see the
Connecticut College. Particularly important, roorfls and halls in the new
Frances and Susan, a moth- she says, is the unity that College Center teeming
er/ daughter team, are they bring to college life. witH members of the col-
meeting with great success "Student leaders, deans, lege community as they go
in their efforts to raise $1.2 classmates, alumni and about their daily business
million for this space. board members are impor- - the business to which
"One thing that makes rant parts of my college we tre all tied by the vari-
me feel good about going experiences," she says. "So ous threads of our collective
out and talking with people too are the values that are college experience."






Rhoda Berman Kaufman '53
Dorothy Bomer Fahland '53
Mary Bovard Sensenbrenncr '53
Susan Brown Goldsmith '53
Candace Carson McNie '53
Nancy Clark Anderson '53
Phyllis Coffin Hodgins '53
Joan Bash Lowe' 53
Berry-jane EngLmder Gotham '53
Mary Field Parker '53
Mary-Zita Flaherty Smith '53
jean Gillup Camaghan '53 & P'76
Katharine Gardner Bryant '53
& P'S?
Barbara Gibbons Wilson '53
Stephanie Glieksberg Newnan '53
Christine Gomes Regan '53
Ann Gordon Steele '53
Jane Graham Pemberton '53
& P'S7 & '81
Jocelyn Haven Mickle '53 & P'89
Joyce Hofheimer Strelitz '53
Mary Hume Keck '53
Mary Ireland Rule '53
Arvilla Kendall Wubbenhorst '53
La.urine Kunkel Rogers '53
Nancy Lafler Basford '53
Martha Logan Atkinson '53
Martha Macquarrie Stiles '53
Susan Manley Price '53
Barbara Marks Spiro '53
Mary McCarison Mourkas '53
Judith Morse Littlefield '53
Elinor Noble Martinez '53 & P'80
Noise O'Brien Bates' 53
Phyllis Pledger Weeton '53
Lydia Richards Boyer '53
Kathryn Roche Dickson' 53
Joan Rudberg Lavin' 53
Christina Schmidt Stevens* '53
Patricia Taussig Marshall '53
Patricia Thall Hendel '53
Frances Taro Young '53 & P'85
Julia Whitla Clinger '53
Virginia Wilson Thomson '53
Carol Blake Joslin '54
Barbara Blanchard '54
Anne Cross Frost '54
Jane Daly Crowley '54
.Elizabeth Friedman Abrams '54
Barbara Garlick Boyle '54
Elizabeth Geyer Gadomski '54
Jeananne Gillis Disbrow' 54
Susan Greene Richards '54
Norma Hamady Richards '54
Ann Heagney Weimet '54
Lasca Huse Lilly '54 & P'88
Barbara Kent Hench '54
Louise Klump Tanner' 54
Sally Lindblad Hollister '54
Margaret MacVean Finn '54
Nancy Maddi Avallone '54
Irene Marcus Feuerstein '54
Ann Marcuse Raymond '54
Ann Matthews Kent '54
Alexandra Nicoll Crouch '54
Ann Olstein Berson '54
Catherine Pappas McNamara '54
Jan Parker '54
Gift Clubs
Nancy Powell Beaver '54
Renee R.apaporte Burrows' 54
Sybil Rex Addison '54
Barbara Rice Kashanski '54
Ellen Sadowsky Hertzmark '54
Joan Silverhen Brundage '54
Lydia Simpson Matthews '54
Enid Sivigny Gorvine '54
& P'91, '83 & '80
Janice Smith Post '54
Evelyn Steele Barrett '54
Gretchen Taylor Kingman '54
Helen Teckemeyer Allison '54
Marilyn Thornton Williams' 54
Claire Wallach Engle '54
Katherine Webster Kurz '54
Gail Andersen Myers '55
Jocelyn Andrews Mitchell '55
Tabitha Andrews Huber '55
Joan Barkon Antell '55
Rachel Child '55
Margot Colwin Kramer '55
Marjorie Craig Benton '55
Cynthia Donnally Brown '55
Jane Dornan Smith '55 & P'84
Ethel Evans Lipsitz '55
Joan Flaherty Johanson '55
Virginia Fox McClintic '55
Joan Frank Meyer '55
Lynn GarrickJannen '55
Georgia Geisel Littlefield '55
Cassandra Goss Simonds '55 & P'86
Betsy Gregory Campbell '55
Zelda Groper Smith '55
Gretchen Heidel Gregory '55
Gretchen Hurxthal Moran '55
Henrietta Jackson Schoeller '55
Louise Klein Binswanger ' 55
Marta Lindseth Jack '55
Jane Lyon Leroy '55
Dana Manahan Stanley '55
Valerie Marrow Rout '55 & P'86
Julia Mayfield Morrow '55
Mary Moore Reilly '55
Barbara Munger '55
Adele Mushkin Stroh '55
Dorothy Palmer Hauser '55
Judith Pennypacker Goodwin '55
Lucia Roraback Putnam '55
Joann Schneider jordan '55
Phyllis Siegel Weir '55
Louisa Smith Wells '55
Shirley Smith Earle '55
Alice Waterman Eastman '55
Susan Weiner Stachelberg '55
Anne Williams Bell ' 55
Carole Awad Hunt '56
Sarah Bergeson Weeks '56 & P'82
Anne E. Browning '56 & P'81
Anne Buchman Newman '56
Linda Cooper Roemer '56
Ruth Coughlan Wehrer '56
Judith Dotson Kline '56
Laura Elliman Patrick '56
Edith Fay Mroz '56
Ann Fisher Norton '56
Janet Frost Bank '56 & P'84 & '83
Joan Gaddy Ahrens '56
Marg2ret Gentles MacCowatt '56
Anne Godsey Stinnett' 56
Judith Gregory Bowes '56
* DtwHf:d
Frances Harvey Shipman '56 & P'86
Janet Heim Head '56
Mary Hinsch Meanwell '56
Elise Hofheimer Wright '56
Amalie Hughes Montstrearn '56
Elizabeth A. Johnson '56
Millicent Kavanagh Ruddy' 56
Irma Levine Alperin '56
Ann Lindsley Bowles '56
Gloria MacArthur Van Duyne '56
Anne Mahoney Makin '56
Peggy Mark. Heller '56
Prudence Murphy Parris '56
Elaine Nelson Stone '56
Judith Rosoff Shore '56 & P'86
Sheila Schechtman Weinberg '56
Suz.anne Schwartz Gorham '56
Joy Shechtman Mankoff '56
Betty Smith 1)oIa..slu '56
Nancy Stewart Roberts '56
Lucinda Stone Bell '56
Carla Strasseruneyer Wilde
'56 & P'8l
Nancy Teese Mouget '56
& P'82 & '81
Victoria Tydlacka.Bakker '56
Susan Adam Myers '57
Elizabeth Allen Wheeler '57 & P'88
Nicoletta Andrews Herman '57
Dorothea S. Badenhausen '57
Sarah]. Bloomer '57
Evelyn Caliendo Moss' 57
Judith Crouch Johnson '57
Linda Cunningham Thomas '57
Carol Dana Lanham '57
Barbara Dixon Biller '57
Janet Flanagan Reiner '57
Jeri Auege1man
Josephson '57 & P'86
Joan Gilbert Segall '57
Joan Goodson Ruef' 57
Sabra Grant Kennington '57
Sarah Greene Burger '57
Nancy Grondona Richards '57
Elizabeth Hahn Barruton '57
Sarah Hargrove Harris '57
Judith Hartt Acker '57
Ann Henry Crow '57 & P'83
Anne Hildreth Russell '57 & P'88
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti '57 & P'83
Sandra Horn Elstein '57 & P'80
Barbara. Humble Hill '57
Loulie Hyde Sutro '57 & P'94 & '89
June Ippolito Hore '57
Sandra Jellinghaus McClella.n '57
Ann King Petroni '57 & P'80
Eliza.beth Kirch Seaton '57
& P'89 & '87
Donna MacKenzie Renard '57
Geraldine Maher Regan '57
Sandra Maxfield Shaw '57
Lynn Millen Simon '57
Irene C. Pantages '57
Nancy Pollak Beres '57
Kay Rankin Kluis '57
Ann Richardson Smith '57
Catherine M. Rose '57
Joan Schwartz Buehler '57 & P'85
Enid Siewert Bradley '57
Ellen R. Smith' 57
Nancy Snedeker Wheeler' 57
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Shirlee Steuernagel Westbrook. '57
Jeannette Titus Frary '57
Priscilla Treat Howey '57
Lynne Twinem Gorman '57
Elaine Vardakas Rallis '57
Barbara. Wasserstrom Alpert' 57
Betty Weldon Schneider '57
Cynthia White Smith '57
Ann Williamson Erickson '57
Diana Witherspoon
Mann-Schruke '57
Constance Aldrich Bodiker '58
& P'94
Carole Battista Sineni '58
Barbara Bearce Tuneski '58
Susan Bejosa Gould '58 & P'85
June A. Brad1a.w'58
Clara L. Carr '58
Jean Cattanach Sziklas '58
Karen Davis Levene '58
Nancy C. Dorian '58
Judith Epstein Grollman '58
Evelyn Evatt Salinger' 58
Agnes S. Fulper '58
Jane Gersen Gilchrist '58
Peggy Goldstein Marx '58
Helen Hibbard Hays '58
& P'90 & '85
Susan Hirth Wanner '58
Jane Houseman Beckwith '58
Philippa Iorio Bilotti' 58
Marie Iselin Doebler '58
Carol Knott Boyd '58
Jean Lawson Carlston '58
Sally Lewis Horner' 58
Joan Marshall Hackett' 58
Joan Michaels Denney '58 & P'87
Mary Middlebrook Leengran '58
Ellen Miffiin Flaharty '58
Margaret Morss Stokes '58
Doris Niemand Ruedin '58
Joy Peterkin Rasin '58
Kathryn Rafferty Tollerton '58
Carol Reeves Parke '58
Anne RichardsonJohnson '58
Barbara Samuels Hinch '58
Mildred Schmidtman Kenda.1l'58
Cassandra Sturman Harris '58
Gail L. Sumner '58
Edith Swain Bullock '58
Gail Wieland Stewart '58
Atheline Wilbur Nixon '58
Elaine Wolf Stein '58
Aileen Wood Wieland '58
Evelyn Woods Dahlin '58
Sydney Wrightson Tibbetts '58
Molly Young Sauereisen '58
Elaine Anderson Thiesmeyer '59
Judith Bassin peknik '59 & P'93
Carol Bayfield Garbutt '59 & P'91
Mary Benedict Monteith '59
Edith Berkowitz Hargreaves '59
Janet Blackwell Bent '59
Jeanette Bremer Sturgis '59
Melinda Brown Beard '59
Susan Calhoun Heminway '59
Susan Camph Van Trees '59
Patricia Chambers Moore '59
Winona Clinton Barker '59
Ann Collver Elliott '59
Nancy Desch Lecourt '59
HOllar Roll
Crast Circle, con't.
Edith Donaldson Stevens '59
Ann K.. England '59
Ann Entrekin Von Thaden '59
Carlotta Espy Parkhurst '59
Marcia Fortin Sherman '59
Ann Frankel Robinson '59
Carolyn L. Frederick '59
Louise Frost Witham '59
Phyllis Hauser Walsh '59
Edith Hollmann Bowers '59
Carolyn Keefe Oakes '59
Joan E. Kennan '59 & P'BS
Roselle Krueger Zabar '59
Nancy Kushlan Wanger '59
Susan Liefter Zuckert '59
Joyce C. MacRae '59
Carlene Newberg Phillips '59
Ann-Mary Potter Kapusta '59
Elizabeth Pughe King '59
Alice Randall Campbell '59
Elizabeth Regan Montague '59
& P'87
Nancy E. Richards '59
Suzanne Ric Taylor '59
Barbara Roby Nixon '59
Rochelle Schildkraut Garnish '59
Margaret Sebring Southerland '59
& P'S7
Laurel Seikel McDermott '59
Sandra Sidman Larson '59
Constance Snelling McCreery '59
Katherine Usher Henderson '59
&P'92
Emily Wade Kittross '59
Anne Warner Webb '59
Margaret Wellford Tabor '59
Kay Wieland Brown' 59
San G. Withington '59
Holly Wrampclrne:ier White '59
Emily Ziliniser Baldridge '59
Jom Adams Pirie '60
Judith Annis Rokicki '60
Muriel Benhaim Saunders '60
& P'SS
Kathryn Cable Sandell '60 & P'SS
Jean Chappell Slom '60
Edith Clwe Fenimore '60 & P'86
Shirley A. Devitt '60
Eliubeth Donovm Harding '60
Gay Ettinger F.illows '60 & P'BS
Sally Feinberg Aronson '60 & P'90
Lenore A. Fiskio '60
Smdra Fleischner Klebanoff '60
Alyce Ford Hild '60
Jean Gillagher Faulkner '60
Sally Ghnville Train '60
Susan Green Foote '60
Gareth Griffiths Miller '60
Margaret Hanunalian Harris '60
Sara-Ann Heimbach Determan '60
Joan E. Hemenway '60
Susan Herbst Ehrenhaft '60
Susan Hillman Crandall '60
Jane Kempner King '60
Marym L. Marsh.ill '60
Mary Missimer Mcquiston '60
& P'S7
Emily Montgomery Lynch '60
& P'93
Gift Clubs
Judith Mossman Sze '60
jean Murray Webster '60
Ellen Oppenheimer Oasis '60
Camilla. Richards Larrey '60
June Sal.a.myKrisch '60
Eleanor J. Saunders '60
Ma.rth.a Simonson Hudson '60
linda Stallman Gibson '60 & P'S4
Eugenia Tracy Kirchner '60
Melinda Vail Killenberg '60 & P'SB
Judith Van Law Blakey '60 & P'BB
Katherine Young Downes '60
Karin Amport Peterson '61
Denise Beitel Graham '61
linda Bowen Sorenson '61
Elizabeth Burger Jones '61
Judith Burgess Tarpgaard '61
Abigail Clement Le Page '61 & P'93
Nancy Cozier Whitcomb '61
Cheryl Cwhing Campbell '61
Margaret Domingue Bemache '61
Elizabeth Earle Hudacko '61
Julia Emerson Pew '61
Marjorie Fisher Howard '61
Robin Poster Spaulding '61
Joan Goldstein Cooper '61
Martha Guida Young '61
Marion Haber Lang '61
Mary Hargreaves Graham '61
Marion Hauck Robbins '61
Dorothy Hearn Pratt '61
Deborah Jordan Grant '61
Elizabeth Kestner Jones '61
Judith Knudsen Christie '61 & P'S5
Marjorie A. Levitan '61
Anne Mus Hughes '61
Cornelia Manuel Ford '61
linda McCormick Forrestal '61
Margaret Moyer Bennett '61
Susan Owers Haedrich '61
Catherine Picard Rosen '61
Ann Rubenstein Ruwitch '61
Linda Schlereth lieber '61 & P'B5
Margaret Scott Bhck '61
Susan Shestack Zander '61
Roberta Siegel Krauthamer '61
Mary Smith Gitzendanner '61
Marilyn Squibb Bell '61
Sara Stewart Robertson '61
Joan Swanson Vaaas '61
Noel C. Tripp '61
Lois B. Waplington '61
linda Bailey Lautner '62
Judith Bassewitz Theran '62
Paula.Berry Mursell '62
Judy Biegel Sher '62
Christyna Bodnar Sheldon '62
Christel Brendel Scriabine '62
Wendy Buchanan Merrill '62
Margaretu Conderman Arnold '62
Katrinka Craw Greger '62
Mary Deming Ledyard '62
Leila Edgerton Trismen '62
Nira Gabbay Kolers '62
Aaron B. Goldberg '62
Ellen Goldberg Siegel '62
Susan Greene Fraidin '62
Barbara Gristede
Whipple '62 & P'S5
Patricia Ingala Scalzi '62
Constance K.al1faKellogg '62
* Dtlt:ttud
Alice Katz Goldstein '62
Constance Kaufinan Dickinson '62
Judith Klein Gotkis '62
Jane Levene Zuckerman '62 & P'90
Anne MacMichad I1son '62
Anne McClainJohnston '62
Barbara Nichols Bennett '62
Ellen Nims Meyen '62
Helen Osborn Braun '62 & P'91
Pamela D. Page '62
Judy Piper Zinn '62
Bonnie Ross Fine '62 & P'91
Cynthia Sacknoff Gould '62 & P'94
Seyril R. Siegel '62
Marjorie A. Stimmel '62
Barbara Stone Aschheim '62
Susan Vail Condon '62 & P'86
Doris Ward Lawson '62
Ellen Watson Payzant '62
Janet Wright Evans '62
Roberta Yellin Barron '62
Cynthia Abell Allyn '63
Nancy Allen Waterfill '63
Heather Axelrod Alberts '63
Alliston Baker '63
Elizabeth Bartlett McGinnis '63
Elizabeth Borman Park '63
Wallace Coates Paprocki '63
Elaine Cohen Gale '63
Constance A. Cross '63
Jeannette Cruise Locken '63
Barbara Drexler Lockhart '63
Nancy Feuerstein Milsten '63
Annie-France Filleul Von Arx '63
Theresa Flannery Tunnell '63
Helene Aicher Craner '63
Amy Glassner Gordon '63
Berna Gorenstein Huebner '63
Naomi Grossman Fisher '63
Sarah Hamilton Fenton '63
Nina Heneage Helms '63
Judith Hyde Kaufman '63
Gaill1lsley Apple '63
Patricia Keenan Mitchell '63
Susan Kellogg Grigg '63
Bettsy Kraai Kohlsaat '63
Eleanor Landres Wilheim '63
Cturlene Margosian Nickson '63
M..try McConnel Lowance '63
Cynthia Norton Scoggin '63
Judith O'Donnel Lohmann '63
Joanne Panciera Mitchell '63
Susan Passell Koenigsberg '63
Bobette Pottle Orr '63
Bette J. Raphael '63
Roslyn Raskin Grundhoefer '63
Christine Renchard Huffman '63
&P'S9
Merle Ruina Frank. '63
Marcia Rygh Phillips '63
Nancy Schneider Schachnovsky '63
Nancy Schoepfer Sanders '63
Barbara Silver Cohn '63
Roberta Slone Smith '63
Joan Snyder Abelson '63
Janet E. Tufts '63
Flora Barth Wolf '64
Caroline Bartholomew Medina '64
Hinda Bookstaber Simon '64
Barbara Brachman Fried '64
Valerie Brown Burge '64
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Sandra Burger Constantine '64
Jennette Campbell Herbert '64
Nancy Cogut Cardozo '64
Ellen cronoon Petersen '64 & P'90
Barbara A. Dombcowslri '64
Marilyb Ellman Frankel '64
Mary T. Emeny '64
Susan Epstein Messitte '64
Carol Fairfax Bullard '64
Carol Frank. Steel '64
Marci~ L. Galati '64
Joan Goldman Kaplan '64
Ellen Greenspan Cardwell '64
Suzanrfe Grimes Pakbla. '64
Ellen 'frob Levy '64
Jeanett!A. Gross '64
Sarah ackett Giles '64
Laura l opper Knusli '64
Diann1 Hyde Russell '64
Barbar. Johnson Shea '64
Eliza.bc\th Kimball MacLean '64
Judith Krieger Gardner '64
CatheIkne Layne Frank '64




Rebec~ Owens Newman '64
Kirk P er Senske '64
Judith ine Edwards '64
Marci Rendle Smith '64
Do Richmond Carleton '64
& '91
Mich e Rieff Grant '64
Gail senberg Ludvigson '64
Lynn ~ den Meyer '64
Sara S hlapp Tyler '64
Wend~ Shamberg Rosen '64
Marilyn Thaller Schwartz '64
Carolyh. Thomas Christy '64
Zoe~l'cebock Moore '64 & P'90
Mary' rner Cattan '64
Lee ~~ey Bory '64 & P'92
Lois Rj. Weiner '64
Ali,e 'f,i"'teinJO<eph '64
Marci Wilkins Grant '64
Judith isbach Curtis '64
Kathq Allison Foster '65
Adelai e Andrews Gettinger '65
Patrici Antcll Andrews '65
B"b~ Barker-Papernick '65
Moni I. Blum '65
Ann rauer Gigourw '65
Leona K. Chu '65
Nann tte Citron Schwartz '65
Katharine Colson Durso '65
Elain~IDesantis Benvenuto '65
Ann ~oughty Bunting '65
~:;~~s~;::~~~~ ~~5
Ca.the~ine Fujiwara Ryan '65
Elise qamache Staten '65
Barbatr Goldman Steinbach '65
Debor2h Goodwin
Kl?tz '65 & P'94
Ellen lGreenberg Titzer '65
Dana Hartman Freyer '65
Nancy lhrvey Jones '65
Deborah Hershman Resnik '65
Cecelia A. Ho1la.nd '65
Judith Jacobs Crampton '65
Lois A. Larkey '65
Margot Lasher Brubaker '65
Carole Lebert Taylor '65
Priscilla Litwin Dolan '65
linda Marks Cohen '65
Edith N. Marsden '65
Donna Maulsby Sitterson '65
Silly P Morrill '65
Barbara L. Morse '65
Jan Nagel clarkson '65
Marion L. Nierintz '65
Susan Nishijirru Tomanek '65
Rosemary A. Oetiker '65
Jeanette Olsen Friedenson '65
Row Pass Hurewitz '65
Susan Peck Repass '65
Gale Pierson McNish '65
Mary L. Polan '65
Victoria M. Posner '65
Barbara Pressprich Henderson '65
Margery Raisler Fisher '65
Susan Rand Rotch '65
Judith Reich Grand '65
Barbara Sean Wojtkiewicz '65
Carolyn Shamroth Kroll '65
Judith Sheldon Warren '65
Claire Sidelman Bronitt '65
Frances Sienkowski Della Penna '65
Judith Spicer Knutson '65
Mary E. Stewart '65
Diane Sullivan Feder '65
Burnet B. Sumner '65
Joan Tanenbaum Lipkowitz '65
Susan P Thomases '65
Alice Towill Petizon '65
Lynn Troell Hoppe '65
Ruth Willey Edmonds '65 & P'92
Hollis Ward Cassidy '65
Martha E. Williams '65
Susan Abendroth Mulligan '66
&P'94
Lisa Altman Pintzuk '66
Barbara Anderson Guthridge '66
Rill Bellantone Reuter '66
Pamela Campbell Peterson '66
Philippa Carrington Perry '66
Betsy L. Cetron '66
Elizabeth Chase Millett '66
Wilma Cohen Probst '66
Marilyn Comins Keith '66
Mary Concemi Bradshaw '66
Elizabeth Cook Morgan '66
Mary Daley Etheridge '66
Danielle Dana Stuckman '66
Diana Davis Kornet '66
Elizabeth Dawe Piebenga '66
Christina Ferayorni Ivaldi '66
Sandra Geil Horn '66
Lynn Goodman Zoll '66
Barbara Griffith Evans '66
Enid Groeneveld Engler '66
Helen Haase Johnson '66
Dorothy Hummel Leonard '66
Renee Huppert Sosland '66
Mary Johnson Stockwell '66
Ellen B. Kagan '66
Charlotte Kling Goldberg '66
Kathy Landen '66
Eileen Letteau Siben '66
Lucille Livingston Held '66
Leslie Long Tarkington '66
Suzanne Luntz Knecht '66
Mary Macjtarlane slidell '66 & P'94
Gail A. Magenis '66
Esther H. Markman '66
Cathy Meister Gale '66
Mary Moershel McGaughy '66
Diana Neale Craig'66
Deborah Nichols Losse '66
Jane Noyes Bill '66
Ivana Obst Turner '66
Judith Oliphant Archambeault '66
Carol Potter Day '66
Linda ReekIer Frank '66
Peggy Rifkin Lehmann '66
Kathryn Ritchell Sommerlump '66
Margery Rosen Chodosch '66
Peggy Rosenberg Hirschberg '66
jackie Rustigian '66
Janet Sandberg Horwitz '66
Gayle Sanders Sinclair '66
Rona Shor Blakeslee '66
Deanna Stein McMahon '66
Andrea Storer Duncan '66
Katharine Urion Krashinsky '66
Diane Weinstock Meltzer '66
Sandra Welch Mitchell '66
Mary Wommack Bishop '66 & P'92
Judith A. Yasser '66
Ruth Zaleske Leibert '66 & P'92
Elizabeth R. Allis '67
Joan Blair '67
Nancy Blumberg Austin '67
Nancy Brown Slimak '67 & P'89
Barbara Brush Wright '67
Lynn Buchanan Heim '67
Patricia Clarke Topping '67
Susan Cohn Doran '67
Ruth Connette Gray '67
Judith Cressy Crosley '67
Laura Dekoven Waxman '67
Joanne Diamondstein Goldstein '67
Marjory R. Dressler '67
Elaine Folkerts Darling '67
Deborah Funkhouser Perlman '67
Susan Oslves Lapointe '67
Sylvia Golbin Goodman '67
Quiriru. Groenwegen Wilde '67
Paula Hamar Getnick '67
Jane Harman Brewer '67
Ruth A. Hibbard '67
Barbara Kaplan Goldstein '67
Katherine Kennedy Richards '67
Martha Kidd Cyr '67
Jacqueline King Donnelly '67
Karen Klebe Isaacs '67
Patricia Kuk Matzie '67
Hedi Leistner Mizrack '67
Wallis Undburg Nicita '67
Lori-Ann Lyons Eckert '67
Judith Macurda Oates '67
Margaret·Manh.all Burtt '67
Patricia W. McClure '67
Barbara McDon.a.1dVanderbilt '67
Carolyn Melian Clark '67
Susan Melinette Haerle '67
Susan Mendelson Braitmm '67
Christine Miller St. Jean '67
Mary Miller Schaefer '67
Anne Moloney Black '67
Deborah Murray Sloan '67
Georgeanne Nelson Cusic '67
& P'92
Betsey Nodler Pinkett '67
Stephanie Pierson Connell '67
Marcia ~kin Fine '67
Judith Robb Kull '67
Marilyn Sitton Khoury '67
Amanda. Slabaugh Haas '67
Deborah Small Russel '67
Betty Srulowitz Rosenstein '67
Sandra Tremblay Cram '67
Elizabeth Veitch Dodge '67 & P'92
Martha Wagner Newman '67
Deborah White Corr '67
Wendy Willson Allen '67
Heather Woods Ames '67
Constance Wormser Mitchell '67
Carolyn Yeaton Frank. '67
Grace P. Yun '67
Elayne Zweifler Gard.stein '67 & P'92
Wendy Aaron Bender '68
Christine Adler Mohandie '68
Susan Alderman Zinterhofer '68
Bonnie Altman Templeton '68
Joan Ames Berkowitz '68
Sherry Bauman '68
Louise Belden Fairbank '68
Helen E. Benedict '68
Amy Bergida Sobel '68
Patricia Bethel Egan '68
Marjorie Boone Miller '68
Leslie Brill Mullins '68
Diane Cole Proctor '68
Carolyn E. Conybea.re '68
Naomi Corman Luban '68
Elizabeth B. Davison '68
Barbara OJ Trolio Mannino '68
Fan Eisen Albritton '68
Suzanne Emery Grogins '68
Ann Engstrom Reydel '68
Helen C. Epps '68
Gretchen Ferguson Garcia '68
Ellen Feury Levine '68
Nancy Finn Kukura '68
John R. Fix '68
Carol Fraser Fisk '68
Mary Fuller Grabarek '68
Dinsmore C. Fulton '68
Patricia Gaynor Hartman '68
Suzanne Gehrig Kranz '68
Pamela E. Gjettwn '68
Trudy Glidden Nichols '68
Judith Granville McCrudden '68
Amy Greenberg Poster '68
Linda N. Groat '68
Martha E. Hackley '68
Carol Harding Kelleher '68
Jane Hartwig Mandel '68
Barbara Hatch Barbuto '68
Shirleyanne Hee Chew '68
Kathleen Heneage Anderson '68
Ellen Hirsch Shapira '68
Stephanie Hirsch Meyer '68
Patricia Hitchens-Bonow '68
lUy Lane Leaird '68
Susan Lasovick '68
EJ..:enLeader Pike '68
Dorinne Lee Reiley '68
Susan Mabrey Gaud '68
Sharon Mairson Parker '68
Mary Marshill O'Connell '68
Lynda.Mauriello Franklin '68
Eleanor May Byrnes '68
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Lynn W. Miles '68
Lucille Miller Nickerson '68
Pauline M. Noznick '68
Margaret Ovaas Naumes '68
Nancy Paul Needlwnmer '68
Joan Pekoc Pagano '68
Constance Perekslis Milusich '68
Eileen Pond Keerdoja '68
Jane E. Radcliffe '68
Patricia Reinfe1d Kolodny '68
Jo Romano Viets '68
Marianne M. Salamone '68
Silly Schweitzer Sanders '68
Alison Sethness Axeen '68
Louise Sruy Zarr '68
Wendy Spear Meyrcse '68
Priscilla Stone Cutler '68
Cynthia Stork Gerber '68
Katherine Susman Howe '68
Shelley E. Taylor '68
Ellen Townes Anderson '68
Valerie Visca Maerker '68
Francine Wattenberg
Klingenstein '68
Claire M. Wilcox '68
Ellen WolfSIater '68
Ruth Amdur Tanenhaus '69
Nina Berman Schafer '69
Sara Boyd Goodman '69
Alicia M. Brackman '69
Jeanne Brooks-Gunn '69
Rebecca Brown Foley '69
Nancy Brush Edwards '69
Katherine C. Bunce '69
Elizabeth A. Butkus '69
Nancy Chockley Seelbach '69
Paula Cisco Verdu '69
Margaret Croft Enichen '69
Elaine Davey 'Iopodss '69
Judith DegroffSchool1lTlaker '69
Suzette M. Devogelaere '69
Carmela. Dicaprio Martin '69
Joan Dimow '69
Karen G. Dorros '69
Dorothee Duehlmeier Baker '69
Claire Eldridge Karr '69
Leslie Fisher Steen '69
Gail Gerleman Langeloh '69
Judith Golub Wiener '69
Patricia Gumo Stumpp '69
Martha Harris Walton '69
Virginia N. Harvey '69
Susan Hayes Sides '69
Pamela Holmes Serra '69
Nancy Horovitz Bachrach '69
Dagny Hultgreen Griswold '69
Vera Idel Gierke '69
Carolin Kirkpatrick Dick '69
Carol Lashine Ellis '69
Jane Leary Schnitzer '69
Mary H. Leavitt '69
Erika Lehninger Aret:L'69
Candace L. Linduy '69
Jan MacDon.a.1dSmith '69
Margaret Magid-Elder '69
Rita J. Miller '69
Jill Monchik Farrer '69
Katherine R. Montgomery '69
Barbara Morson Geider '69
Jill Oliphant Rose '69
HOllar Roll
Crest Circle, con't.
joanne Osano Sasaki '69
Cynthia. A. Osborne '69
Nancy Payne Alexander '69
Mary Phillips Hausmann '69
Deborah Pollock Partridge '69
Alice Reid Abbott '69
Karen Rheirilinder-Gray '69
Carol S. Robinson '69
Diana Robinson Nelson '69
Sara Rowe Heckscher '69
Sheila Ryan Wilkinson '69
Christina Rydstrom Staudt '69
Anne Sargent Walker '69
Susan Scharlotte Walton '69
Margaret Schmidt Brady '69
Bettina Scott Brogadir '69
Claire Sekulski Bronson '69
Susan Sigal Denison '69
Sharon Smith Broughton '69
louise ThOllUS Kemper '69
Ann Tousley Anderson '69
Marilyn Weast Rorick '69
Mary Whitney Hoch '69
Margaret Wiener Kelly '69
SallieWilliams Neubauer '69
Penelope R. Wood '69
Sally M. Yerkovich '69
Prances Abodeely Hallonquist '70
Patricia Allen Shellard '70
Karen Antonelli Costello '70
Mary Jane Atwater '70
Pamela J. Bliss '70
Julie Boczar Story '70
Diane Capodilupo Taylor '70
Sharon Cashman Truex '70
Myrna Clundler Goldstein '70
Lynne Chrupca1a Bookhout '70
Mary E. Clarity '70
Barbara CWes Apple '70
Cynthia D. Conrad '70
Leslie Dahn Sundberg '70
Leslie Davis Weigel '70
Alana ~er Fodeman '70
Deborah Foster Ebeling '70
Jean Gooey Vaughn '70
Barbara Green Volckmann '70
Leslie C. Griffiths '70
Mary Hall Prokop '70
Emily Harvey Mahon '70
Elizabeth Heaps Russell '70
Barbara A. Hermann '70
Deborah Huber Burt '70
Valerie Kinnicutt Powell '70
IUren Kuskin-Smith '70
Margaret Larkins Sweeting '70
Nancy Laun Petez '70
Amelia L. Marks '70
IUtherine Maxim Greenleaf '70
Day Merrill Buss '70
Julia Morrison Palmer '70
Laura L. Nash '70
Regina O'Brien Thomas '70
Carolyn S. OIlman '70
Nancy Reihl Leckerling '70
Jane Richman Cohen '70
Susan H. Riedel '70
Lynn RobinIDn Taff'70
RancW1 Robinson '70
Donna L. Rosen '70
Gift Clubs
Barbara Roses Resnicow '70
Ellen Ross Ebersole '70
Emily Sagan Culley '70
Laurie Schaffer Disick '70
Heidi SchiffTuby '70
Joan Schwartz McCallie '70
Celia Simon Holbrook '70
Barbara Skolnik Goldman '70
Martha Sloan Felch '70
Christine Slye Koch '70
Suzanne Steenburg Hill '70
Sharon Tayne Fusco '70
Marcia Toft Rush '70
Amy Ward Taylor '70
Diane Wassman Darst '70
Sandra J. Wilmot '70
Barbara Ballinger Buchholz '71
Diane R. Blum '71
Miriam Brenner Blankstein '71
Maurrie Brown Salenger '71
Joyce Canfield Hemingson '71
Margaret Carrington King '71
Candice Carter Ford '71
Susan Chadwick Pokress '71
Jeanne Christie Mithen '71
Ruth G. Cunningham '71
Jean Daley Blair '71
Daryl Davies Davis '71
Martha Davis Kelly '71
Mary Davis 'Iurchiano '71
Lucia Del Favero Lukac '71
Judith H. Dern '71
Jane A. Ditley '71
Eugenia Dyess Collins '71
Beverly Edgar Grady '71
Beverly J. Errede '71
Penelope J. Pntzer '71
Peggy A. Gitt '71
Deborah Gordon Mullaney '71
Dorothy Hagberg Cappel '71
Louisa Hammond Garrison '71
Lucia Henderson Marion '71
Linda S. Herskowitz '71
James B. Hardy '83
Robert & Rayanne Johnson
Chambers '83
Patrick L. Kennedy '83
Jeremy R. Kramer '83
Jean Lewis Maloy '83
Carey Mack Weber '83
Lucas B. Mag '83
Nancy A. Maxwell '83
Elizabeth H. McCrum '83
Jane Moore Buffum '83
Stephen E. Rotondo '83
James). Santaniello '83
Robert A. Shapiro '83
Nicola D. Threet '83
Lisa J. Tropp '83
David T. Upin '83
Mary T. Walton '83
Maria L. Zan!ini '83
Janet Catlin Wagner '84
Lisa Decesare Cutry '84
Caroline K. Driscoll '84
Sheryl Edwards Rajpolt '84
Elizabeth Epstein '84
Patricia Giovannone Mansfield '84
Frederika E Granger '84
Tracy J. Jacobson '84
William P. Kane '84
.. De,eas~d
John H. Kelley '84
Mary C. Leeming '84
Jane McKee Douglas '84
Carley Rand Weatherley-White '84
John F. Remondi '84
Carol Robbin Laufer '84
Caroline Shepard Bolick '84
Elizabeth T. Speers '84
Edmund C. Taylor '84
Judith M. Temple '84
Charlene E. Toal '84
Lynn Tupay Stagon '84
Jane P. Ach '85
Peter W. Benoliel '85
Gregg M. Breen '85
Scott D. Brenner '85
Sonia Caus Gleason '85
Jonathan F. Dodd '85
Sharon L. Ephraim '85
Michael J. Feinberg '85
Nicole Gould Goldstein '85
Usa Hearst Espy '85
Wendy Hermann Hushak '85
Eric J. Kaplan '85
Charles P: Kernan '85
Bronwen E. Latimer '85
Elizabeth E Marston '85
Anne-Marie Parsons '85
James W. Romeo '85
Jane Rowan Blough '85
Pamela walsh Torsiello '85
Melissa A. Baughman '86
Marilyn Gillis Dunphy '86
Gretchen S. Hess '86
Kevin J. McGann '86
Jennifer L. Mrosek '86
Brendan R. O'Donnell '86
Vladimir Papav, Jr. '86
Renee L. Rougeot '86
David M. Socolof'86
Michael S. Stryker '86
Jessica Taylor Benoliel '86
Thomas R. Bialek '87
Randolph W. Billings '87
Mary K. Burke '87
Robin Canton Oliva '87
Eduardo Castell '87
Renee D. Darby '87
Gregg W Eaton '87
Charles T. Enders '87
lW'en T. Frey'87
Michael C. Hayes '87
Heidi L. Holst-Knudsen '87
Caroline R. Johnson '87
Maty C. Landis '87
Jennifer L. Marshall '87
Marc S. Martin '87
Tad Oliva '87
Phyllis Peek Folsom '87
lW'en D. Quint '87
Sharon H. Sorce '87
Joseph S. Trapasso '87
Virginia Vancil Wilkins '87
Stephanie T. Weissman '87
Stephen A. Franks '88
u.rry M. Goldstein '88
Lucie C. Greer '88
Susanna R. Harper '88
Paul M. Hyde '88
KathMine D. Jones '88
Dana M. Keillor-Rtton '88
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Richard L. Meyer '88
Andrea·R. Neiditz '88
Stephan}e L. Reinert '88
Mona M. Scrofano '88
Eunice E. Sutphen '88
Alexandra M. Davis '89
Rebecca A. Froines '89
Anne I Mickle '89
Richa E. Munson, Jr. '89
Lauren . Aguiar '90
Laurie uwood McGrath '90
Sheri R Confer '90
Leslie). D'Angona '90
Michell R. de 1aUz '90
M.auree L. Friedmann '90
Uames H. Gellert '90
IJennifer M. Huber '90
tacy L. Larrenaga '90
usan 1'v • Lasher '90
Mario I urenzi'90
Rachel . Reiser '90
Mr. & r rs. Benjamin Alegranti P'94
Mr. & I rs. John Berqamin III P'94
Mt. Bel y Burdette P'94
Mr. & J rs. Robert 0. Comfort P'94
Dr. & r rs. Louis J. Cortegiano P'94
Mr. & rs. Neil H. Cullen P'94
Mr. & rs. David A. Doheny P'94
Dr. & l~rs. John T. Fallon P'94
Dr. Na cy Fleming P'94
Mr. & [S. Alan G. Friedman P'94
Mr. & /"Ars.James P. Gilmartin P'94
Mr. &~rs. PaulJ. Guillet P'94
Mr. & rs. Paul Heintz P'94 & '91
Mr. & rs. William L. Henry P'94
Mr. & rs. William E. Kiaune P'94
Mt. & rs. James B.
Ladghlin P'94 & '88
M[S.lj~rbara P. Manee P'94
Mr. M nte S. Manee P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Don M. Meginley P'94
Dr. & rs. D~vid E. Nash P'94
Mr. & rs. James H. O'Hagan P'94
Mr. & Mrs. William M.
o erton P'94
Dr. &' rs. William E. Scott P'94
Mrs. rol Shaw P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Richard). Spear P'94
Mr. Mrs. Klaus L. Van
D kumP'94
Mr. Mrs. Richard G. Verney P'94
Dr. Arnold L. Vinstein P'94
Mc. mlry Allen P'93
Mr. Mrs. William Anthony P'93
Mr. Mrs. Gerald J. Arcuti P'93
Mrs. Lauretta A. Baket P'93
Dr. &IMrs. Frederick Bayon P'93
Mr. &- Mrs. Alexander H. Beard P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Saul Bennett P'93
Drs. ,eter & Brenna Bry P'93
Mr. ~ Mrs. Peter A. Cheney P'93
Mr. ~ Mrs. William P. Childs P'93
Mr. SF Mrs. Frank V. Church
P'93 & '90
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby M. Collins P'93
Mr. &.Mrs. James R. Deane P'93
Dr. Charles R. Feuer P'93
Col. & Mrs. Theodore Gatchel P'93
Mr. <!f Mrs. Gerald Z. Gibian P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A,.
Ginsburg P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Grady P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Grossman P'93
Mr. Louis A. Gozzetti, Jr. P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hackl P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Barclay Henderson P'93
Mr. Sheldon B. Hughes, Jr. P'93
Dr. & Mrs. David B. Kalayjian P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Albert S. Kyle P'93
Mr. Leonard S. Levine P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Amnon Lion P'93
Mr. & Mrs. William L.
Marbury P'93
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth L.
Margeson P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Page P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas A. Rey P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold I. Richma.n P'93
Mr. & Mrs. George Russell, Jr. P'93
Mrs. Iris Schinderman P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Gary M. Seligson P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Bertram A. Spilker P'93
Mrs. Barbara Steward P'93 & '90
Mr. & Mrs. David Y. Wood P'93
Mr. & Mrs. [raj Azarm p'n
Mr. & Mrs. Peter C. Buffum P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J.
Callahan p'n & '90
Mr. & .Mrs. Phillip J. Carter P'92
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Cavaliere P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Cary J. Coen P'92
Dr. & Mrs. Will S. Foster P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Allen
w. Greenough p'n
Mr. & Mrs. Roth F. Herrlinger P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Allan E. Jespersen p'n
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur]. Lafave
Mr. & Mrs. R. W.
Lamont-Havers P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Carter Laprade P'92
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Lefkowitz P'92
Mr. Richard T. Lohr P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Richard R. Lutz. p'n
Mrs. VasilikiM. McAllister P'92
Drs. Byron & Judith McBride P'92
Dr. & Mrs. Bowman H. Miller P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Steven H. Pokress P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Reiter P'92
Mr. & Mrs. E Thomas Tuttle P'92
Mr. & Mrs. David Westfall P'92
Mr. & Mrs. John
Zimmerman, Jr. P'92
Mr. & Mrs. John BischofP'9l
Drs. Irwin & Linda Buchwald P'91
Ms. Judy Carr P'91
Mrs. Craig W Casey P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Clark P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Condit, Jr. P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Freeman, Sr. P'91
Mr. & Mrs. James A.
Garb.nd P'91, '85 & '83
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert L. Heltzer P'91
Mrs. Ellen Perkins Ivey P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin M.
Johnston P'91 & '79
Mr. & Mrs. James Johnston P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Michael C. Krug P'91
Mr. Donald L. Maggin P'91
Mr. & Mrs. James Molinaro P'91
Mr. & Mrs. John Schumacher P'9l
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey M. Silets P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar B. Washburn P'9l
Mr. & Mrs. Morton
Young P'91 & '79
Dr. & Mrs. Frederic P.
Anderson P'90 & '87
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Cheek III P'90
Mr. ,& Mrs. Charles Danberg P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Gellert P'90
Mrs. Gerald Neary P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Skates P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Crosby R. Smith P'90
S, Ronald & Andree Stone P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Abbott, Jr. P'89
Mr. & Mrs. J. B. Dunnder P'89
Mrs. Gerda K. Ludlow P'89
Mr. & Mrs. John R.
MacKinnon P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Richard f Nager P'89
Dr. & Mrs. George Wrubel P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Matt Peyton Bucy P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Albert B.
Ellentuck P'S8 & '86
Mr. & Mrs. Edward B.
Goodnow P'8S
Dr. & Mrs. H. Rodney
Hartmann P'88
Mr. & Mrs. Maday R. Hyde P'8S
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Jaffe P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony B. Kuklin P'88
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Meltzer P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. David J. Sinicrope P'BB
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas W Wade P'BB
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Werblow P'BB
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A.
Belcher P'S7
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Chalpin P'B7
Mr. & Mrs. Barton M. Clark P'87
Mr. & Mrs. Carl B. Good P'87
Mr. & Mrs. George Harlow P'87
Dr. & Mrs. Robert C. Landis P'B7
Mr. & Mrs. William C.
Marsh.ill P'87
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen D. Sklans P'87
Mr. & Mrs. Abraham S.
Weissman P'87
Mr. & Mrs. A. Neil Brown.. Jr. P'86
Mr. Richard S. Chute P'86
Dr. & Mrs. E. Lawrence
Hanson P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Dino J. Veronese P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Alain Wood-Prince P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Dodd P'85
Mr. John A. Santini P'85 & 'SO
Ms. Roumond Arthur P'84
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Gross P'B4
Mrs. Inge H. Polak P'84
Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Tesson P'84
Mr. & Mrs. Jacques Appelmans P'83
Mrs. Pearline C. Cox P'83
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen
Hamblett P'83 & '81
Mr. & Mrs. Norman L.
Kasparson P'83
Mr. Crocker Luther P'83
Mrs. Jean Palmer Messex P'83
Mr. & Mrs. George Nesgos P'83
Mr. & Mrs. S. Sanuniello P'B3
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas J. Susla P'83
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel Thier P'83
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry W. Brown P'82
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert A.
Wicke P'82 & '79
Dr. & Mrs. Leo J. Golub P'81
Mr. James P. Griesmer P'8l
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Hinkle P'81
Mr. & Mrs. Sunley J. Scher P'8l
Dr. & Mrs. Heber E. Yeagley P'81
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic C. Hood P'80
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Knizeski. P'SO
Mr. Bernard J. Smolens P'SO
Mr. & Mrs. John H.
Detmold P'79 & '72
Mr. & Mrs. James English, Jr. P'79
Mr. Donald McGee P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Murray III P'79
Mr. R. H. Heaton P'78
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Propst P'78
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Cruikshank P'77
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel Elster P'77
Mr. & Mrs. Edgu Grossman P'77
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Hollander P'77
Mr. & Mrs. John E Kent P'77 & '74
Mr. & Mrs. E. Lane-Reticker P'77
Mr. William P. Rowland P'76
Mr. & Mrs. David H.
Blanksteen P'74
Mrs. Norman Lowe P'73
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert G.
McCurdy P'73
Mr. & Mrs. Alan M.Winnick p'n
Mr. Lawrence Glassman P'71
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar F. Bunce, Jr. P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Francis W Phelan P'69
Mr. & Mrs. John Robinson P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Charles N. Welsh P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Simon L. Cohn P'67
Mrs. Richard G. Towill P'65
Mrs. Howard Wallack P'64
Dr. & Mrs. Eric E. Stietzel P'63
Mrs. Francis McGuire P'62
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur F. Harden P'61
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel A.
Willard P'56 & '51
Mrs. Orton Camp P'S3
Miss E. Mildred Abbott
Clara Allison
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Anderson, Jr.
Mr. John P. Anthony
Mr. Harold Arkava
Lisa Arvanitis
Mr. Robert H. Atwell





Dr. & Mrs. Edgar Bering. Jr.
Mr. Richard D. Birdsall
Mrs. Morton K. Blaustein
Mr. Wayne A. Boettner
Mrs. Jane R. Bredeson
Mrs. Norman J. Brody
Mr. & Mrs. Russell W. Brown
Max M. Burger, M.D., Ph,D.
EsUte of Burmester
Peter & Jane Cable
Mr. Guido Calabresi
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Casey
David & Anne Cattanach
Mr. & Mrs. Frank H. Chappell
Mr. Stanton Ching
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin Chipperini
Mr. Walter L. Clearwaters
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Mrs. A.W. Clem tlI
Ms. Kathryn P. Cooney
Mr. & Mrs. F. Edward Cranz
Steven A. Culbertson
Mr. & Mrs. Henry F. Curtis
Dawley's Landscaping & Lawn
Mr. E. J. Doonan
Miss Marion E. Doro
Edward W. Dunham
Mrs. Judith G. Dupont
Mr. Ralph Gregory Eliot
Mr. & Mrs. Ostrom Enders
E. Allan Epstein
Miss Katherine Finney
Mr. & Mrs. Rotuld Florence
Eliot Prankeberger
Mr. & Mrs. David Germaine
Dr. & Mrs. Roger A. Graham
Grand Beverage Ent., Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Grube
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey B. Gurwitz
Miss Camille C. Hanlon
John J. Hanly
Patricia L. Harper
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Hay, Jr.
Mrs. Jeanette B. Hersey
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Hinman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Hollis
Ms. Cynthia N. Hummel
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Iglehart




Dr. & Mrs. Martin L. Karno
Mr. & Mrs. Julius Karosen
Judith E. & David Keanon
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore P. Kiritsis
Mr. &Mrs. Franklin Kneedler
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Kneerim
Mr. & Mrs. Labori Krass
Ms. Ann Kraus
Ms. Dorothy Baird Leib
Mr. & Mrs. William Leib
Mr. & Mrs. Wardwell Leonard, Jr.
Dr. David Levine
Dr. Louis Linn
Mr. & Mrs. Albert B. Lord






Mrs. J. C. McBratney
Mr. & Mrs. James C. McGuire
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick J. McLeod
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Miner
Dr. Dorothea. May Moore
Helen f Mulvey
Mary Elizabeth Nash
CC Club of New ltlven CT
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Oaklmder
John]. O'Neill





Mr. Ralph A. Powers, Jr.
Mr. Charles Price
Honor Roll
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Primus
Radisson Hotel
Mrs. Pauline L. Record
Mrs. Barbara L. Reed
Robert's Mwic
Marcia T. Robinson
Harold & Estelle Ross
Sara Rubin Montanari
Harvey C. Russell
Russell, Plummer & Rutherford
Mr. Gaynor K. Rutherford
Dr. & Mrs. R. Alfred Saenger
Mrs. Rose E. Schaenen
The Schindelman Family
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Schlesinger
Mr. Philip Schonberger
Mr. & Mrs. George Schwab
Nat & Gertrude Schwede1
Mr. & Mrs. J. Norman Scott
Mr. &Mn. Robert D. Scott
Mr. & Mrs. Guy C. Shafer
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Shafner
H. Jackson Sillcocks
Ms. Carol D. Simpson
Mr. Frank Chalmers Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Emil Soderberg
Dr. & Mrs. Hilliard Spitz
Mr. & Mrs. Robert St. Laurent
R.on.aldW Steadman




Miss Betty F. Thomson
Town & Country Gardens
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Tredinnick
Miss Eleanor H. Voorhees
Julie & Carrie Weiner
Leslie & Robert Westh.aver
Alison & Mark Woods
Mrs. RichMd W. Woolworth
Mr. & Mn. Jerry Worsham
Yankee Gas Services
Richard J. Zelig
Dr. & Mrs. Elwood Zimmerman
Heritage SDciety
(Plopll who have coolin 10make



















































































Virginia Karfiol Van Bark
Helen Stephenson White













































































Dorotl y E. Baldwin
Gerald ne Bissell Carroll
Virgin a Deuel





























Planned giving secures the future
G Connecticut astray. It is therefore impor- HelenM. FOl1t'24 Janet SOItonHumphrey'47College continued bot that all potential A long-time Connecticut Mrs. Humphrey's $100,000to figure promi- benefactors inform the col- College volunteer, Ms. Forst gift established two funds,
nendy in the estate plans of lege of their intentions and left an unrestricted gift of the first to attract qualified
many alumni during the how they wish them to be $42,600. students from Kentucky and
1990-91 fund year when, implemented. the second to supplement
for the second year in a row, This year we received EvelynReinfeld P'6B the financial aid of students
a record for planned giving bequests from 20 alumnae Mrs. Reinfeld's bequest of from Kentucky.
was set. More than $2.6 and friends. To each we give $17,500 was given to com-
million was received by the a special thanks. plete funding of the Saul Helen LehmlRButtenweiser '27
college and another $8 mil- Reinfeld Lectureship in A former college trustee,
lion is pending settlement. Marion E.Wimer '20 Judaic Studies and for ~~.Butten~~ergave
This generosity continues One of four sisters who minority admissions more than $400,000 to etc-
to demonstrate the strong attended Connecticut recruitment. ate the Helen Lehman
commitment our alumni College, her bequest of Buttenweiser '27 Leadership
and friends have to the col- $10,000 will be used for the Marion lowell Jenkins '25 and Community Service
lege and their deep desire to Connection Bridge in the Mrs. Jenkins gifted Wing in the renovated
see Connecticut College College Center. This bridge $262,090 to endow a schol- College Center.
remain a top educational will be named for the arship for students intending
institution for future gener- Warner sisters who repre- to pu~ue graduate work in HaroldD.Toor,P'5D, P'53
ations. Many of these gifts sent one of the college's the sciences. A former president ofU.S.
have been a crucial part of earliest "connections." Shoe, Mr. Toor's gift of
an individual's estate plan- AliceP. Holcombe '23 $118,943 has been directed
ning program and often Ethel Kane Fi,lding '23 Miss Holcombe left $2,000 towards international studies
have benefited the donor Mrs. Fielding made her towards scholarships. endowment. It is part of a
financially as well as the unrestricted gift of$47,500 $250,000 bequest.
college. through a unitrust estab- MarjorieE. Dilley,Faculty
The Heritage Society lished in 1974. A much loved faculty mem- ElizabethDougllss Manrosl '28
continues to grow. ber, Miss Dilley designated Mrs. Manross' bequest of
Established in 1989-90 and E. Pauline Hervey,P'35 $23,800 from her pension $152,609 will be used to
now numbering 625, this Mrs. Hervey's bequest of fund to establish the provide construction sup-
society recognizes those $50,700 was left through a Marjorie Dilley Endowed port for the Sykes Alumni
individuals who have chosen trust established in 1963. Professorship/Lecture Fund Center in the new Becker
to identify Connecticut The funds were unrestricted in government. House.
College as part of their but her daughter has asked
estate plans. It includes that they fund the Travel Susan Smith Nystedt '42 GertrudeAllenDinsmore '36
those who plan to leave Room in the new College Mrs. Nyscedt made an unre- Mrs. Dinsmore left $32,500
outright gifts as well as Center. stricted bequest of $2,500. to provide foreign student
those who have named exchanges for Connecticut
Connecticut College as a Harriet Buescher Lawrence '34 Barb", BrooksBixby'26 College students involved
contingent beneficiary, no Mrs. Lawrence's $131,316 Mrs. Bixby made an unre- 'With the Center for
matter the size or the gift is part of an overall $2 stricted gift of $5,000. International Studies.
remoteness of the gift. million unrestricted bequest
These monies, unless to Connecticut College. Jane P. long, P'56 Annlad in, GP'9D
otherwise specified, will Mrs. Long's gift of $130,000 Mrs. Ledin's gift of$I,200 is
someday go into the col- MaryJane Jobson Dubilier '51, has supported such pro- to be used for darkroom
lege's endowment. As such, P'77 grams as Unity House, Class facilities.
they will provide srabiliry A $7,000 unrestricted grant of '56, admissions office, the
for current and future was received from Mrs. art history department, the RuthHillWood, friend
students. Dubilier. Jane Long Memorial Fund Mrs. Wood's gift of$I,OOO
In all cases of planned for Faculty Development, is unrestricted.
giving, careful preparation is and the College Center
crucial, for without it the Projects.











































Barbara Batchelor Hamlin P'77
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CAC: Mary Wilcox Cross
Frances Andrews Leete
Lucy Barker Keddie
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Jeanette Bradley Brooks









Elizabeth Gordon Staelin P'60
Estelle Harmon Pardee



















































Rebecca Rau Isabel E. Colby Isabelle Ewing Knecht
Alma Skilton Yates
Elizabeth Riley WhitmMl Lucia Dearden Watt Drusilla Fielding Stemper Dorothy I. Stokes
Eleanor Rose Carey Paull Deweese Dorothy Friend Miller
Elizabeth Stone Kenyon
Mary Scattergood Norris Katherine Eggleston Elizabeth Gabriel Haas Virginia Swan Parrish
Marian Simonds Sutherland Wadleigh P'68 Janet Hamilton Middleton
Dorothy Tomkirnon Fairbank
Ellen M. Soderman Margaret Fitzmaurice Colloty Margaret K. Hazlewood Abbie Usher Aurell
Elizabeth Speirs Giovwna D. Fusco-Ripka Sylvia Hendel Irwin Virginia Vail Lavino
Ann Steinwedell Hardy Constance Ganoe Jones Elsa Jacob Rosenwald Jessie Wachenheim Burack:
Helen Stephenson White Grace Gardiner Manning Mary Kavanagh Doran Elsa Waldecker MacDonald
Esther Stone Wenzel Ravia Gorton Williams Betty Linscott Jane Wertheimer Morgenthau
Carolyn Terry Baker Dorothy H. Gould Sophie liuky Gold Dorothy Wheeler Spaulding
Dorothy Thayer White Ruth Griswold Louchheim P'SS Helen N. McKernan Esther White Cornish
Frances B. Tillinghast Alice B. Hangen Priscilla Moore Brown
Elizabeth Utley Lamb Elizabeth Hendrickson Matlack Marion Nichols Arnold
Marian Y. Vaine Harriett Hickok Kenyon Myra O'Connell Ross 1934
Mary Walsh Gamache Mary Holley Spangler Ruth Paul Miller
Frances Wells Vroom* Aurelia Hunt Robinson Mildred E Peirce CAC: Olga Wester Russell
Ruth C. Johnson Margaret Rathbone CA: Marion Bogart Holtzman
Alice E. Kindler Alice Russell Reaske CA: Emily Daggy Vogel
1930 Jane King Buss julia Salter Ferris CA: Harriet Isherwood Power
Josephine Lincoln Morris Leah Savitsky Rubin CA: Edith Mitchell Benz
CAC: Mary DeGange Palmer Virginia Levis Patten Emma M. Schaumann CA: Gladys Russell Munroe
Jane Moore Warner Elynore Schneider Welsh CA: Emily D. Smith
Edith Allen MacDiarmid Marjorie Platz Murphy Ruth Smith Heartfield CA: Jane Trace Spragg
Elizabeth Avery Hart Elizabeth Pyper Bauer Mildred Solomon Savin
Elizabeth Bahney Mills Grace Reed Regan Cecilia Standish Richardson Helen Andrews Keough
Mabel Bartlett Caroline B. Rice Virginia H. Stephenson Elizabeth Archer Patterson
Helen Benson Mann Elizabeth Rieley Armington* Dorothy C. Stevens Lucile Austin Cutler
Jane Bertschy Jackson Achsah Roberts Fennell Mary Sturdevant Nye Margaret Austin Grumhaus
Elisabeth B. Capron* Anne Romer Valentine Adelaide Thompson Hicks Lillian Bacon Hearne
Evelyn P. Clarke Margaret Rood McLean Dorothy Thompson Smith Catherine Baker Sandberg
Margaret Cook Curry Dorothy Rose Griswold Margaret Van TuylJeffery Jane Baldauf Berger •Mary DeGange Palmer Elizabeth Schaibley Grimes Eleanor Wilcox Sloan Cary Bauer Bresnan P'69Elizabeth Edwards Spencer Jane Seaver Jameson Esther Winslow Florence Baylis Skelton
Ruth S. Ferguson Dorothea L. Simpson Mary "WYethBaker Emily Benedict Grey
Adelaide Finch Royle Gertrude Smith Cook Gertrude Yoerg Doran Jean Berger Whitehw
Helen Flinner Smith Catherine Steele Batchelder Marjorie E Bishop
Marcia Frey Haynes Lois Taylor Marion E. Black
Isabel Gilbert Greenwood Elinor Wells Smith 1933 Marion Bogart Holtzman
Betty E. Gitlin Betty P. Wheeler Rose Braxl
Ruth Harrison Street Beatrice Whitcomb CAC: Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer Ruth Brooks Von Arx
Elizabeth Hartshorn Margaret Whitman Allen CAC: Helen Peasley Comber Harriet Buescher Lawrence*
Evelyn Jeralds Moss Evelyn Whittemore Woods Anna F. Burke
Elisabeth Johnson Hume Melicent Wilcox Buckingham Katherine A. Bonney Edith Canestrari jacques
Louisa M. Kent Jane Williams Howell Adalisa Bronstein Scheirer Ann Crocker Wheeler
Mary Kidde Morgan Muriel Williams Katherine B. Bruce Emily Daggy Vogel
Bessie N. McLean Eleanor Wirsing Usinger Eleanor Cairney Gilbert Mildred Doherty Buxton
Mildred Meyer Doran Virginia Yancey Sanford Elizabeth Carver McKay Elizabeth Flanders McNellis
Lillian J. Miller Anna Derge Gillmer Helen Frey Sorenson
Grace M. Ransom Ruth Ferree Wessels Louise Hill Corliss
Victoria Seligman Robins 1932 Marjorie Fleming Christensen Eleanor Hine Kranz
Maidda Stevens Mauro Sylvia.Goldstein Beeman Emma Howe Waddington
Eleanor W. Tyler CAC: Ruth Caswell Clapp Alice Gordon Washton Carolyn Huston Hudson
Evelyn Utley Keeler CA: Mabel Barnes Knauff Katherine Hammond Engler Harriet Isherwood Power
Ernestine Vincent Venner CA: Mary Kavanagh Doran Eleanor Husted Hendry Alison Jacobs McBride
Edith Walter Samuels CA: Marion Nichols Arnold Eleanor Jones Heilman Barbara Johnson Stearns
Elizabeth Weed Johnson CA: Virginia H. Stephenson Dorothy Kellogg Stewart P'87 Phyllis Johnson Doolittle
Fanny Young Sawyer Dorothy Krall Newman Ruth Jones Wentworth
Anonymous Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer Elizabeth Keep Wilkinson
Mabel Barnes Knauff Ericka Langhammer Grimmeisen Edna Kent Nerney
1931 Mary Belden Jean Marshall Simpson Eleanor Laughlin Bowsher
Constance Bennet Crail Mary Mead Siegenthaler Helen Lavietes Krosnick P'67
CAC: Caroline B. Rice Frances Buck Taylor Elizabeth Miller Jacobs Lilla Linkletter Stuart
Louise Bunce Warner Barbara Mundy Groves Ruth Lister Davis
Olive Auer Figgatt Mary Butler Goodwin Elizabeth Overton Bryan Mary McNulty McNair
Thursa A. Barnum Catherine Campbell Hanrahan Elizabeth Palmer Shurts Mary Mercer Coburn
Dorothy Birdsey Manning Ruth Caswell Clapp Helen Peasley Comber Dorothy Merrill Dorman
Beatrice Brooks Carpenter Marguerite Cochran Sard Jean L. Pennock Alice Miller Tooker
Wilhelmina Brown Seyfried Susan W Comfort Margaret Ray Stewart Edith Mitchell Benz*
Anna Cofrances Guida P'61 Kathryne Cooksey Simons Alice Record Hooper Grace Nichols Rhodes































CAe: Merion Ferris Ritter
Lydia Albree Child















Elizabeth Farnum Guibord P'73













Dorothy Krinsky Stein P'67




































































Margaret Woodbury Thomas P'69
Jane Wyckoff Bishop
1937

















































































































































Elizabeth Hadley Porter P'73





















Marjorie Mortimer Kenney P'75













Ruth Wilson Cess P'64
Elizabeth Young Riedel
1940












Oliver & Miriam Brooks
Butterworth
Helen Burnham Ward
Pauline Carroll Carter P'66
Albert & Jane Clark Gibney
Dorothy Clinger Vaughn P'63
Barbara Deane Olmsted













Anne Hardy Antell P'74 & '65
Doris Hassell Janney
Jane Holcombe Dewey
[rene Kennel Pekoe P'68
Roberta Kenney Dewire
Elizabeth Kent Kenyon









































CAC: Priscilla Duxbury Wescott
Anonymous
Janice Reed Harman

























Wescott P'77 & '74
Catherine Elias Moore
Allayne Ernst Wick P'70
Mary Farrell Morse P'75

























Elise Keeney Irving P'62



















Margaret Munsell Palmer P'68
Elizabeth Neiley Cleveland

























Mary Smith Schmidt P'71
Ruth Sokol Dembo
Louise Stevenson Andersen











Nancy Van Houten McFall
Vera Van Nest Judd P'67


















Barbara Beach Alter P'65
Elizabeth Bentley Viering




Doris Boies Guyton P'68
Elisabeth Bowden D.y















Mary Franklin Gehrig P'68
Virginia Frey Linscott





































































Jean Staats Lorish P'72
Mary Stevenson Stow
Elizabeth Stickney McKoane
Eloise Stumm Brush P'69 & '66
Anne Ten Eyck Martin
Lenore Tingle Howard








Jane Worley peak P'75
Alma P. Zeller
1943
CAC; Janet Corey Hampton







Barbara Batchelor Hamlin P'77
Mary Bove Kelly
Alice Brewer Cummings




























































Margery Newman Puder P'68
Wilma Parker Redman
Betsey Pease Marshall
Elisabeth Pfau Wright P'73
Virginia Puder Goldfarb P'68
Louise Radford Denegre
Virginia Railsback Neiley
Alice Reed Boorse P'70 & '66





























CAC: Elizabeth DeMerritt Cobb
CA: Elise Abrahams josephson
CA: Alice Adams Hilmer
CA: Jane Bridgwater Hewes
CA: Alice Carey Weller
CA: Marga.ret Carpenter Evans
CA: Helen Crawford Tracy
CA: Jane Day Hooker
CA: Jane Dill Witt
CA; GelIestrina T. DiMaggio
CA: Mary Griffith Reed
CA: Nan Grindel Amstutz
CA: Mary Hewitt Norton
CA; Jeanne Jacques Kleinschmidt
CA: Muriel Jentz Schulz
CA: Marjorie Moody Shiffer
CA: Mary-Jean Moran Hart
CA: Ethel Sproul Felts
Elise Abrahams Josephson P'75





Barbara Barlow Kelley P'81























































Jean M.cNeil Berry P'78 & '73
Helen Madden Nicholas










McKillop p'a2 & '81
Mariana Parcells Wagoner
Virginia Passavant Henderson P'71
Barbara Pfohl Byrnside
Gloria Pierce Gould
Norma Pike Taft P'75
















































Ruth Eliasberg Van Raalte P'76
Marcia Faust McNees
Patricia Feldman

























Schiffert P'81 & '75























































CAC: Joan Jacobson Kronick
CA: Evelyn Bbck Wiebel
CA: Sally Duffield Wilder
CA: Betty Finn Perlman
CA: Barbara Miller Gustafson
CA: Mary Minter Goode
CA: Jane Seaver Coddington
CA: Cyntha Terry White
CA: Joan Weissman Burness

















Betty Chasnoff Koralchik P'71





Marilyn Coughlin Rudolph p'n
Janet Cruikshank McCawley
Dana Davies Magee p'n


















































Doris Mellman Frankel P'78
Barbara Miller Gusufson
Mary Minter Goode












Nancy Platt Sands P'80
Janet Potter Robbins
Debby Rabinowitz Wetzler
Valmere Reeves Lynn P'78
Betty Reiffel Bry































Ann Williamson Miller P'67


























Janice Damery Miner P'83
Elizabeth Davis Tuttle











































































CAC: Mary Jane Coons Johnson
CA: Joanna ~y Inches
CA: Sela Wadhams Barker












Virginia Berman Slaughter p'n



































Saretta Klein Barnet P'85
Florence Koenig Scharfenstein































































CAC: Irma Keling Schachter
CAC: Helen J. Wettach
CA: Elizabeth Bragg Crane
CA: Mabel Brennan Fisher
CA: Gale Craigie Chidlaw
CA: Alice Fletcher Freymann
CA: Patricia Manning Muller
CA: Muriel Phipps Smith
CA: Margaret Portlock Barnard
CA: Louise Rothe Roberts
CA: Mary E. Stone
Frances Adams Nichols
Elizabeth Anderson Culbert P'75
Margaret Ashton Biggs


























































Jo.n Jassen Bivin P'SS
Jennifer Judge Howes
Ruth Katz Webber






































Susan Starr Burchenal P'76







lUthuine V.n Smt Spa1ding
Gretchen V.n Syckle Whalen
Marilyn Viets Davis












Juli. Winton D.yton P'St & '80
Carol Young Pomeroy
1950
CAC: Virgini. R. Amburn
yAC: Anni~ E. Boone
CA: Mulis Blum.n Powell
CA: Edmee Busch Reit
CA: Muy Clark Sh.de
CA: Jomn Coh.n Robin
CA: Geraldine Foote Dolliver
CA: Je.n Gries Homeier
CA: El.aine Hansen Fraser
CA: Bub.ra H.very Butler
CA: Muy Healy H.yden
CA: Alice Hess Crowell
CA: Ruth L. Kaplan
CA: M.rgaret MacDermid D.vis
CA: Ann M.cWilli:un Dilley
CA: Mary Mason H.rris
CA: Mugaret Miller Newport
CA: N.ncy T. Munger
CA: Gabrielle Nosworthy Morris
CA: Muilyn P.curd Hml
CA: Lois Pap. Dudley
CA: Nmcy Puliament H.wkes
CA: Anne Rwsillo Griffin
CA: Sylva Snitldn Kreiger
CA: J.net Surgenor Hill













Bubar. Blaustein Hirschhorn P'79
Artemis Blessis Ramaker




























Rhoda Freed Mann P'83
Anne Gutner Wilder
M.ry Gillml Buber p'n
Brend. Ginsburg Silin





































































Sylvi. Snitkin Kreiger P'77
Muy South.rd Fuller





















1990·91 Class Giving overview
Class CAC Annual Overall % Participation
1919 365 50"10
1920 840 10,995 33%
1921 410 .410 57%
1922 Blanche Finley 1,110 1,027,158 63%
1923 1,110 3,177 .45%
1924 Elinor Hunken Torpey l,735 44,392 46%
1925 Betsy AlJen* 4,300 267,065 37%
1926 Edna Smith Thistle 3,605 8,605 66%
1927 Mary Wilcox Cross 53,921 650,458 65%
1928 Roberta Bitgood Wiersma 9,303 : 45,045 55%
1929 Elizabeth Riley Whitman 6.593 22,788 59%
1930 Mary DeGange Palmer 6,980 17,030 .48%
1931 Caroline (C.R) Rice 25,607 25,632 57%
1932 Ruth Caswell Clapp 9,132 40,353 56%
1933 Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer 7.180 7,240 59%
Helen Peasley Comber
1934 Olga Wester Russell 15,670 .214, 765 86%
G 1935 Merion Ferris Ritter 13,470 74,469 58%
1936 Elizabeth Davis Pierson .48,234 .49,644 53%
1937 Emma Moore Manning 11,700 11,750 50%
1938 Clarisse Moore Kepler 19,226 34,241 44%
1939 .Janet Mead Szaniawski 24, 148 206,417 51%
1940 Harriet Rice Strain 14,255 .21,230 54%
1941 Prisci11a Duxbury Wescott 46,465 609,007 76%
Virginia Newberry Leach
Thea Dutcher Coburn
1942 Mary Rita Powers 41.454 56,204 70"10
1943 Phyliss Schifflmber 20,776 72,812 78%
Janet Corey Hampton
1944 Elizabeth Demeritt Cobb 17,154 19,979 66%
1945 Suzanne Porter Wilkins 19,026 103,656 .54%
1946 Joan Jacobson Kronick .42,325 66,125 70%
1947 Nancy Blades Geiler 25,335 142,185 52%
1948 Mary Jane CoonsJohnson 39,609 145,384 .56%
1949 Helen Wettach 36,603 50,602 64%
Irma Klein Schachter
1950 Annis E. Boone .40,630 90,005 60"10
Virginia R. Amburn
1951 Nancy Clapp Mi11er 116,409 146,764 73%
Vivian Johnson Harries
1952 Laura Wheelwright Farnsworth 39,786 50,936 63%
1953 Nancy H. Camp 16,227 36,937 55%
1954 Mary Alice RobertsonJenning 14,345 23,040 56%
DecembDl991ConnecticutCollegeMagazlnl!
Class CAC Annual Overall % Participation
1955 Valerie Marrow Rout .28,276 .41,576 54%
1956 Janet Frost Bank 26,470 43,845 59%
Marjorie Lewin Ross
1957 Helene Zimmer-Loew .22,283 25,158 61%
1958 Judith Epstein Grollman 13,369 13,869 55%
Cassandra Sturman Harris
1959 Kay Wieland Brown .23,807 23,932 51%
1960 June Salamy Krisch .47,854 83,112 .46%
1961 Judith Mapes Metz 34,416 35,891. .48%
Jill Manes Rosen
1962 Sandra Loving Linder .28,895 133,750 .49%
1963 Nancy Schneider Schachnovsky 33,209 84,594 .45%
1964 Gail Rosenberg Ludvigson 18,794 .40,234 .44%
1965 Nannette Citron Schwartz 24,176 .27,562 .45%
1966 Marny Morris Krause 79, 752 249,692 .48%
Mary Ann Garvin Siegel
1967 Elayne Zweifler Gardstein 139,025 310,425 .44%
1968 Nancy Finn Kukura 26,505 .42,155 44% G
1969 Susan Cannon .24,660 .26,000 53%
1970 Gwendolyn H. Goffe 16,150 17,680 44%
1971 Jane Davis Thrchiano 25,237 27,962 .47%
1972 Debbie Zilly Woodworth 22,365 24,800 39%
1973 TO BE ANNOUNCED 27,422 49,352 39%
1974 Norma Darragh .21.263 27,968 39%
1975 TO BE ANNOUNCED .25,437 36.243 .4oolo
1976 Robert K. Huebscher 14,403 17,566 35%
1977 .Kimberly-Toy Reynolds Huh 12.045 23.016 35%
1978 Margery Lisbon Ordog 11,182 13.066 36%
1979 Daniel Hirschhorn 19,870 23,068 35%
Michael B. Fishman
1980 .Janice L. Mayer 14,486 .56,235 29%
1981 Thomas A. Sec1ow 13,401 40,362 31%
David B. Geller
1982 TO BE ANNOUNCED 8,469 14,794 33%
1983 Daniel C. Wistman 8,627 11,402 37%
1984 William Kane 5.986 8,596 28%
1985 .Jane Rowan Blough .5,363 6.563 2oolo
1986 Renee L. Rougeot 5,617 7,513 30%
1987 Mark E. Sutton 5,236 7,086 25%
1988 Stephen Barnes .4.350 .4,750 25%
1989 Cydney Louth 3.634 3.684 3oolo
1990 Sandra Keane .4.213 .4,373 .28%
Mario Laurenzi
*deceased Bold type = Reunion class
1J«msber 1991ConnecticutConegeMagllzint
Fast Facts
Student financial aid for
academic year 1991-92




Charges for tuition and










Note: The % 01 juniors on aid
appears high because of the
nurrber of students studying
away. Aid recipients tend not 10










Gov't & law 8%




Arts & sciences 58%
Alumni Giving
1951
CAe: Nancy Clapp Miller
Anonymous-2
Judith Adaskin Barry p'n
Sheila Albert Rosenzweig
Joan Andrew White










Mary Beck Barrett P'83 & '78
Beverley Benenson Gasner
Judith Bennett Bilertsen P'74
Susan Bergstrom Campbell
Chloe Bissell Jones












Charlotte Chapple Bennett P'8l
Nancy Clapp Miller
Betsey Colgan Pitt P'90 & '86
Margery Davison Crawford
























































Mary-Stuart Parker Cosby P'8l




















Nancy Vail Wilson P'S3 & 'SO
Fiorimonde Wedekind












CA: Cordelia Ettl Clement
CA: Josephine MacManus Woods
CA: Ruth Stupell Weinflash
CA: Alice Weihl Perlman
Barbara Ackroyd Elder
Patricia Ahearn Berger
Nancy Alderman Kramer P'B3


























Julia Enyart Bain P'93
Cordelia Ettl Clement

































Joan Katz Easton P'78
Janet B. KeI10ck
Catherine Kirch Dietrich






Jean Lattner Palmer P'84
Jane Law Venell P'8S
Joyce Leeming Mayfield Patricia Chase Herbage Janet Rourke White Mary Joslyn Gurley
Monica Lennox Williams Mary-Joan Churchward Jenkins Mae Rubinstein Riefberg Nora. Kearns Grimm
Dana Louria Cless Nancy Clark Anderson Joan Rudberg Lavin Lois Keating Learned
Shirley Lukens Rosseau Janice Cleary Parker" Teresa A. Ruffolo Phyllis Keller Granberg
Josephine MacManus Woods Phyllis Coffin Hodgins Beverly Sandbach Heminway Barbara Kent Hench
SaraMaschel Sullivan Celia Cohen Stark Edwina Saunders Costley Helene Kestenman Handelman
Elizabeth Mclane McKinney Nina Davis Jackson Myra Schechner Starr Margaret King Moore
Genevieve Mclaren Aspasea Deligeorges Hart Christina Schmidt Stevers'" Louise Klump Tanner
Prideaux-Brune Conaire Donnel Ward P'84 Marlene Schutt Folsom Dorothy Knup Harper
Katharine Miller Jones Alice Dreifuss Goldstein Pamela. Scott lvani
Elisabeth Koulomzin Lopukhin
Evelyn Moore Sheehy Hildegarde Drexl Hannum Marion Skerker Sader p'n & '82
Jane Murchison Hamilton Eugenia Backer Olson Martha Smith Fayen Sa11yLane Braman
Kathleen Nelles McClure P'75 Joan Eash Lowe Emilie Speare Coolidge Susan Lane Scavo
Norma Neri Goralski Betty-Jane Engla.nder Golboro Patricia Taussig Marshall Sally Lindblad Hollister
Judith Nirenstein Plotkin Catherine Ferguson Reasoner Patricia Thall Hendel Margaret Macvesn Finn
Margaret Ohl Grace Mary Field Parker Jane Timberman Into Nancy Maddi Avillone
Kathleen O'Toole Rich Mary-Zita Flaherty Smith Frances Taro Young P'85 Polly Maddux Harlow
Adele Pattison Smith P'79 Emily Fonda Sontag Allis Van Voorhis D' Amanda Irene Marcus Feuerstein
Florence Porter Loomis Elaine Fridlund Lester Audrey Watkins Garbisch Ann Marcuse lUymond
Joan Purtell Cassidy Jean Gallup Camaghan P'76 Leu Weiss Marks P'76 Mary Matheson Shanahan
Beverly Quinn O'Connell Katharine Gardner Bryant P'B7 Julia Whitla Clinger Ann Matthews Kent
Nancy Reeve Blank Jeanne Garrett Miller P'S4 Virginia Wilson Thomson Constance Meehan Chapin
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare P'82 Barbara Gibbons Wilson Sarah W. Wing Anne Morgan Whitney
Margery Rose Schindler Stephanie Glicksberg Neuman Joan Negley Kelleher
Julie Russillo Hathaway Maureen Godere Kelly P'76 Alexandra Nicoll Crouch
Barbara Sanderson Chamberlin Christine Gomes Regan 1954 Anne Nuveen Reynolds
Barbara Scheib Brazill Ann Gordon Steele Ann Olstein Berson
Janet Schmitz McCauley Jane Graham Pemberton CAC: Mary Alice Robertson Catherine Pappas McNamara
Mary Seaman Clowney P'78 P'B7 & '81 Jennings Jan Parker
Dorothy M. Shaw Juliana Griggs Marty Elaine Paul K.end
Shirley Sly Kreitler Jean Hallows Driggers Joan Abbott Deborah Phillips Haviland
Eleanor Souville Jocelyn Haven Mickle P'89 Janice Adams Nancy Powell Beaver
Higginbottom P'M Mary Hoehn Payne Elizabeth Alcorn Holt Jeanne Pretz Rankens e
Natalie Sperry Meyer Joyce Hofheimer Strelitz Leila Anderson Freund Renee Rapaporte Burrows
jeraldineSquier Page Ann-Francis Hosmer Butts Evelyn Ball Barrack P'85 & '81 Ann Reagan Weeks
Janet Stevens Read Nancy E. Hudson Polly Bancroft Hebble Sybil Rex Addison
Jane StillwellWinters Mary Hume Keck Rosario Bascon Kuhnhenn Barbara Rice Kashanski
Ruth Stupell Weinflash Ann Hutchison Brewster Carol Blake Joslin Ellen Sadowsky Hertzmark
patricia Terrell Fleming Mary Ireland Rule Barbara Blanchard Elizabeth Sager Burlem
Lenore Tresenfeld Singer P'79 Diana Jackson Mather Nancy Blau Lasser Susan Shaeffer Wolff
Jean VanWinkle Wiley Carolyn Jacobson Neustadt Judith Brown Cox Sue Shinbach Kaynes
PhyllisWaldstreicher Mond Linda Jacobson Dranoff Mildred Catledge Sampson Joan Silverhen Brundage
Margaret Waller Griffin Elizabeth Johnson Drachman Carolyn Chapple Reed Lydia Simpson Matthews
Joan Wa.rdnerAllen Arvilla Kendall Wubbenhorst Elizabeth Cleveland Lackey Enid Sivigny Gorvine
PatriciaWardley Hamilton Patricia Kohl Hadlow P'S5 Mary Clymer Guilbert P'91, '83 & 'BO
BeverlyWeber Raynor Laurine Kunkel Rogers Carol Connor Ferris Elizabeth Smith Brobst
AliceWeihl Perlman Nancy Lafler Basford Anne Cross Frost Janice Smith Post
Janice Weil Libman Marguerite Lewis Moore Nena Cunningham Dahling Katharine Smith Flower
BarbaraWest McLaine Martha Logan Atkinson Jane Daly Crowley Evelyn Steele Barrett
LauraWheelwright Farnsworth Dominique Louis-Dreyfus Gwynn Doyle Hunsaker Ann Strosberg Savos
Dorothy Wood Whitaker Cornwell Ann Dygert Brady Annette Studzinski Mead
Joan Yohe Wanner Mutha Macquarrie Stiles Constance Fuley Hunt Gretchen Taylor Kingman
Elizabeth Zorn Mettler Susan Manley Price Cynthia Fenning Rehm Helen Teckemeyer Allison
Barbara Marks Spiro Marianne Rsher Hess M.1rilyn Thornton Williams
Mary McCorison Mourkas Eliubeth Friedman Abrams Joyce Tower Sterling
1953 Barbara Mehldau McGregor Carol Gardner Ertman Claire Wallach Engle
Headley Mills Smith P'SO & '76 Barbara Garlick Boyle Katherine Webster Kun
CAC: Nancy H. C=p Judith Maese Littlefield Elizabeth Geyer Godomski Janet Weiss Donnelly
Patricia Mottram Anderson P'8S Jearunne Gillis Disbrow Kathryn White Skirmer
Constance Baker Woolson Jane Muddle Funkhouser P'~5 Elaine Goldstein JUhan Roulyn Wincheo;ter Smith
Susan Bennetto Elinor Noble Martinez P'BO Gloria Goodfriend Ren Mary Wright Heidtke
Rhoda Berman Kaufinan Aloise O'Brien Bates Marian Goodman Rabinowitz Judith Yankauer Astrove
Dorothy Bomer Fahknd Cynthia Orndorff Neely Susan Greene Richards
Mary Bovard Sensenbrenner Martha Paine Foster Barbara Guerin Colon
Alice Bronson Hogan Barbara Perdun Russell Anita Gurney Painter 1955
Susan Brown Goldsmith Janet Perry Townsend Frances Hake Alexander
Pa.trim Browne Hunter Helen Pleasance Kirkpatrick Norma Hamady Richards CAC: Valerie Marrow Rout
Na.neyH. Camp Phyllis Pledger Weeton Judith Haviland Chase
Ca.ndaceCanon Cottell Lydia.Richards Boyer Ann Heagney Weimer Anonymous-2





































Barbara Gordon Landau P'83
Cassandra Goss Simonds P'86
Betsy Gregory Campbell
Zelda Groper Smith



























Herbert & Catherine Myers


































Mary Wolpert Davis P'83 & '81
1956
CAC: Janet Frost Bank







Sarah Bergeson Weeks P'82
Margery Blech Passert






















Frances Freedman Jacobson P'82



























Mar-ian Lend Tapia P'93
Irma. Levine Alperin























Judith Rosoff Shore P'86
















Carla Strassenmeyer Wilde P'81
Nancy Sutermeister Heubach
Nancy Teese Mouget P'82 & '81




Cynthia Van Dee lear Corderman
Marna Wagner Fullerton P'91
Margaret Walsh Keerun
Donald & Joann Walton
Leavenworth P'82









CA: Joan Gilbert Segall
CA: Nancy Grondona Richards
CA: Judith Hartt Acker
CA: Joan Heller Winokur
CA: Nancy Keith Lefevre
CA: Suzanne Krim Green P'8S
CA: Sarah Luchars McCarthy
CA: Joan Sampson Schmidt
CA: Ann Whittaker Ferraro
Susan Adam Myers
Rachel Adams lloyd
Elizabeth Allen Wheeler P'B8
Nicoletta Andrews Herman
Dorothea S. Badenhausen






Jeanne Cattell Rhinelander P'91
Joanna Clapp Carpenter











Jeri Fluegelman Josephson P'S6
Constance Garland Marsh
Joan Gilbert Segall













Ann Henry Crow P'83
Anne Hildreth Russell P'SS
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti P'S3
Elizabeth Horigan Montgomery










Ann King Petroni P'SO
Elizabeth Kirch Seaton P'S9 & 'S7
























































CAC: Judith Epstein Grollman
CAC: Cassandra Sturman Harris
CA: Audrey Bateman Georges
CA: Jean Cattanach s7ik1as
CA: Ann Feeley Kieffer
CA: Jane Maurey Sargent
CA: Carol Reeves Parke
CA: Jean Tierney Taub




Audrey Bateman Georges P'S3
Carole Battista Sineni
Lucia Beadel Whisenand P'SS
Barbara Bearce Tuneski














Suzanne Ecker Waxenberg P'S2
Judith Epstein Grollman
Evelyn Evatt Salinger































Joan Michaels Denney P'S7
Mary Middlebrook Leengran
Ellen Mifflin Fbharty



















































Judith Bassin Pek.nik P'93
Carol Bayfield Garbutt P'91









Susan Calhoun Heminway P'S4
Susan Camph Van Trees















Arm Entrekin Von Thaden
Carlotta Espy Parkhurst




















































































Murial Benhaim Saunders P'BS
Mary Blackall McKay
Beatrice Block Griffin
Carol Broggini Krick1 P'90 & '84"
Kathryn Cable Sandell P'88
Mary Cappellini SLater
jean Chappell Sloan




Gay Ettinger Fallows P'BB


































Mary Missimer Mcquiston P'87
Emily Montgomery Lynch P'93
Judith Mossman Sze
Joan Murray Webster






























Melinda Vail Killenberg P'88





CAC: Jill Manes Rosen































































Paula Parker Raye P'93
Catherine Picard Rosen
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Ellen Gottlieb Ka.zin P'B8 & '86
Rosalind Grattan Von Au P'88
Susan Greene Fraimn













































Bonnie Ross Fine P'91



































Sue Bernstein Mercy P'91
Bibiam M. Besch






























































































































Patricia Brown Brauner P'93
Valerie Brown Burge
Sandra Burger Constantine














































































Donna Richmond Carleton P'91
Alumni Giving By Class
Michelle Rieff Grant Elizabeth Fenn Spiess Susan Rafferty Williams Elizabeth Chase Millett
Gail Rosenberg Ludvigson Abigail Fowler Hawkins Margery Raisler Fisher Carol D. Chaykin
Shirley Rozen Fried Katherine L. Prankle Susan Rand Rotch Wilnu Cohen Probst
Elizabeth Saalfield Ives Catherine Fujiwara Ryan Judith Reich Grand Marilyn Comins Keith
Ellen s..Itz KDhmky Elise Gamache Staten Frances Robinson Leffi Mary Concemi Bradshaw
Patricia Salz Koskinen 5USUlGemeinhardr Carlson Carolyn Rubin Musicant Linda Conner Lapp
Lynn Sanders Meyer Barbara Goldnun Steinbach Carole Schepps Markoff Elizabeth Cook Morgan
Sua Schlapp Tyler Deborah Goodwin Klotz P'94 Barbara Sears Wojtkiewicz Carolyn Copeland Belt
Susan Schmid Calderwood Adelaide Goulding Henderson Leslie Setterholm Fox Claudia Coracci Brady
Dhuanne Schmitz Tansill. Sandra Gray Nowicki Carolyn Shamroth Kroll Marylin Corbett Brown
Wendy Shamberg Rosen Ellen Greenberg Titzer Karen Sheehan Lord Mary Daley Etheridge
Sally Spencer Montoya Pamela Gwynn Herrup Judith Sheldon Warren Darrielle Dana Strickman
Ruth Stearns Santos Sondra Hill Roeber Carole Schepps Markoff • Caroline Davis Murray
Grace Terry Kendrick Susan Hardesty Christy Carolyn Shimkw Sanzone Diana Davis Kornet
Marilyn Thaller Schwartz Hilary Harrington Mandel Claire Sidelnun Bronitt Jane Davison Peake
Carolyn Thomas Christy Dana Hartman Freyer Frances Sienkowski Della Penna Elizabeth Dawe Piebenga
Marjorie Tobin Davidson P'92 Nancy Harvey Jones Ann L. Skelly Wendela Doble Yeo
Zoe Tricebock Moore P'90 Joan Havens Perry Varney Spaulding Greene Bridget Donahue Healy
Mary Turner Cattan Deborah Hershman Resnik Judith Spicer Knutson Mary Eames Ucci
Odette Veysey Whitehead P'90 Stephanie Heyman Reckler Elizabeth Stephenson Hansen P'94 Frances Bickele Voss
Betsy]. Viener Cecelia A. Holland Mary E. Stewart Lenore Farmer
Lee Walkley Bory p'n Marcia Hunt Long Diane sullivan Feder Louise Fay Despres
Janet C. Wallins Ann Jacobowitz Conrad Jane Sullivan Black Christina Persyceni lvaldi
Lois R. Weiner Judith Jacobs Crampton Burnet B. Sumner Swan Flynn Roberts
Alice Weinstein Joseph Patricia Johns Bell Sandra Sunderland Shoshani Lynne Friedman Kenney
Ellen Wexler Chase Barbara Johnston Adams Janet Sutherland Guldbeck Virginia Fritts Moorhouse
Barbara Whitman Dahl Helenann Kane Wright Joan Tanenbaum Lipkowite Cynthia Fuller Davis
Marcia Wilkins Grant Katherine Karslake Struk Sarah Tehan Kruel Mary Ann Garvin Siegel P'92
Judith Wisbach Curtis Nancy Kempton Ellis Susan P. Thomases Claire L. Gaudiani
Anne H. Woldman Anne Keer Lomas Gretchen Tiffany Gieg P'91 Sandra Geil Horn
Susan Wolfenden Hinnant Dorothy Kraft Frerker Jean 'Ihnen Walker Barbara Goff Takagi
Ann Worcester Sethness Karin Kunstler Goldman Alice Towill Petiwn Toni A. Gold
CD Lois A. Larkey Lynn Troel1 Hoppe Lynn Goodman Zoll
1965
Margot usher Brubaker Margery Tupling Knyper Betsy Greenberg Feinberg
Carole Lebert Taylor Ruth Walley Edmonds P'92 Barbara Griffith Evans
Joan Lebow Wheeler Hollis Ward Cassidy Enid Groeneveld Engler
CAC: Nannette Citron Schwartz Elizabeth Leitner Kovacs Elizabeth Weber Curenton Helen Haase Johnson
CA: Susan Peck Repass salli E. Levan Diane Willen Eleanor Hackenberg Chu
Carolyn Lewis Jennings P'93 & '91 Martha E. Williams Diana Hall Jones
Judith Abbott Raffety Priscilla. Litwin Dolan Mary Ellen Hamilton Baughman
Kathryn Allison Foster Barbara Luntz Fragomen Lisa Hays Wood
Jane Anderson Morse Linda Marks Cohen 1966 Ellen Hotheimer Bettmann P'92
Adelaide Andrews Gettinger Edith N. Marsden Mary Hosmer Dinwoodey
Patricia Antell Andrews Donna Maulsby Sitterson CAC: MMy Ann Garvin Dorothy Hwnmel Leonard
Barbara Barker-Papernick Laurie Maxon Katz Siegel P'92 Sally Hunt Carson
Laurinda Barnes Morway Carole McNamara Malcolmson CAC; Marny Morris Krause Renee Huppert Sosland
Genevieve Bartlett Fricks Christina G. Metcalfe Laura Ingraham Samponaro
Barbara Beach Meek Karen Metzger Gam Susan Abbe Yates Mary johnson Stockwell
Anne Bertolette Belanger Margaret Monroe Bolus Susan Abendroth Mulligan P'94 Linda Johnston Emerson
Barbara Billows Tilles Sally P Morrill Bernice Abramowitz Shor Nancy w: Jones
Monica I. Blum Barbara L. Morse Adair Albee Hendrickson Sandra Jones Thomasson
Ann Brauer Gigounas Barrie Mynttinen Pribyl Paula A. Alex Ellen B. Kagan
Candace Brooks Carr Jan Nagel Clarkson Lisa Altman Pintzuk Ann Kalp Willi.1ms
Diane Buchanan Wilsey P'91 Marion L. Nierintz Barbara Anderson Guthridge Lynn Kastner Andres
Susan Buckenham Jean Nilson Ellestad Andrea Ansell Bien P'93 Carol E. Katz
Jw.nita Campo Simmons Susan Nishijima Tomanek Nand Anton Bobrow Charlotte Kling Goldberg
Virginia Chambers Keirn Elizabeth Norris Hooker Suzanne Ardery Grace Seny Lake Bynum P'94
Nannette Citron Schwartz Rosemary A. Oetiker Cheryl Arthur Scheiner Kathy Landen
Katharine Colson Durso Jeanette Olsen Friedenson Mary Asmuth Taglieber Linda Lawton Berkowitz
Gail Crandell Mangold Elizabeth A. Olson Rill BeIlantone Reuter Elizabeth Leach Welch
Patricia L. Crawford Ruth Parnall Martha Blanchard TWigg Swan Leiser Frank
Jean Curtin Tempel Patricia Parsons Damion Eleanor Bonham Witter Eileen Letteau Siben
Carol Davis Morse Rodna Pass Hurewitz Karen Brainerd Benoit Caroline Lewis Mehlenbeck
Sandra Demartino Kiesel Swan Peck Repass Barbara Brunoff Kendall Lucille Livingston Held
Elaine Desantis Benvenuto Judith A. Pickering Mary Burgess Markle Joan Lockhart Gardner P'89
Ann Doughty Bunting Gale Pierson McNish Bonnie Burke Himmelman Leslie Long TarkingtonCheryle Dray Remley Robin R. Pinkham Marion Cale Kalkstein Mary Lucas PierceAudrey Dubrow Botnick Margery Plass Yearout P'91 Pamela Campbell Peterson Suzanne Luntz KnechtBarbara Dunlap Morgan Mary L. PaWl Philippa Carrington Perry Mary MacFarlane Slidell P'94Cynthia Eaton Bing Victoria M. Posner Antoinette Carter Rogers Eleanor MacNea1e ElkintonSusan Eshleman Bushu Barbara Pressprich Henderson Betsy L. Cetron Gail A. Magenis




































































Mary Wommack Bishop P'92
Judith A. Vasser




CA: Jane M. Gullong
CA: Christine Miller St. Jean








Mary Blatner Arensberg P'92
Nancy Blumberg Awtin
Susan Brackin Smith













































Jo Ann Hess Myers
Ruth A. Hibbard





















































































Elayne Zweifler G2l'dstein P'92
1968


























































· Keck Undergraduate Science Program helps fund summer research
G ConnecticutCollege's questfor strength in the
sciences was recognized this
year by the WM. Keck
Foundation of Los Angeles,





is being matched by
$200,000 from college funds
and another $625,000 to be
raised over the next five
years, gives selected science
students an opportunity to
perform intensive research
projects of their own design
during the school year and
summer.
Like the college, the
Keck Foundation is com-
mitted to improving
scientific excellence and
educating the next genera-




with needed tools for
research and education.
The Keck Undergraduate
Science Program is expected
to set new standards for sci-
ence education at
Connecticut College. It also
should help attract perma-
nent support for
undergraduate science
research from alumni and
corporations.
Students are competitive-
ly selected for the program
and work under the guid-
ance of a faculty mentor.
Each student is required to
make a commitment to
honors or individual study
and write a major paper
which will be published in
the college's in-house sci-
ence journal. The program
builds on the foundation of
The Keck program IlIoM undergraduatel to do high level rnelrch with Iclence faCUlty luch .. McCa!lum.Vahnelch
Proleuor of Chemistry Bruce Branchlnl, IbOWl.
the successful summer sci-
ence internship program
which involved a total of 5S
students in the summers of
1990 and 1991.
The W.M. Keck
Foundation, one of the
nation's largest foundations
in terms of annual grants,
was established in 1954 by
the late William M. Keck,
founder of Superior Oil
Company, who also created
in his will the WM. Keck
Trust for the benefit of the
foundation. The founda-
tion's primary focus is on
grants to universities and
colleges throughout the
United States, with particu.,
lar emphasis in the fields of
science, engineering and
medical research. It also
provides limited support,
focused on programs serving
Southern California, in
terms of community ser-
vices, health care, precollege




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Francoise van der Hoeven Camp


























































































Frances Koepfgen Kercher P'83,



















































































































































































AIUrrIllI Giving By Class
Deborah Myers Kucharik Margaret L. Beard Scott W Jezek Patricia Whittaker Bullock
Keith C. Nappi Juliette Beaulieu Deidre !UyIoI' Rrchardson Beth Wiedman Fishbane
Perri Orenstein Courtheoux Sharon J. Bell Caroline M. Kent Jill Wilson-Evitt
Sharon Oscarson Barger Barbara Biehusen Harris Eileen Kunugi Oshiro Linda Wittmershaus Macik
SUSUl Parsons Greaves Michele Bierenbaum Reichstcin Mark S. Lasner Carol Woodbridge Ward
Suzanne Pennink Rum Swan C. Black Swan Laster Rubcrutein Christopher H. Wright
Karen Perkins Douglas Zelda L. Bogdanoff Janet L. Lawler Joanne Wyss Gallagher
Sharon M. Perrella Maran S. Boynton Rebecca S. Lehman Fern H. Zabriskie
Ann Pettengill Shea Mary Breglio Coronios Laurie Lesser Murray Bernard D. Zel.itch
Joan W Pierce Jane Bremner Zagorsky Ellen lipp
Sharon Platner Lincoln Sara Brown Laughlin Claire Lock Awn
1975Josephine T. Porter Susan Browne Benzyk Susan Majcih Guilmette
Brim S. Puglisi Peter S. Bruyn Paula Marcus Platt
Barbara L. Raimondi Anne E. Budding Julie Mayer 'Tschanz CAC: William B. Thomson
Claire Raposa Nauta Debra J. Canter Pamela McMurray Foote
Amelia Roberts Roboff Cynthia Caravan Holden Nan M. Mezzatesta Kathryn Aicher Wright
Brian D. Robie Linda F. Carson Marion Miller Vokey Elizabeth Alspach Karsten
Wendy Royer Billue Donna L. Cartwright Douglas D. Milne Mark D. Bandas
Rosalind Rustigian James L. Catterton Cecilia. C. Moffitt Lori M. Bank
Susan Sanderson Martino Deborah A. Celia Margaret B. Moseley Lincoln A. Baxter
Victoria Sandwick Schmitt Duane S. Chase Janice Murphy Congdon Cindy Beck Goldstein
Lynne R. Schalman Amy B. Cohen Deborah Naman Meyer Deborah Best Dunaway
Deborah Scott Wolfe Caroline L. Cole James F. Neilan Robin Beaulieu Strauss
Janet Shannon Farrell Carole Cook Rivinius Cheryl E. Olsen Ann Blanchard De Rosa
Shirley Sheffield Mislick Denise Coomey Schwed Gaida Ozols Fuller Judith H. Boland
Margaret B. Shepard Marcia J. Coyle Katharine D. Paine Eleanor C. Bradshaw
Patricia Sherwin Garland Marsha Craig Knoll Elaine Parker Edlind Elizabeth A. Brininger
Pamela Shorter McKinney Karen Creasman Aldridge Lucille C. Pendleton Adele Q. Brown
Mary Sill Sircely Janice L. Curran Sara Pettengill Petersen Matthew S. Brown
Barbara Smith Cole Norma K. Darragh Harry T. Pigman Eileen B. Buckley
Doris A. Sosensky Karen L. Davidson Deborah Pope-Lance Nancy Caldwell
Katherine C. Spokes Sibyl Davis Quayle Debra S. Portman Marsha K. Callahan
G Elizabeth A. Suck Sarah Dean Peck Katharine Powell Cohn Nina Cardin Reisner
Laura Staehle Kontes Dora G. DeBlasi Carol J. Ramsey Sarah Carleton Wechsler
Judith Stanwood Barden Aniu L. DeFrantz Jean Rath Kopp Elaine M. Carlson
Nancy E. Stroup Joanne Devine Jordan Leslie J. Revilock Stephanie C. Cleros
Mary Sullivan Mastrangelo Anne Dietrich Thrner Debra Richardson Sweet Michele Cloutier
Lesley Swanson Orlowski Elizabeth Disario Lighton Michael M. Ridgway Richard F. Cohn
Elizabeth Sweet Ternes Christine Dunkel-Schetter Ronald M. Robins Wendy Coleman Harrison
Leslie Tervo Burkhart Paula Dzenis Healey Frederick W. Rohn Frances Cory Gallo
Charles G. Tanning Thomas D. Edlind Helene Rothkopf Prokesch Melanie J. Cotton
Fay Tovian Mannheim Susan E. Eilertsen Helen L. Rowe Cynthia L. Crooker
Karyn Trader-Moore Warren T. Erickson Randall S. Russ Josephine A. Curran
Laura B. Turner Karen Fales Sauter Dianne L. Saunders Pamela Cutler Baxter
Christeen C. Tuttle Robin Farwell Gavin Sara L. Schrager Susan Deary North
Nancy S. Voye jo-Ann Ferari Holmes Marilyn Schwarzmann Zecca John W. Draper
Lucy E. Weiger Katherine Freygang Flagg Jeanne L. Shelburn Richard C. Dreyfuss
Choti J. Weiler Susan Froshauer Barbara Smith Noyes Debra A. Duerr
Janice Weisman Howe Kristina Gade Diels Susan Snyder Cloninger Peter J. Effaldana
Ned A. Weisman Mark L. Gerolmo Wendy Sorenson Pearson Linda M. Eisenmann
Roberta J. Westrich JUte Godfrey Weymouth Jean Spitznagel Hetherington Carol Ernst Flandreau
Maria Willard Marvin Ann Goldthwaite Moore Barry C. Steinberg Alexander T. Farley
Carol Williams Hannenberg Karen A. Gordon Miriam Steinberg Wolkin Joan N. Feeney
Harry D. Williams leslie A. Goulet Nelson N. Stone Susan Ferris Totten
Janice Withey Stamell Sharon Greene Cole Pamela Strawbridge Mashke Catherine Flickinger Schweitzer
Frances Wojcicki Edgerton Amy Guss Hsu Giles M. Strekel Michael L. Franchot
Alice Zel.I McKay Polly Haight Frawley James C. Susman Gregory L. Franklin
Nancy Hammell Anne C. Swallow Betsey Frantz Watkins P'75
1974
James B. Hand Ronald T. Sweet Darcy Gazza Jones
Linda Harding Warriner Ann Taback-Pairman Pasquier Betsy Gearing Ready
Thomas F. Hauer Roy D. Taylor Julia A. GensterCAC: Norma K. Darragh Frederick W Heinrich Paul W. Tisher Susan Gibson Leskin
Ellen P. Hermanson Polly Tompsett Walsh Maureen E. GilnunGeorge R. Aelion Robert W. Hernandez Mary E. Van Bourgondien Melinda J. GodingCecily Allen Reynolds Catherine Holland Beck
Sherry L. Alpert Cynthia T. Howard
Nina D. Van Dyke Gary N. Goldsmith
Virginia Ventura Colburn David GollingerRuth Antell McGehee John B. Howard Judith C. Viadella William G. GreenLynn M. Aschenbrenner Benjamin S. Howe Mark K. Vokey Nancy E. GruverMary P. Azevedo Janet K. Howland Patricia A. Ward Anita GuerriniCatherine A. Backus Ann Jacobs Mooney
Barbara Baltach Ferrer Patricia Whitehead Visi Barbara Hadley KatzRobert S. Janus Jeffrey D. Whitestone Amy Hall Stiles























































































































































































































































































Alumni Giving By Class
Robert B. Hennion Michael D. 'Iulin Peter S. Hallarman Meredith Swan Carpenter
Linda C. Hershenson Jeanne Volpe St. Martin Betsy Hamburger-Cohen William C. Swan
Thorrw S. Howland Ted W. Von Glahn Douglas H. Haynes Peter M. Taylor
George F. Hulme Peter D. Walleru Nancy Heaton Lonstein Stephen Thompson
Deloris Husted Lidestri Laurie A. Waring Laurie Heiss Grealy Edwin K. Thulin
Karen D. Johnson Va.nCSoU. Weber Rydholm Winchester F. Hotchkiss Jerome W. Tisser
Emily Jones White Ceceile Weiss Strand James C. Howard Evelyn Trantield Bennett
Constance Kiachif Helms Jane Whitehead Guenther Maria Hoyt Cashin Charlotte Ulrich King
Beth Kreiger Jacober Emily Wolfe Phillips Robert w: Hutton David M. Ulrich
MaJjorie D. Katz Lois Workman Masters Stephen A. James Martha M. Vibbert
Andrew W. Krevolin Lucinda Young Karen Jespersen Hutton Judith Voorhees Trope
Martin Lammert V Robert L. Zwick: Tamara Kagan Weiner Vance D. Watkins
Kim A. Lawrence Miriam A. Ka1am.ian Pamela Wessels Greene
Martha Leach Proulx Marsha K.a.1il O'Connor Mary Wheeler Ross
jonathan W. Leichter 1978 Julie Kalt Gale Frances Williams Ringold
Alexander K. Leith Jane Kappell Manheimer Carrie G. Wilson
Susan E. Lepore CAC: Margery Lisbon Ordog Jonathan E Katz Karin E. Winnard
Betsy Levings Grimes David B. Keep Ethan G. Wolfe
Steven M. Levy jesse F. Abbott Michael A. Keith Margaret Woods Denkler
Helen Liscord Bothwell Laura Adair Abel Matthew Kercher Blair Young Thompson
Jeanne Mann Newman Alva Angle Scott Peter D. Kerth
Leslie A. Margolin Mary E. Barrett Jane Kluger Gardner
1979Allison Marrone Maltese Nels E. Barrett David A. Knox
Janet Martin Lonsdale Todd B. Bates Thomas M. Kobak
Andrew J. McDonough Marina C. Baudoin Clifford W. Kozemchak CAC: Michael B. Fishman
Elaine McDonough Leon Elizabeth A. Baylies Andrew M. Langhauser CAC: Daniel B. Hirschhorn
Diane M. McKeever Peter T. Belefant WilliamJ.Lattanzi CA: Kevin L. Clifton
Lois McTague Bacon Peter Bellotti Margery Lisbon Ordog CA: Isaac H. Clothier
Charles A. Meehan Roger A. Blanc Jeffrey H Lonstein CA: Pamela. Crawford Mosenthal
Melissa J. Mills Susan Bloch-Shankman Alison MacMillan Desmeules CA: Christine D. Fairchild
Jeffrey P Modzelewski David M. Bohonnon Deborah C. Mandel CA: Henry S. Friedman
Martha Muyskens Markovitz Isabel M. Borras Toby Mardis Katz CA: Barry E. Gold• Alexander M. Newbold Cornelia Boynton Ochsenbein Taryn A. Mason CA: Christine Gould ReardonNan Newman Sanfilippo Jane Brest Holle Maryellen Mclaughlin Sobin CA: Paul D. GreeleyJanet A. Noyes jennifer Brosius Gallagher Richard L. McLdlan CA: Barbara Hricko Wait
Kathleen O'Brien Lisa M. Brown Patience Merck Chamberlin CA: Daniel N. Levy
Emily R. Odza Susan Calef Tobiason Holly S. Mick CA: James F. Luce
Bruce C. Parmenter Donald D. Capelin Linda Miller Rose CA: Marcia A. McLean
Richard F. Persons Leslie R. Chase Anne Morrison Danaher CA: Gerard F. Morrin
Todd H Pinter Lynn D. Clements Mary C. Noble CA: Lynda Plevin Fitzgerald
Lisa Podoloff Boles Stephen M. Cohan Laurie Norton Moffatt CA: Malcolm E. Schoenberg
Marilyn S. Pond Wendy Cohn Joan H. Pachner CA: Katherine Sullivan Lindseth
Laurie Pope Gwin Michael J. Colnes Aubrey Pearre CA: William C. Sullivan
Sandra L. Rappeport Theresa R. Conley Jonathan D. Perry CA: John W. Wait
Alison Reeve Elizabeth Davis Banks Natalie Piontek Ramadon CA: Holly Wilson Luce
Kimberly-Toy Reynolds Huh Ross M. Delaney Robert M. Powell
Michael E. Rich Gailann Dewitt Fisher Marjorie Propst Bernard Kenneth S. Alpert
Peter R. Rich Ten Dibble Wedderspoon Irene B. Pupa Mary L. Anderson
Mary Richter Ramirez Georgette Dionne Jebb Sarah]. Rabinowitz Glenn B. Asch
Deborah J. Rivosa Ann E. Drouilhet Patricia J. Radin John]. Atkins
Michael E. Rosenthal Elizabeth w. Easton Andrew G. Rawson Susan Avtges Kayeum
Ann Rumage Luce Philip E Pllsworth Judith Read Tucker Caroline Baldwin IUhI
Stuart H. Sadick Laurence S. Fernberg Michael J. Reardon Stacey E. Beckhardt
David A. Saltzman Mark E. Finkle Prudence Regan HaIlarman Michelle Beeler Mensel
Jane Sammis Stuart Gail Finnerty Fiskio Peter S. Reich Arthur L. Berg
Sheila A. Saunders Robin Foster Obey Diane Revaz Quinn Jill A. Bleemer
Mary Schermerhorn Perskie Peter A. Gale Claudia. Rollert Nagan Anthony C. Bowe
David Schonberger Kenneth H. Gardner Thomas D. Roosevelt Michael S. Brettler
Louise Sharp Hulme Scott N. Giarman Kim S. Rosenbaum Katherine Brewer Romanchuk
Robert C. Sharpe Samuel H. Gibson David S. Rosenthal Jonathan H. BrownSusan Simeone Langerman Pamela H. Goff Judith E. Rottenberg Eleanor Buckley SugarmanIsabel Spear Hefner Sharon Golec Keniger Joyce E. Rubino John S. BushPatricia Steinberg Stella. Diane L. Grady Eric S. Rustici Esther Caldwell PerkinsChristian T- Steinway Jonathan Graham Nicholas H. Ryan Paul M. CanelliAnne Stone Myers Adele Gravitz Harper Judith M. Saunders Carolyn Carr BrucknerColleen Sullivan Whipple Douglas H. Green Sally Schwab Honig Dina CataniJoan L. 'Iabachnick Mark C. Grogan Leigh Semonite Palmer Patricia N. CirilloJoan M. Taylor Mark D. Grossman Adele T. Sienkiewicz Peter B. CliffordAnn Thompson Herbert Susan Gua.stamachio King Kristine M. Siewers Kevin L. CliftonKenneth R. Tobler Joanne E. Guth Walter D. Sive Isaac H. ClothierDelroy M. Tripps Jessie Hale Holding Howard B. Sprague Deborah Cohen Holland



















































































































CAe: Janice L. Mayer
CA: Eleanor C. Babbitt
CA: Holly E. Burnet
CA: Gail H. Compton
CA: Jill Eisner
CA: Bernice M. flanagan
CA: Karen Frankian Amian
CA: Frederic Gemmer
CA: Jonathan S. Golden
CA: Prescott W. Hafner
CA: Nancy Hollister Reynolds
CA: Herbert F. Kenny
CA: Amy Kohen Cohn
CA: William W Lee
CA: Bruce D. Liebman
CA: Michael J. Litchman
CA: Paul A. Littlefield
CA: Barbara Marino Kenny
CA: Margaret Mintz Bastbope
CA: Paul]. Sabatino
CA: Constance Smith Gemmer
CA: Heather K. Thompson





























































































































CAC: David B. Geller
















Alumni Giving By Class
Alexander R. Brash Beth Offenhartz BartyA. Rnn Kimberly A. Sloan
Christine Burke Cesare Lenore A. Pelosi Tracy Fitch Meader Douglas B. Smith
Thomas C. Burke Susan Peete! jain Robert H. Gardner Jennifer H. Smith
Mulene Burkhart Ga.lli.gher Nancy Pettengill Bushnell Gail E. Georgeson Laurel Smith Doggett
Jennifer A. Burns Nanette Posman Sarah Goldstein David M. Spivack
Edward T. Cannie Jay T. Reilly Jennifer E. Goodnow Wilfred Stebbins
Cathleen Carabee Faiella Allison Reisner George P. Goodwin Joseph D. Sternlieb
Kimberly Carlson Stevens Cns R. Revaz David Gottlieb Marilyn Sternlieh Stern
Cuiru J. Celesia Marie Richard Abraham Patricia Green Vancil Linda Stone Neuenhaw
Hilary Chittenden Barhydt Anne Roche Kraner Sarah Greenwald Maher Frances Stranahan Parcy
Lucy E. Clark Rebecca s. Rodgers Katarim E. He1lsund Grace Sweet Bitter
Susan Cole Ross Susan Roehrig Reilly Eliza Helman Quigley Louise Tlurrett
Linda Courtiss Rhe:ingold Linda Rosenthal Maness Jan Henkelman-Bennet Linda J. Therk
Leanore Davidson Bellis Christine Saxe Easton Ellen Hennick Toubman Terri L. 'Iyminski
Elizabeth M. Davis Kevin R. Sayward Elena Hill Mattson Julia M. Van Roden
Debra Dimarco Hanley Diane Schall Deslauriers Robert W. Hitchcock Richard C. Vancil
Louise Draper Gaumond Thomas A. Sedow Helen D. Hobart David J. Wa.llack
Linnea Elsesser Weiss Diane F. Smith Elizabeth Howard Sellars GrantM. Ward
Peter L. Engel Gregory I. Smith Holly Hubbard Cheo Robin L. Waxenberg
Louise W. Fabrykiewicz Lee N. Smith Carol Jones Glynn Wendy Weeks Junda
John 1: Finneran Nancy Smith KIos Eric R. Kabel Bernard. M. Weiss
Juline Frana Garvey Robert W. Spears Laura J. Killam Paul B. Weiss
Dana Friedman Kiesel Andrew W. Storero Hillary B. Koou. Mary K. WerIer
James M. Gabarra Kevin M. Sullivan Margaret J. Kugler Anne M. Whitney
Graham H Gaven Nathaniel P. Thompson Jane Lewis Engelke Suzanne Winsor ReynoldsDavid B. Geller Phuong L. Tun Craig L. Lissner Rufus R. Winton
Christopher R. Gernhard Carol D. Viccione Tatiana Lopuchin Mei L. Wong
Richard S. Gersten Elizabeth Walker-Corkery Pilar Lorente Heather Wood GrilloEdward H. Gertler John S. Ward Mary F. Magnuson Kristina Wuclitzer HarveyEarlM.Gogan Douglas J. Weber Nancy Mammel Davids Rena Zurn FulweilerMary S. Goldberg Fayelle Wharton Bush Catherine A. Marrion
Nancy 1: Goryl Margie K. Whipple Robert HMcBride• Katherine R. Gould Linda Wiatrowski Gregory John C. McCarthy 1983Linda. Gurwitz Mogren Michael E. Wilbur Silly McFarl.a.nd McCall
MarkW. Hill Scott R. Willia.rnson Sandra J Meyerhofer CAe: Daniel C. WistnunGretchen K. Halpert M"}' E. Yugley Thomas A. Meyers
Linda Haviland Conte Jacqueline M. Zuckerman Nancy Minnicks Christie AnonymousJeffrey S. Hefter
Maxwell Moore Regina M. AnninoSylvia Hereld Glassman
Anthony J. Morakis Katherine J. ArmstrongCynthia G. Heston 1982 Marjorie Morse Bell Richard D. AuberCynthia Hill Hughes
Mark Oliva Tracy L. AuerElizabeth Holdridge Kniss Kenneth S. Abramms John P. Pearson Jill L. BakerVirginia Hollins Webb Stuart D. AdeIberg Mark J. Pereira Anna Balsamo ResselFrederick H Hooven Richard J. Allen Andrew M. Porter Karyn 0. Bam.Martha Jove-D' Amato Elizabeth M. Belshaw Ashley B. Powell Collette Beaulieu PelletierMichael E. Kimmelw Patricia A. Bernard Deborah Proctor Fichter Sarah J. BeckerScott H. Kling Peter B. Bernson Thomas R. Proulx Terri N. BerlinMary Knoll Edgar P'S6 Samud C. Bradford Lisa Putala Siegel Steplunie Berman SchaferLise Kritzer Gander Cora L. Brauer David A. Rabbino Matthew L. BerrardSally Langer Scott B. Brown Patrice IUusch Milley PauIa L. BernhardtMaxim K ungstaff Caroline Buttrick Swan Dawn I. Rees Lisa L. BibringGussie Levine Greer Mary Calder Johnstone James T. Robinson Timothy M. BishopMargaret M. Lowenstein David D. Carliner Shelley B. Robinson Wendy Buck BrownNancy E. Lundebjerg Andrew H. Chait George S. Rogers Stephen M. BuscherBryan J. ~cDoruId Howard J. C~oner lUren G. Rose Linda J. CannataJull> G. M,d< lisa 1: Chernin Lisa G. Rosenstein Margaret A. CarrollWiIIia..m Z. Malinowski Randi Chudnow Loeb Nancy B. Rosoff Kathryn J. CavanaughJennifer MaIloy uurie Colton Lade Michael G. Ross Dominic V. ColonnaHelena Manning Lisa A. Cracchiolo Susan Rotatod McAulisse Karen CondarisLisa L May Philip C. Craft Lynne M. Rothney Joseph M. CooperCathleen McCormack Sulli Katherine Crane Cowan Victor E. Saliterman Seth A. CoplanLaurie McDevitt Rocco C. D.a.miano Deborah Salomon Smith Paige L. CottinghamVictoria McKittrick Oliva Michael P. Dicorato N. Stewart SaltonstaIl AItressa E. CoxNcil Md.>ughhn Maria Dimartino Wardwell Thorms A. Sargent Jennifer Crotty-MurawskiPeter A. Mello William K. Doggett Lucinda Sawyer Jefferson Catherine Crow pfefferEllen Meyer Abrams Marybeth Dugan Dalsheimer Anne Sayre Loughlin Heather Cusack-TetraultLaura Miller Greenberg Judith Duker Rosenberg Linda Scmefer Shields Dorothy R. DaviesChris Moody Petrou Alice Eisbree Eckerson Beth Schelling Robinson Jennifer DavisHarry D. Moore Denise Eschenbrenner Rice Thorms K. Schindler Laura A. DavisBeverly S. Newman James K. Evans David E. Schulman Guy R. DeFrancesPeter M. O'Connor John C. Faulkner Martin K. Selig Anne Delaney
II- Dtceaud CAC = Clan Agmt CMirm/VI CA = Class Agent
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that are over and
above the normal operating
budget of the college. They
allow us to be distinctive,
and as Connecticut College
marches forward to the 21st
century, fund raising efforts
in the capital giving arena
have generated significant
support. This can be seen in
the record-breaking effort
realized in 1990-91 by
volunteers and staff who
raised $1.8 million in cash
contributions and another
$5,5 million in short term
pledges. This achievement
surpasses the previous
capital fund raising record
setjust last year and puts the
college on solid footing for
meeting the objectives set
forth in the five-year
strategic plan, "A Time to
Lead."
Of particular note are
the strides made in funding




House), the Center for
International Studies and





the Liberal Arts received
donations close to
$1 million. The center,
which draws from the
college's recognized
expertise in international
studies, the liberal arts and
foreign languages, is a focal
point in Connecticut
College's commitment to
The goal of creating two new endowed faculty chairs each year wal reached in 199D·91. Above: Roger BroDa, professor




also grew substantially with
donations totaling $667,406,
or 133 percent of the 1990-
91 goal. In addition, the goal
of two endowed chairs per
years was reached with the
funding of the McCollum-
Vahlteich '21 Chair in
Organic Chemistry and the
Elie Wiesel Chair in judaic
Studies.
The Class of 1941
broke all previous records
for reunion giving by raising
more than $600,000,
including more than
$200,000 for the Class of
1941 Meeting Room in the
new College Center.
The College Center
Projects continue to draw
tremendous support with
more than $2.9 million in
commitments this year, 106
percent of the 1990-91 goal.
Significantly, many donors
commented that they see
these projects not just as
bricks and mortar but as
improvements to the quality
of community life on
campus, a primary goal of
the strategic plan.








































































































































































































































CAC: Jane Rowan Blough
CA: R. Garrett Bliss
CA: Sharon L. Ephraim
CA: Eric]. Kaplan
CA: Deborah Lowry MacLean
CA: Margaret E. Macri











































Clades P. Kernan Nina E. Ettie Richard M. Snyder C=C.Hill
Anne Kiernan Lewis Kathryn Fiene Wray David M. Socolof Ani L. Hararunian
linda Knox Juliano Jo-Ann P Foertch Mary Ann K. Somers ~rgaret H. Harlow
Susana. Kur Christopher B. Fray Donna A. Spencer Nancy E. Harvey
Bronwen E. Latimer Marilyn Gillis Dunphy Susan C. Spencer Michael C. Hayes
LindaA. Leinbach Gerda. Gomez Pasquarello Roberta A. Stewart Marilyn Heiman Newman
LisaLevaggi Barter Jac.a1ynL. Gordon Michael S. Stryker Arny S. Higgins
Marg:aretE. Macri Leslie 0. Goss Susan Sullivan Singer William G. Hoffinann
joan Make<ky Marshall Michael I. Gottdenker Gaar E. Ta.la.nian Heidi L. Holst-Knudsen
Eliubeth F. Marston Susan M. Grantlwn Jessica.Taylor Benoliel Todd B. Humphrey
Paw McDonald Fischetti Laurence D. Hanna.fin Christopher R. Tierney Caroline R. Johnson
ConnaughtJ. Meagher Patricia L. Harriman Christopher F. Tobin Sharon A. Kalnun
GeorgeJ. Michel Julie B. Heerlein Caroline A. Twomey jennifer R. Kaplan
ThomasJ. Montgomery Gretchen S. Hess Willia.m M. Ulun Brooke Kennington
Alexander Murray James R. Hess Karen J. Underwood Mary C. Landis
George E. Newman Grissel M. Hodge Kimberlee L. Vandervoorn Stephen B. Lane
KarenM. Norton Anne H. Holland Deborah J. Vileno Miranda. G. Levenstein
Anne·Marie Parsons Christina M. Horzepa Patricia A. walsh Jennifer L. Marsha.ll
KatherineA. Paxton Jeffrey L. Idelson Martha A. Wider Marc S. Martin
Marg:arettJ. Philbrick Julie E. Jacobsen Thomas B. WiliruJcy Kathryne McDonough Comment
Marian Plummer Samuel RobinJagel Berg Elizabeth Wingate Ehrhorn Victoria E. McGarry
jared A. Rudin Bente Jones Starble Andrea J. Wong Liza B. Mclaughlin
JamesD. Robertson Stephen W. LaMarche Angelo A. Ziotas Mary Hope M. Mcquiston
JamesW. Romeo Sarah E. Lavelle lisa. A. Menegon
Jane Rowan Blough Amy L. Lester David B. Mills
Carol Spencer Wipper Thomas G. Liptack 1987 Karen A. Mourilus
BettianneSpirito Smith Lestra M. Litchfield Helen C. Murdoch
Anne St.John Michael B. Loening CAC: Mark Sutton John M. Nevin
LeeStatchen Gluck Laura Maguire Hoke Nancy A. Northrop
Jonathan S. Stavin Timothy C. Maguire Nina M. Ariow Tod Oliva.
LisaF. Swansey Neal A. Manchester Michele M. Austin Teresa V. Pechulis
CarolY. Tolliver Dolores H. Markowicz Ellen Bailey Pippenger Phyllis Peek Folsom
FrancesTrafton Barnes Stephanie Maxwell-Binder Mara E. Barker Jill R. Perlman G
Pamelawalsh Torsiello John M. McCormick Stephen E. Barriere Lisa. Prezioso Ulun
DeborahWhipple Berrenshaw Kevin J. McGann Andrew L. Benioff Michad W Proulx
ScottA. Wipper Robin Merrill Paula E. Berg Cheryl E. Quick
DavidB. Wolfe Henry 0. Milliken Thomas R. Bialek Karen D. Quint
MariaWyckoff Boyce Jennifer L. Mrosek Randolph- W Billings Mary Reading Brown
Suzanne B. Muri earl D. Boesel Stacy Resler lbbin
Amy H. Muskin Eric G. Bradlee Ben T. Russell
1986 John P. Nahill Montgomery C. Bradley CAuolineJ. S~en
Mary R. Newbury Elaine S. Brenner Mark A. Scott
CAe: Renee L. Rougeot Lisa Newman Susan G. Bryant Daryl E. Smith
Jeffrey H. Nicholson Mary K. Burke Paul J. Smith
PenelopeA. Altrocchi Laura). Nirtaut Christopher B. Burrell Sharon H. Sorce
SharonL. Andrew Robert T. Noyes Andrew H. Buscher Heidi P. Sweeney
G~ryP. Andrews Brendan R. O'Donnell Linda M. Callahan Gina Sykes Blowe
Melim A. Baughman Katrina Paine Robin Canton Oliva Heidi D. Theirrmnn
DouglasK.. Bigham Vladimir Papov, Jr. Eduardo Castell Anne-Marie Theriault Alderman
SallyBlodgett Olson Donald A. Pasquarello Thomas M. Cerrato Joseph S. Trapasso
FrancesC. Blwne Shari Passerman Turner Linda. G. Christensen Debrah A. Tullo
Laura.M. Brunner Jeffrey J. Previdi Elin E. Chrk. Virginia Vancil Wilkins
PamelaJ. Butler Christina Priest Beebe Tiffany Cobb Bradlee Amy Walther La.Ma.rche
Maureen C. Byrne Kristen N. lY.dema.cher Jennifer L. Croke William D. Warren
Nina.Ca.lace-Mottob. Kiess Kirstie Rice nora Margaret M. Cub. Stephanie T. Weissman
Samuel.A. Caulfield Patrim C. Richter Ross K. Da.ckow James L. Wimer
JacquelynR. Charette Donna Roberts Dione Renee D. Darby David M. Wittenberg
JanetM. Chrntofano Joan R. Robins Pamela.J. Degaetano
Antonie S. Chute Philippe L. Roederer Lynn M. Depippo
Anne Congdon Gifford Mary Rogers Olsen Andrea L. Didisheim 1988
FaithM. Davison Emily Ross Aboui Gregg W Eaton
KirstenA. Deconti Renee L. Rougeot Margaret S. Edblom CAe: Stephen P. Barnes
John B. Derderian Sw.a.nRusk. Cary Charles T. Enders
PamelaA. Dibona Sara.B. Savin Robert W. Esmond Carol A. Alexander
Timothy A. Dodge Arney F. Schenck Karen T. Frey Linnette J. Attai
Bml S. Donnelly Margaret H. Schwartz Leslie A. Gabrie1ski Da.vid W. Barber
Jon A. Don Hilary V Shaw Priscilla E. Geigis Stephen P. Barnes
JenniferS. Downey Tracy C. Shipman Erin E. Gilligan William G. Bartel
Eliza.bethA. Duevel David A. Shore Kimberly A. Giusti Elisabeth B. Bascom
Deborah Duffy Gabinelle Leyman L. Skinner Lise B. Good Wendy Ba.uer Anderson
WayneH. Elowe Amy B. slith Barbara. R. Greppin David D. Bennen
Dtu,"b~I991ConnecticutColleg.Milg4zjM
Alumni Giv1I1g By Class
Judith F. Blackburn Shaun F. Pedersen Amy L. Darwin Lori B. Rubin
Brinton M. Brosius Lawrence B. Pellegrino Alexandra M. Davis Daniel G. Ruff
Michelle E. Brown Geoffrey H. Perkins Allan c. Decamp Jeffrey P Ryan
Rachel A. Brown Helena F. Porter Helen R. Dewey Henry B. Sargent
Nicholas W Burlingham Kimberly C. Priest Sarah M. Dillon Deborah C. Schachter
Samantha P. Capen Anna S. Raff Karen A. Dilisio Stephanie R. Schreiner
Kathryn A. Carlson Jessica A. Randall Michael A. Dowling Peter L. Scotch
Deborah S. Cur Stephanie L. Reinert P:lul R. Dunnder Alexander L. Scott
Maria J. Carras Mara L. Resnicoff StUMt L. Eaton Anne Seaton
Giridhar R. Clark Nancy K. Rice Janice M. Eiben Andrew C. Sharp
Elizabeth K. Connolly Rebecca L. Roggemann Peter J Falconer Ida M. Smith
Christopher J. Coyne Ashley B. Roosevelt Jennifer R. Farrington Carol A. Stratton
Christine R. Dauer Nicholas M. Roosevelt Andrea L. Fazzari Frank E. Suher
Vicker V. DiGrwio William B. Russell Eric H. Ferguson Edward A. Suter
Virginia G. Dimmock James P. Samuels Colette D. Ferriabough Loulie E. Sutro
Philip M. Dolan Jennifer c. Schelter Gwendolyn E. Fischer Terrill A. Theroux
Maura]. Doran Elizabeth Schroeder Lawrence M. Friedman Gerald P. Ventre. Jr.
Regina Eisenson Richard Mona M. Scrofano Rebecca A. Froines Geoffrey K. Wagg
Timothy A. Evans Gail M. Shapiro Jennifer H. Fulcher Sara L. Walsh
Cynthia D. Fazzari Patrick R. Sherbrooke Laura W. Gabbert Sarah E. Warner
Karin C. Figueroa Theresa L. Sinicrope Pamela]. Gammell Sarah G. Wilson
Elizabeth J. Forsman Andrew T. Skeen Jeffrey A. Geddes Francis P. Wood
Stephen A. Franks Paul V. Smith Julia N. Gonick James L. Worrell
Gerard L. Frechette Nicholas M. Stark Jonathan T. Goodrich Austin S. Wrubel
Sheila. E. Gallagher Stephanie A. Stone Andrea Y. Goren Sarah Young Jackson
Terry J. Garfinkel Lawrence R. Sullivan David E. Grann SUS.i.nJ.Yun
Billy D. Gentry Caroline R. Sussman Eric A. Cressler Constantine Zepos
Larry M. Goldstein Eunice E. Sutphen Mary R. Haffenberg
Robert F. Gossett Lynne S. Tapper Stephanie J. Harned
Lucie C. Greer Ruth E. Taylor Kenneth V. Heard 1990
Carl W. Grobe Amy K. Terrell Sarah K. Henry
Albert J. Haberle Reed D. Thompson Alison B. Hobart CAC: Sandra J. Keane• Robert T. Hale Pamela]. Vanderkloot Edwin W. Hoffman CAC: Mario LaurenziSusanna R. Harper Robert L. VogIiano Mark B. HowesAnne Harris Wilcox Patricia A. Wade Elizabeth K. Huffman Lisa A. Addario
Peter W. Healey Blake]. Wud Thomas E. Hutton Lauren E. Aguiar
Alana M. Heitzmann Adam L. Werblow Noelle E. lfshin Sandra S. Albrecht
Carl J. Horner Amy Wheeler Sullivan Marla N. Ker John P. Anderson
Carol A. Hunsinger MaryannJ. Wrenn Kristin J. Kissell Robert P. Anker
PaulM. Hyde Nathalie S. Yerkes Arnold B. Koh Laurie Auwood McGrath
Debra L. Jaffe Christopher M. Young Sarah L. Lingeman Jennifer A. Ball
Kenneth A. jockers Martha D. Zschock Karen E. Lloyd Sarah Bamford
Katharine D. Jones Alexandra M.i.cColl Buckley Abbe W. Bartlett
Jason D. Ka.mm Cameron MacKenzie Kelly Bernier Burns
Carolyn B. Kaplan 1989 Linda G. Maddern Susan E. Bloch
Elizabeth A. Kates Thomas S. Marjerison Joan F. Brazier
Dana M. Keillor-Fitton CAC: Cydney L. Louth William G. Marshall Nicole A. Breck
Tara H. Kilbane McNeal B. McDonnell Stephanie T. Brown
Betty H. Kim Jay R. Ackerman Gordon S. McGhie Heidi Brunell Elias
Laurie A. King James A. Alissi Ann M. McGuire Jennifer S. Casden
Thomas S. Knight, Jr. Elizabeth H. Arnold Anne R. Mickle Deborah E. Chasin
Burke E. Laclair Jennifer J. Balderson Alison E. Mitchell Melissa. C. Chao
Michele R. Laine Benjamin L. Balkind Louise P. Mitinger Charles S. Chun
Marc V. laPlace Holly J. Barkley Helene M. Montgomery Melissa. A. Clott
Thomas A. Laughlin Kevin J. Bellavance Jonathan P. Mcraney Jennifer L. Cook
Alexander P. Lazor Mia A. Blue Richard E. Munson, Jr. Elinor R. Corkran
Robin C. Legge Samuel E. Bottum Jennifer L. Nagot Leanne M. Casu
Lisa. A. Levinson Susan E. Buckey Charles Olsen Moira A. Crouch
Larey A. Lindberg Brian E Burke Wendy B. Page Stephenj. Crowley
John C. MacRae Melissa C. Burns Joelle K. Patten Julia L. Crozier
Catherine D. Masinter Julie M. Burt Raymond B. Payer Denise L. Crump-Moody
Penelope A. McKean Julie A. Cahalane Ka.ren C. Peacock Kevin P. Cuddihy
Beth A. McKiernan Francis P. Carberry Patricia L. Percival Kenneth C. Culver
Richard L.Meyer Lisa.D. Chalk Elizabeth E. Peterson David A. Danberg
Willets S. Meyer Melinda. W. Claeys Roger D. Placer Leslie ]. D' Angona
Karen E. Michalski Paul C. Clauss Marianna Poutasse Michelle R. de la Uz
Lydia.P: Morris Melissa A. Cocozziello Amy J. Pavich Annemarie Deluca
Karen M. Muir Warren]. Cohen Harold I. Pratt, Jr. Pavica Despalatovic Kneedler
Andrea R. Neiditz Julie R. Coltoff Thomas R Read Katherine H. Doak
Melissa Nichol Perregaux Allison Cook Susan D. Reich Alfred L. Dunklin
Julianne D. O'Brien Gregg P: Cruz Ka.thuine Rowse Haberle Hedi j. Our








































































































CAC: George W. Hebard '80
Anonymous
Karen L. Askins '85
Catherine L. Bill '81
David Dwight Bbkeslee'79
James P Bongarra '75
Mrs. Leason L. Camaghan
'53 & P'76
Miss Leona K. Chu '65
Noel Walter Comment '87
Sheri R. Confer '90
Annunziata Enza Daniele '86
Kathryn R. Dickson '53
Vita B. Dodson '83
Glenn D. Dreyer '83
John R. Fix '68
Laurianne Florio '83
Constance J. Fuisting '89
Mrs. Lynette Gardner '73
EllenJ. Godomsky '73
Mr. Aaron B. Goldberg '62
Ruth S. Greenberg '67
Eleanor Nicholas Hage '83
Gregg A. Hartvigsen '83
Martha Heap '89
George Whiting Hebard '80
David L. Hemond '73
Pamela G. Hine '84
Kathleen M. Hollenbeck '90
Mrs. Joanna M. Jacobus '75
Kenneth David Johnson '74
Daniel S. Kirschenbaum '72
Mrs. Andrew L:mglois '72 & P'94
Mrs. Edward Leger '73
Jane White Lewis '75
Carolyn Ann Loarno '85
Stephen L. Matthews '77
Constance M. Matzen '69
Ms. Martha H. McLaud '83
Mary Ann Melgey '78
Richard W. Michaels '68
Mrs. Emily Mitchell '74
Arthur H. Napier '73
Sharon N. Olson '84
Michael E. Passero '79
Ms. Leslie E. Pfeil '75
Mrs. Lois Rolfe '74
Charles True ROmMl '79
Virginia B. Salzer '88
Joy Vrooman Sayen 'SO
Robin E. Shafran '73
Steven N. Simonson '86
Douglas R. Skopp '64
Mr. Jean Yves Solinga '72
Mr. Alphonso L. Sorhaindo '67
Mrs. Nathaniel Spitz '67
Louise S. Thompson 'SO
Ralph F. Thorp '74
Susan Wagner '80
Jeanne Cowan Walker '79
Suzanna Warner '80
Betsy Havens Watkins '75 & P'87
Mr. Keith S. Wal50n '70







Francine J. Bovich '73
Henry Chauncey, Jr.
Nicholas R. Clifford P'80
Elizabeth Babbott Conant '51
Joanne Toor Cumming; '50
Anita L. DeFrantz '74
Michelle Renee de la Uz '90
Elizabeth McGuire Enders
'62 & P'87
Warren T. Erickson '74
John C. Evans P'86 & '83
Lawrence Michael Friedman '89
Claire L. Gaudiani '66
Richard H. Gordon
Jean M. Handley '48
Barbara Blaustein
Hirschhorn '50 & P'79
Paul M. Hyde '88
"ruichi Katoh P'91 & '88
Elizabeth Stuart Kruidenier '48
Jay B. Levin '73
Julia W Linsley' 50
Susan Eckert Lynch '62
Elizabeth McLane McKinney' 52
Britta. Schein McNemar '67
Lindsey C. Miller '75
Nancy S. Newcomb '67
Carol J. Ramsey '74
Harvey C. Russell
Richard F. Schneller






Barbara Brooks Bixby '26
Morton Blaustein
Helen Lehman Buttenwieser '27
Marjorie Dilley
Gertrude Allen Dinsmore '36
Mary Jobson Dubilier '51
Ruth R. Wood
Ethel Kane Fielding '23
Helen Forst '24
E. Pauline Hervey P'35
Alice Holcombe '23
Janet Seaton Humphrey '47
Marion Lowell Jenkins '25
Basil Jeno
Ann Ladin
Harriet Buescher Lawrence '34
Jane P Long P'56
Elizabeth Douglass M.anross '28
Lucy C. McDannel '22
Susan Smith Nystedt '42
Evelyn Reinfeld P'68
Harold 0. Toor P'53 & '50
Frances Wells Vroom '29
Marion Warner '20
Clubs
Connecticut College Club of
New Haven
In Memory Of
Luise Trimble Anderson' 42
James Baird
Janet Boomer Barnard '29
Lucy Bieber
Mary Bond Blake '29








Peggotty Namm Doran '58
Louise Dupont
Lorraine Lewis Durivan '41
Ida M. Dworski
Dora Schwartz Epstein '20
Geraldine Eufer
Mr. & Mrs. Milton Farner
Mary Ferris laPointe '28
Miriam Imber Fredrmn '46
Tracy A. Gilday '77
Philip Goldberg
Lillian Dauby Gries '27
Barbara E. Gurwitz '88
Kate Harnmersch1ag
Edgar Harcourt
Marjorie Griese Hickox' 41
Raymond Hiscox
Jean F. Howud '27
Doris Hostetter Hoy '43
Helen Knight Johnson '52
Jacqueline McClave Jonson' 42
Ellen Stacey Kimmel
Honor Roll
Daniel R. Klagsbrun '86
GlenL. Kolb
Swan K Kuster '93
Paul Laubenstein




Elizabeth Kane Marshall '29
Christine W Matteson '69
Elizabeth W McCallip '41
Lucy C. McDannel '22
Barbara Mcleod '36
Catherine Alexander Millican '72
IUthryn B. Moss '24
Charlotte Bennett Packard '50





Charity G. Randall '63
Annette M. Rapin 'SO
Constance Turner Rea '35
Dorothy A. Richardson '37
Lena May Richardson
Elizabeth Gallup Ridley '28
Michael A. Rivera '75
Ruth Barr Robb '37
Josephine Bygate Rolfe '36
Ernest Rosenwald
Baruch Rozenberg
Barbara Curtis R.utherford '39
Fred C. Sacks
Rebecca &: Wolf Savitsky P'32
Kathryn F. Schaeffer' 48
Linda Hess Schiwitz '59
Helen S. Schneiderwind











Sylvia Friberg Ste~art '41
Peter K. Strand '85
Roy Taylor
Leonud Tingle
Harold 0. Toar P'53 & '50
Dorothea Wilde' 41
Sally Deisroth Williams '52
lUrin G. Wimberger '81
Hden Baumgarten Wolff'35
Dorothy Libner Wolfson' 54
Margaret Wyman Slusser '32
Florence Urban Wyper '43
In Honor 01
Henry & Louise Stevenson
Andersen' 41
Robert & Virginia Anderson
B. Richard & Mary Roth Benioff
'56 & P'87
Meg P Bernard '78
In Memory OJ, In Honor OJ, Faculty, Staff and Students
jane Bredeson
The Class of 1941
The Class of 1991
Steven A. Culbertson
John Detmold P'79 & '72








Mr. & Mrs. Harold W. Gurwitz
Richard Hannah '91









Charles B. Luce, Sr. P'81 & '79
Susan Rose '62
Leah S. Rubin '32
Ernest & Gabriella Schlesinger
Diane Stratton '91
Charles & James Susman
Prof. Jane W. Torrey
Arm C. Wheeler '34
Lida P. Willey '93
Judge Kimba Wood '66




Roxane M. Landers Althouse '72
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Ammirati
P'94 & '91
Regina M. Annino '83
John P. Anthony

















Mr. & Mrs. Frank
Church P'93 & '90
Steven A. Culbertson
Pierre & Alix Deguise P'Sl
Qtello Desiderata P'Sl & '79
Elinor & Marijan Despalatovic
P'92 & '90
Marion E. Doro
Wendy & Glenn Dreyer '83
MMgaret & Philip Engratt
Matthew D. Fay
Morris Fishman
Dinsmore C. Fulton '68





Martha & Roger Hassard








Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Kneedler
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Kneerim
Beverly A. Kowal '90
Peter R. Leibert P'93
Jean F. Loewenhardt
Ursula Love
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B.
Luce P'Sl & '79
Charles & Arm Rumage
Lcce, Jr. '77
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Lucey P'91
James Macknik
Claire K. Matthews




Mr. & Mrs. Albert
Middleton P'93 & '92
Maureen Moakley
Sandra Stratton Morse
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard
Murstein P'81 & '76
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald E. Myers
Dr. & Mrs. William A. Niering
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A.
pala.zzo P'94
Janet & William C. Pettis
Flizabeth C. Plantz







Mr. & Mrs. James Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Brian D.




N. Stewart Saltonsull 'S2
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Schlesinger
Rev. & Mrs. Stephen Schmidt
Margaret L. Keenan Sheridan '67
Sara Lee Silberman
Joann C. Silverberg
Mrs. Trudy E. Smith
Elaine & Jean Yves Solinga




Mr. & Mrs. Robert St. Laurent
Bonnie Stern










Leslie & Robert Westbaver
George & Cynthia C.
Willa.uer '72 & P'S9
James H. Williston P'79
Mr. & Mrs. J. Alan Winter




Cia .. of 1991
R. Todd Barringer
Sarah Casey
































































Led by Co-Chairmen Pat
and Larry Morrison P'92,
693 parents of current stu-
dents and alumni
contributed $162,179 to the
Parents Fund. These gifts
benefit today's students by
providing operating support
for all facets of the college's
intellectual and extra-cur-
ricular life. With a solid
foundation and anticipated
growth in dollan; and
donors in future years, par-
ent support is and will
continue to be very impor-
tant to the college's mission.




Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Bartell
Mr.& Mrs. David 0. Bcim
Dr.& Mrs. Paul E. Berman
Mr. & Mrs. John B.ischof
Drs. Irwin & Linda Buchwald
Mrs. CraigW. Casey
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Cheavens
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Clark
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Cole
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Condit, Jr.
Mrs. ~rol E. Delle
Mr.& Mrs. David Elliot, Sr. P'82
Mr.& Mrs. Virginio L. Ferrari
Mr. &Mrs. CuI Freeman, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. James A.
Garland P'85 & '83
Mrs. Theresa Joan Garofano
Mr. Louis S. Gimbel III
Mr. & Mrs. James Giurleo, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Burt Haggett
Mrs. Jean B. Hannah
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert L. Heltzer
Mrs. Ellen Perkins lvey
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin M.
Johnston P'79
Me. & Mrs. James Johnston
Me. & Mrs. Yuichi Katoh P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Michael C. Krug
Mr. & Mrs. W G. Louis-Dreyfus
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Lucey
Mr. Robert B. Luchars
Mr. Donald L. Maggin
Mr. &Mrs. James Molinaro
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Pergament
Mr. &Mrs. Stanley F. Prymas
Mr. &Mrs. Douglas W
Roberts P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Schaefer
Mr. & Mrs. John Schumacher
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey M. Silets
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Stratton
Mr. & Mrs. Irwin L. 'Iargovnik
Prof. & Mrs. James
Underwood P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar B. Washburn
Mrs. Noland E. Wiggins, Jr. P'SS
Dr. & Mrs. Elliott Winton
Mr. & Mrs. Morton Young P'79
Poronls of 1992
Anonymous
Mrs. Iind.a J. Albert
Mr. & Mrs. John B. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. Arthur
Mr. & Mrs. [r.ajAzarm
Mr. & Mrs. George Bart
Mrs. Dryl Bate
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Battisti
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Bender
Me. Ira M. Berger
Mr. & Mrs. Paul B. Bermingham
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey P. Bewlay
Mr. & Mrs. Walter W. Birge
Mrs. Anna M. Bolden
Mr. & Mrs. William Borowski
Mr. &Mrs. Richard M. Bradbury
Mr. George W Brewster [[[
Mr. & Mn. Peter C. Buffum
Mrs. Vincent P. c.ha..1ane
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J.
C.alli.han P'90
Mr. Brown W. Cannon
Dr. & Mrs. G. Carayannopoulos
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip J. Cuter
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Catal.ano
Mr. & Mrs. JohnJ. Cavaliere
Mr. & Mrs. Seung Y. Chung
Ms. Marilyn E. Clare
Mr. & Mrs. Dean L. Clark
Mrs. M.ary R. Clark
Dr. & Mrs. John P. Cloherty
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Coburn
Mr. & Mrs. Cary J. Coen
Mr. & Mrs. Lyn L. Comfort
Mr. & Mn. Henry L. Craner
Ms. Carol A. Crigler
Dr. Alice J. Dan
Mr. & Mrs. Muc S. Davis
Elinor & Marijan
Despal.atovicP'90
Mrs. Karen J. Diu
Mrs. Susan S. Dugan
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Fahey
Mr. & Mrs. Joshua C. Fendel
Dr. Roruld S. Fishman
Dr. & Mrs. Will S. Foster
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell C. Freiberg
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond A. Garino
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Goldsmith
Mr. & Mrs. Allen W. Greenough
Mr. & Mrs. Mariano Grirun
Mrs. Georgina M. Hall
F. R. Harnden, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. Hawkins
Mr. & Mrs. William Heenan
Mr. & Mrs. Roth F. Herrlinger
Mrs. Andrea Hoffinum
Mr. & Mrs. Michael R. Homer
Mr. & Mrs. William Hoskins
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Jacobs
Dr. & Mrs. Francis M. James
Mr. & Mrs. Allan E. Jespersen
Mr. & Mrs. C. Thomas
Kaesemeyer
Mrs. Cynthia Evans Kaufmann
Prof. & Mrs. Justin E. Kerwin
Prof. & Mrs. George Krugovoy
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Lafave
Mr. &Mrs. R. W La.rnont-I-hvers
Mr. & Mrs. Carter LaPrade
Dr. & Mrs. Michael R. Lavington
Dr. & Mrs. Louis A. Le.aff
Mr. & Mrs. Luis R. Lee
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Lefkowitz
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred P. Legro
Mr. Richard T. Lohr
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Love
Mr. Thomas W. Luckey
Mr. & Mrs. Riclurd R. Lutz
Mr. & Mrs. James W Lynch
Mr. & Mrs. Jay E MacNulty
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Mancinelli
Mr. & Mrs. Joel L. Marcus
Mrs. Vasiliki M. McAllister
Drs. Byron & Judith McBride
Mrs. Jenifer E. McKenna
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Meeker
Dr. & Mrs. Bowman H. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Moran
Mr. & Mrs. Laurance Morrison
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Mulvaney
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Newman
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Noonan
Mr. & Mrs. Per E. S. Oberg
Ms. Jane Opper
Profs. Richard & Marilyn Parker
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Parrotta
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L Pearsall
Mr. & Mrs. David F. Peck
Mrs. Gladys Perez
Mrs. Ann Marie Pichette
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth L. Pinsker
Mr. & Mrs. Miklos Pinther
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Mr. & Mrs. Steven H. Pokress
Prof. & Mrs. James P. Quigley
Dr. & Mrs. Syed A. Razvi
Mr. & Mn. Richard A. Recchia
Mr. & Mrs. John Recesso
M<. & Mrs. james J. Reilly
Mr. & Mo. Charles E. Reiter
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan P. Rice
Dr. & Mrs. James R. Roesser
Mr. & Mo. Arthur S. Sachs P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. Terence J. Scanlon
Mr. & Mo. William R. Smyser
Mr. & Mo. Willi;un G. Stoddard
Mr. & Mo. John C. Stowe
Mrs. Cynthia. E. Straub
Mr. & Mo. Ross E. Stromberg
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Supko
Dr. Cynthia F. Sutton
Mr. John A. Todd
Mr. & Mrs. F. Thomas Tuttle
Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Ulander
Mr. & Mrs. Jon W Vedder
Mrs. Elise Von Koschembahr
Dr. & Mrs. Franklin Wagner
Prof. & Mrs. David WestU1.l
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold S. Wood
Mr. & Mrs. George B. Yankwitt
Mr. & Mrs. William Ziegler
Mr. & Mrs. John Zimmerman, Jr.
Parontl 011993
Mr. & Mrs. Pasquale Abbate
Mr. & Mrs. Peter D. Aduskevich
Mr. Larry Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Leighton Andersen
Mr. & Mrs. William Anthony
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald J. Arcuri
Dr. Edward B. Arenson, Jr.
Mrs. Lauretu A. Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall P. B.artlett
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Bayon
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander H. Beard
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph O. Bea.uchamp
Mr. & Mrs. Saul Bennett
Dr. & Mrs. Alan Lee Berman
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Birnsteel
Drs. Peter & Brenna. Bry
Dr. & Mrs. Donald E. Byrne, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Cannizzaro
Mr. & Mrs. Ramon Cardona
Mr. & Mrs. John Carlow
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Case
Mr. & Mrs. Peter A. Cheney
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Childs
prof. & Mrs. Frank V.
Church P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby M. Collins
Mrs. Della M. Crawford
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Deane
Mrs. Patricia Degenna.ro
Mr. & Mrs. George Ducasse
Capt. & Mrs. WaIter E. Fuin
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen M. Fedus
Mr. & Mrs. Paul F. Festersen
Dr. Charles R. Feuer
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence S. Forgacs
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond J. Fr.agea.u
Mr. Robert W. Freeman, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. A. Friendly, Jr.
Col. & Mrs. Theodore Gatchel
Honor Roll
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Z. Gibian
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Ginsburg
Mrs. Joyce L. Goldman
Mr. & Mrs. Edward ]. Curly
Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Grossman
Mr. Louis A. Gozzetti, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hackl
Mr. & Mrs. James Hadfield
Mr. & Mrs. George W Haines
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Hamlin
Mr. & Mrs. Barclay Henderson
Dr. & Mrs. David H. Hopkins
Mr. Sheldon B. Hughes, Jr.
Ms, Sharon L. Ivers
Ms. Lorelei Johnson
Mo. Cheryl M. Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Johnston
Dr. & Mrs. David B. FWayjian
Mrs. Judith L. Katzman
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Kcithan
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Krein
Mr. Paul Keuper
Mr. & Mrs. jonathan Kulp
Mr. & Mrs. A. Kent Kuster
Mr. & Mrs. Albert S. Kyle
Mrs. Elvia Lawrence
Mr. & Mrs. R. Fred Leipertz
Mrs. Ina D. Lentz
Mr. & Mrs. Tat D. Leung
Mr. Leorurd S. Levine
Mr. & Mrs. Amnco Lion
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Logan
Mrs. Toby S. Mack
Mr. & Mrs. William L.Marbury
Dr. & Mrs. Kermeth L. MMgeson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. McAWnc
Mrs. MMylou McGuire
Mr. & Mrs. Hury McKenna
Mr. & Mrs. Charles McPhillips
Mr. & Mrs. S.a.1vatoreJ. Menze
Mr. & Mrs. Albert
Middleton p'n
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Moyer
Mr. & Mrs. Steven V. Mullens
Mr. & Mrs. Mmh.all B. Murray
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M. Olbrych
Mr. & Mrs. John EDison
Dr. & Mrs. Jose R. Padro
Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Page
Mr. & Mrs. Ad.a.1bertoE. Pereyo
Dr. & Mrs. Irving G. Peyser
Mr. & Mrs. Louis R. Porter
Mrs. Janet L. Rayder
Mr. & Mrs. Peter S. Rehl
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas A. Rey
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Reynolds
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold I. Richman
Mrs. Na.talie 0. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence Robinson
Mr. Richard W. Robson
Ms. Elisa Roller
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick B. Rooney
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Rose
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Rothenstein
Mr. & Mrs. George Russell, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Louis G. Sardelli.
Mrs. Iris Schindernu.n
Prof. & Mrs. John J. Schloss
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Schneider
Dr. & Mrs. Jack:C. Schoenholtz
Mr. & Mrs. Ronne L. Schoudt
Parents
Mr. & Mrs. Gary M. Seligson
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard D. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Edson T. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Smith
Mrs. Jean W. Sp.a.1ding
Mr. & Mrs. Sherwood R. Spelke
Mr. & Mrs. Bertram A. Spilker
Mrs. Janice A. Stephenson
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas H. Stevens
Mrs. Barbara Steward P'90
Mrs. Linda B. Suter
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald E. Swimmer
Prof. Richard Wyck Van Bue!
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Venier
Mrs. Beverly M. VisiUcion
Mrs. Mary E. Wachtel .
Mr. & Mrs. Edward W Wandzy
Mr. & Mrs. John W. White
Mr. & Mrs. Roger M. Widmann
Mr. & Mrs. Willis H. Willey
Mr. & Mrs. David Y. Wood
Prof. Craig Wright
Prof. & Mrs. Jack Wysong
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Yates
Parents 011994
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Alegranti
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Aleksiev.ricz
Mr. & Mrs. W.a.1terS. Alford
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Aljian
Mr. & Mrs. Karim A. Alkadhi
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas
Ammirati P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Paul B. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Louis C. Armino P'S3
Mrs. Karen J. Astle
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Bailla.rgeon
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore N. Balsamo
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold D. Bard
Mr. & Mrs. J. Bartholomew
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. Beaudry
Ms. Janet Pippitt Beers
Mr. & Mrs. John Benjamin III
Mr. & Mrs. Michael W Beno
Mr. & Mrs. P. Eric Berg
Mr. Allen D. Berry
Mr. Brian H. Bibeau
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Bogle P'SO
Mr. & Mrs. Leland M. Bower
Mrs. Pamela D. Bridgeford
Wm, M. Bridgeford, DDS
Mr. & Mrs. Michael K. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Bucci
Mr. & Mrs. Benny E. Burdette
Mrs. Helen T. Burton
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E Burtt
Mr. & Mrs. William Butler, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Keith G. Callender
Ms. Theresa. Caputo
Mr. & Mrs. Jan P. Carlson
Mrs. Marcia. H. Carter
Mr. Charles Caulina.
Mr. & Mrs. Sang D. Choi
Mrs. Penny Christopher
Mr. & Mrs. Neri A. Colon
Mr. & Mrs. Robert 0. Comfort
Mr. & Mrs. Brett P Conaway
Dr. & Mrs. Louis). Cortegiano
Mrs. Kathleen Seabury Cotter
Mr. & Mrs. Neil H. Cullen
Mr. & Mrs. Alphonse). D'Auria
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Doheny
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick A. Donati
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Driscoll
Dr. & Mrs. Ger.a.1dDudek
Mrs. Maureen A. Edenbach
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Esselman
Dr. & Mrs. John T. Fallon
Dr. Nancy Aeming
Dr. & Mrs. Christopher R. Flory
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Ford
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard). Francis
Mr. & Mrs. Alan G. Friedman
Mrs. Emily R. Fuller
Mr. Carlos Luis Garda
Mr. & Mrs. James P Gilmartin
Dr. & Mrs. William S. Goodman
Mrs. Mary T. Graham
Mr. & Mrs. Frank). Grassia
Mr. & Mrs. AUn L. Green
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Gregg
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen J. Gregorczyk
Mr. & Mrs. Paul J. Guillet
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Russell Hall
Mr. &Mrs. Eugene J. H.arvey
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth 0. Head
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Heintz P'91
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Henry
Ms. Betsy Hestnes
Dr. & Mrs. Gary L. Hickernell
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Hilgendorf[
Mr. Joel E. Hokkanen
Dr. & Mrs. John F. Holahan
Ms. Darlene Hummel
Mrs. Dana Kelley
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent G. Kelly
Mrs. Lauren P Kerney
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Kiaune
Mr. & Mrs. Ambrus Kosa
Dr. & Mrs. Tahhnan Krumm, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Angel Laboy
Mr. & Mrs. George R. Lange, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James B.
Laughlin P'S8
Mr. John Weston Leavitt
Mr. & Mrs. Roger J. Letendre
Mr. & Mrs. James P Link
Mrs. Martha H. littlefield
Mr. & Mrs. James E. MacDonald
Mr. & Mrs. Louis S. Macknik
Mrs. Karen W. Maguire
Mr. Marcus A. Mahone
Mrs. Barbara P Manee
Mr. Monte S. Manee
Mr. & Mrs. D.a.1eK. Marvin
Mr. Thomas King Massey
Dr. & Mrs. Matig Mavissakalian
Mrs. Joan G. McCoy
Mrs. Mildred E. McKenna.
Col. William E. McKinstry
Mr. & Mrs. Don M. Meginley
Mr. & Mrs. Guillermo Mendoza
Mr. & Mrs. Brian M. Merbawn
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore
Mergemek.es
Mrs. Lois E. Murphey
Dr. & Mrs. David E. Nash
Mr. & Mrs. Norbert Nathanson
Mrs. Renee C. Neblett
Mr. Solomon N. Necbamkin
Mr. & Mrs. James H. O'Hagan
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Mrs. Patricia O'leary
Prof. & Mrs. John H. O'Neill
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Overton
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Palazzo
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore Palazzolo
Mr. & Mrs. Willi;un B. Parent
Mrs. Angela Pona
Mr. & Mrs. Willis E. Post, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Russell 0. Potts
Mrs. Valerie P Pritchard
Drs. Leonard & Tina Reich
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Renzy III
Mrs. Carey R. Rivers
Mr. John P Rousrnaniere
Mr. & Mrs. George P Roy
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Sanders
Mr. & Mrs. Hiroshi Sane
Mrs. Shari L. Santell
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Santeusanio
Ms. Maria F. Santos
Dr. & Mrs. George Satran
Mr. Douglas Malcolm Schair
Mr. & Mrs. Peter E. Schulze
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Scott
Mrs. Carol Shaw
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Shriver
Mrs. Gail Sidney
Ms. Ana M. Simmons
Mr. & Mrs. Worley E Smith
Mr. &Mrs. Richard]. Spear
Mrs. Georgette Stille
Mr. & Mrs. Jackson P Sumner
Dr. & Mrs. lacovos Tsalicoglou
Mr. & Mrs. Klaus L. Van Dykwn
Mr. & Mrs. Richard G. Verney
Dr. Arnold L. Vinstein
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Weilhoefer
Mrs. Helen L. Welch
Mr. John Byron Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Frank H. Wood
Mr. & Mrs. Carl A. Yearwood
Mrs. Laurel]. S. Young
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Zeratsky
Parents 01Alumni
Anonymous-S
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon
Abbott, Jr. P'S9
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Alda P'SO
Mrs. Janet Aley P'79
Dr. & Mrs. Frederic P
Anderson P'90 & '87
Mr. & Mrs. Jacques
Appelmans P'S3
Ms. Rosamond Arthur P'S4
Mrs. Lucille Bunin Askin P'70
Mr. &Mrs. Guilford
Babcock P'8s
Mr. & Mrs. Truxtun R.
B.a.1dwin P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Donald M.
Barnett P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph S. Beale P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A.
Belcher P'S7
Mr. & Mrs. Richard).
Benoit P'SS & '75
Mr. & Mrs. Keith S. Beman P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T.
Bialek: P'S7
Mrs.DaisyM. Billing; P'57
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick W.
Binzen P'88
Mrs. Eva F. Bitsberger P'83
Mr.& Mrs. David H.
Blanksteen P'74
Mr.& Mrs. Donald W.
Blodgett 1"89
Mr.& Mrs. Myron Boluch P'79
Mr.& Mrs. A. Neil
Brown, Jr. P'86
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry w. Brown P'82
Mrs.John Crosby Brown P'63
Mrs.AliceH.
Brown-Zabriskie P'90
Mr.& Mrs. M.att Peyton
Bucy P'88
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar F.
Bunce, Jr. P'69
Mr.& Mrs. Walter Burke P'66
Mr. & Mrs. Frank N. Burnet P'St
Mr.& Mrs. Albert V. Burns 1"88
Mr.& Mrs. Robert L.
Buschhoff P'69
Mr.& Mrs. Elliott Butler P'86
Mrs.Anne Chenoweth Byers P'86
Mrs. Orton Camp P'53
Mr.& Mrs. Gary T. C.apen P'88
Mr.& Mrs. Peter C.arbr.ay P'6t








Mr.& Mrs. Leslie Cheek III P'90
Dr. & Mrs. Theodore
Cherbuliez P'85
Mrs. Antonie R. Chute P'86
Mr.Richard S. Chute P'S6
Mr. & Mrs. Barton M. Clark P'S7




Mr.& Mrs. Simon L. Cohn P'67
Mr.& Mrs. Robert S.
Coplan P'S3
Mr. & Mrs. Belton Copp P'78
Mr.& Mrs. Don.ald A.
Corkran P'90
Mrs.Richard F. Corraon
P'69 & '64, GP'90
Mrs. PearlineC. Cox P'83
Mn. Myrna C. Coyle P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Cruiksh.ank. p'n
Mr. Neil W. Currie P'7S
Mrs. Kathleen G. Curtin 1"89
Mr. & Mrs. Chules Dmberg P'90
Dr.& Mrs. Robert eroly
Duling P'63
Dr.& Mrs. Lycurgus M.
Davey p'n
Pierre& Alix Deguise P'St
Mr. & Mrs. Chules A.
Demore P'77
OtelloDesiderato P'8 t & '79
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Detmold
P'79 &'12









Mr. & Mrs. Willi.am 0.
Dewitt P'BS
Mr. & Mrs. Roger H.
Dickinson p'n
Mr. & Mrs Vicker
DiGravio, Jr. P'SB
Mr. & Mrs. Jon.ath.an Dodd P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. J. B. Dunnder P'S9
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Eaton, Jr. P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Simon B.
Ehrlich P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence A.
Elkes P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Albert B.
Ellentuck P'88 & '86
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel Elster p'n
Penelope Embry P'8B
Mr. & Mrs. James English, Jr. P'79
Mrs. Gerald J. Epps P'68
Mr. & Mrs. Ostrom Enders GP'S7
Mr. & Mrs. John C.
Evans P'86 & 'S3
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick
. F.arnsworth P'76
Mrs. Bonnie
Flickinger P'7S & '75
Me. & Mrs. Burt
Flickinger, Jr. P'7S & '75
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Frey P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Fr.ank.R.
G£binelle P'B4
Mr. & Mrs. J.ames C.
Guvey P'B7 & '82
Me. & Mrs. Paul H Geddes P'S9
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Geller P'76
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur L.
Gellert P'90
Me. & Mrs. Albert Gerber P'S7
Mr. Lawrence Gl.assman P'7t
Dr. & Mrs. Sylvm Goldberg P'8t
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Goldsmith P'75
Mr. & Mrs. Howard G.
Goldsmith P'8B
Dr. & Mrs. Leo J. Golub P'8l
Mr. & Mrs. Carl B. Good P'S7
Mr. & Mrs. Edward B.
Goodnow P'S8
Mr. & Mrs. Emanuel
Gottesdiener P'76
Mr. & Mrs. Willi.am H.
Grant P'7S
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard
Greenberg P'68
Mr. & Mrs. james Griesmer P'St
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Gross P'S4
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Crossman p'n
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan
Grossman P'63
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Gund P'90
Dr. Arnold Gurwitz P'SB & '8t
Mrs. Paul H. Haggard P'62
Mr. & Mrs. C. Gordon
Haines p'n
Mrs. George E. H.aines P'62
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen
Hamblett P'S3 & '8t
Mr. & Mrs. M.artin
H.amerm.an P'78
Dr. & Mrs. E. Lawrence
Hanson P'S6
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur F.
Huden P'6t
Mr. & Mrs. George Hulow P'S7
Dr. & Mrs. H. Rodney
H.artmann P'SS
Mrs. M.ary F. Hayden P'84
Mr. R. H. Heaton P'7S
Esute ofE. Pauline Hervey P'3S
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Hinkle p'St
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Hobart P'89
Dr. & Mrs. J. D.avid






Mr. & Mrs. M.artin R.
Hoffm.ann P'S7
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour
Hollander p'n
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic C.
Hood P'SD
Mr. & Mrs. Maclay R. Hyde P'B8
Mr. & Mrs. james lngala V P'62
Mr. & Mrs. R.aymond L.
Jacobsen P'86
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Jaffe P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Atos
Johnson P'86
Mr. & Mrs. R. Francis Johnson
P'B2 & '76
Mrs. Benjamin F. Jones IV P'BO
Mr. & Mrs. Julius Karosen GP'90
Mr. & Mrs. Norman L.
Kasparson P'S3
Mr. Thoma M. Keith P'S7
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Kelley P'85
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence
Kennison P'7 t
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Kent
p'n & '74
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J.ames
Kiely P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert
Kl.ag;brun P'86
Mrs. D.avid W. Klau P'4S
Dr. Percy Klingenste:in P'64
Mr. & Mrs. John M.
Knizeski P'8D
Mr. & Mrs. Arch.a 0.
Knowlton P'84
Mrs. Richud K. Korn P'64
Mr. & Mrs. L.abari Krass
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony B.
Kuklin P'S8
Estate of Ann Ladin GP'90





Mr. & Mrs. John F. Lang P'75
Mr. Myron R. Laserson P'83
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Lauf
P'87 & '86
Mr. & Mrs. John Liebig, Jr. P'70
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer L. Lindseth
P'63 & '55
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson
Littell, Jr. P'67
Estate of Jane p. Long P'56
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel A.
Lopes P'70
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Lon P'90
Mr. & Mrs. John Lowe III P'69
Mrs. Norman Lowe P'73
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B.
Lcce, Sr. P'8l & '79
Mrs. Gerda K. Ludlow P'89
Mr. Crocker Luther P'B3
Mrs. Sherman B. Lyon P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Mack P'B3
Mr. & Mrs. John R.
MacKinnon P'89
Helen & Norman MacLeod P'63
Mr. & Mrs. John W
Macri, Sr. P'BS
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C.
Mahon P'86
Mr. & Mrs. William C.
Marshall P'S7
Mr. Manton C. Martin P'66
Mrs. Arthur B. Mazmanian P'86
Mr. & Mrs. James
McAlister III P'90
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert G.
McCurdy P'73
Mr. Donald McGee P'79
Mrs. Francis McGuire P'62
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S.
Meltzer P'88
Mrs. jean Palmer Messex P'83
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Miller P'St
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm A.
Moncrieff P'64
Mr. & Mrs. James E.
Monsma P'S9
Mrs. Edna M. Moon P'67
Mr. & Mrs. francis
Murray III P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Berrurd Murstein
P'Sl & '76
Mr. & Mrs. Richard F.
Nagot P'89
Mrs. Gerald Neary P'90
Mrs. Ted Nelson P'78
Mr. & Mrs. George Nesgos P'83
Mr. John A. Neville P'87
Mr. & Mrs. Norman C.
Nicholson P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. Nolle P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Brendan 0'
Donnell P'86
Mr. George Oliva, Jr.
P'87, '82, '79 & '78
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Peirce P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Funcis W.
Phelan P'69
Mr. Roger Pierce, Jr. P'74
Mrs. Sam Piokes P'84
Parents, Friends
Mrs. Inge H. PoW<:P'84
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Propst P'78
Mr. & Mrs. Paul E.
Rademacher P'86
Mrs. Helen Reeve P'77
Mrs. Saul Reinfeld'" P'68
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Rice P'84
Mr. & Mrs. K. E.
Richardson P'68
Mr. & Mrs. John Robinson P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Brian D. Rogers
P'90, '85 & '82
Mr. & Mrs. John H.
Rohlfs, Jr. P'86
Mr. & Mrs. William J.
Rooks P'S3
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Rosenthal P'8l
Mr. & Mrs. Louis P
Rotondo P'S3
Mr. William P Rowland P'76
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard
Rubenstein P'S4
Mr. & Mrs. Peter G. Rutan P'73
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J.
Ryan., Jr. P'88
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H.
Sanders P'64
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore
Santaniello P'S3
Mr. John A. Santini P'8S & 'SO
Drs. Helen & Martin R.
Santis P'87
Mr. & Mrs. Peter L. Schavoir P'BS
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley J. Scher P'8l
Mr. John N. Schaeffer, Jr. P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Boynton Schmitt P'S6
Mrs. Robert Schoen brad P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Scott P'S3
Mr. & Mrs. ferunore R.
Seton P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon H. Shaw, Jr.
P'8S & '86
Mr. & Mrs. Alan M.
Shernlieb P'S2
Dr. & Mrs. Harold Shulman P'69
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert V.
Shuster P'79
Mr. & Mrs. David J.
Sinicrope P'8B
Mr. & Mrs. Ron.a.ld Skates P'90
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen D.
Sklans P'87
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin
Skowronek P'67
Mrs. A. Elliott Smill P'67
Mr. & Mrs. Crosby R. Smith P'90
Mr. Bernard J. Smolens P'SO
Mrs. Louis Sokol P'73
Rev. & Mrs. T. G.
Speers, Jr. P'84 & '80
Mr. & Mrs. David Stern P'90
Dr. & Mrs. Eric E. Stietzel P'63
S. Roru.ld & Andree Stone P'90
Mr. & Mrs. William
Stoops, Jr. P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Stueck P'BS
Mr. & Mrs. Frank E. Sugeno P'B7
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Sullivan P'88
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas J. Susla P'S3
Mrs. Roy Taylor P'74
Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Tesson P'84
Mr. &Mrs. Peter S. Thacher P'82
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel Thier P'83
Mr. & Mrs. George E.
Thompson P'77
Mrs. Richard W. Thompson P'67
Estate of Harold 0.
Toor P'S3 & 'so
Mr. David L. Torrey P'SS
Mrs. Richard G. Towill P'65
Mr. & Mrs. Phelps K. Tracy P'60
Mr. & Mrs. Dino J. Veronese P'S6
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas W.
Wade P'8B
Mr. & Mrs. Peter R. W.aitze P'B7
Mrs. Howard Willack P'64
Mr. & Mrs. Adriun E.
Walraven P'83
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Walton P'83
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B.
Wang P'B9
Mr. & Mrs. Abraham S.
Weissman P'87
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M.
Weissman P'87
Dr. & Mrs. Robert C.
Weller P'8l
Mr. & Mrs. Charles N.
Welsh P'69
Mr. & Mrs. frederick
Werblow P'S8
Mrs. William Blunt White P'77
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert A.
Wicke P'B2 & '79
Mrs. Kazimierz Wieczorek. P'SS
Mrs. M. L. Wilding-White P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel A.
Willard P'S6 & '51
Mr. & Mrs. George
Willauer, Jr. P'S9
Mr. James H. Williston P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Wilsey P'9l
Mr. & Mrs. John B. Wilson P'7l
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert
Wimberger P'8l
Mr. & Mrs. Alan M.
Winnick p'n
Mr. & Mrs. CMl H.
Wisnm.n P'B3
Mr. & Mrs. Alain
Wood-Prince P'86
Mrs. Betty P. Wright P'73
Ms. Nancy W. Wright P'8S
Dr. & Mrs. George Wrubel P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Wyatt P'67
Dr. & Mrs. Heber E. Yeagley P'8l
Mr. Henry S. Ziegler P'90
Friends
Anonymous-7
Miss E. Mildred Abbott
Mr. Elwood B. Acker
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick E. Acker
Aerogramme, Inc.
Ms. Muy Arm Albertine
Dr. & Mrs. Melville Alderman
Denise A. Allison
Mrs. Michael A. Altman
Mr. & Mrs. S.a.lvatoreAmato





Mr. & Mrs. Robert Anderson, Jr.
Mrs. Jason A. Apostoleris
Linda E. Arcieri
Mrs. Andreas E. Argyres
Mr. Harold Arka"",
Lisa Arvanitis
Mr. Denis Nicholson Asselin
Mr. Robert H. Atwell
Lee Augustine
Mr. Michael A. Aurelia III
Ms. Jean L. Aust
Mr. & Mrs. Deane C. Avery
Elva A. Bacon
J. Bury W. Bailey
Ms. Eleanor Balgley
Mr. & Mrs. David Bamberger
Mr. Lawrence B. Barnard
Mr. Austin D. Barney II
Mr. & Mrs. Peter N. Barr
Bartol Refrigeration, Inc.
Ms. Teresa M. Barton
Timothy Bates




Dr. & Mrs. Edgar Bering. Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. John Bevan
Mrs. Geraldine Bienkowski
Ranjna Bindra




Mrs. Kathleen H. Bishop
Ms. Linda E. Blair
Lorraine B. Blake
Mrs. Morton K. Blaustein
Miss Erika Blescus
Ms. Joanne Bliss
Capt. & Mrs. Robert Boardman
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Bodde
Mr. Wayne A. Boettner
Patricia Bolles




Ms. Unda N. Boyce
Mrs. Stephen R. Bradley
Alyce L. Brandmm
Mark M. Braunstein
Dr. & Mrs. Brensilver
Evelyn 1. Bress
Miss Frances S. Brett
Mary Broderick
Mrs. Normm J. Brody
Broken Arrow Nursery
Mr. & Mrs. G. Lantry Brooks, Jr.
Broomstones Ladies Curling Club
Barbara E. Brown
Maude E. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Russell W. Brown
WilliamJ. Browning
Lois D. Brush




Mr. & Mrs. Henry Buermeyer
Mu M. Burger, M.D., Ph.D.













Mr. & Mrs. Richard V. Carolan








Mr. & Mrs. Frank H. Chappell
Mr. Henry Chauncey, Jr.
Mr.& Mrs. Douglas Cheeseman
Mrs.Peter Cheo
Mrs.Cedric Child
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin Chipperini
MarionChoromanski.
Robert C. Christopher






















Ms. Kithryn P. Cooney
Ms. Ann L. Copple




Mr. & Mrs. Jerome H. Craig
Dr.& Mrs. Sidney L. Cramer












Mr. &Mrs. Edgar W. Davis
Martha G. Davis
Dawley's Landscaping & Lawn
Mrs. Josephine H. Day
Mr. & Mrs. R. James Dayton, Jr.





Ms. Maureen D. Delgado
Mrs. Berton J. Delmhorst
Mr. William J. Derry
Barbara Dewey
Ms. Miriam Diamond
Mrs. Orin E. Dice
Deborah Dickson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Dickson
Ms. Donna S. Diehl
Estate of Miss Marjorie Dilley
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dobbins
Mr. & Mrs. George Dobbs
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel G. Dodd
Brunson Dodge
E. Jane Doering
Dr. E A. Dohm
Ms. Alice M. Donovan
Mr. E. J. Doonan
Janice Dowd
Duck River Garden Club
Mr. & Mrs. David Duffner
Edward W. Dunham
Mrs. Judith G. Dupont
Dupont, Tobin, Levin, P.C.
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Dutton
Mr. Stanley F. Dynia
East Lyme Board of Education
East Lyme Garden Club




Ms. Linda Kate Edgerton
Mrs. Sally W. Edmonstone
Peter Eggimann
Mrs. George W. Elkins
Mrs. Henry M. Elliot, Jr.
Mr. Ralph Gregory Elliot
Mr. & Mrs. John Ellsworth, Jr.


















Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Florence
Sue W Ford
Eliot Frankeberger
Honorable Samuel G. Fredman
Mr. John H. Friar
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Friedland
Einu Jane Frysinger
Mrs. Stephen Galpin





Mrs. Julia T. Gerl
Mr. & Mrs. David Germaine
Jean M. Getraer
Carolyn Geyer
Ms. Diana Dee Gilbert
Ed Gilbert
Sarah B. Gilchrist
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Gillig
Ann Girard
Glastonbury Garden Club
Glastonbury Jr. Woman's Club




Mrs. William F. Goodlove
Dr. Tobias M. Goodman
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Goodrich
Mr. & Mrs. Albert F. Goodwin
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Goodwin
Mr. & Mrs. P. N. Gordon






Dr. & Mrs. Roger A. Graham
Grand Beverage Enterprises, Inc.
Bonnie M. Gray
Audrey L. Greeley
Green Fingers Garden Club
Mr. David D. Gries
Mr. Lincoln H. Gries
Mr. Eugene E. Griese, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Hughes Griffis
Isabel M. Grimes
Marcella G. Grimes
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Grube
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey B. Gurwitz
Hanna Hatkesbrink
Mr. Elias Joseph Hage
Arthur Hagstrom
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Hahn
Mr. & Mrs. Ledgard M. H.a11
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley Hammond
Carol L. Hanby
John J. Hanly
Mr. & Mrs. Reed L. Harman
Marc J. Harnois
Mr. & Mrs. James c. Harriman
Mr. & Mrs. Eldon Harvey, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Hay, Jr.
Mrs. David B. Hayes
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen F. Heller
Mrs. Craig Helmrich
Ms. Jackie Hemond
Mr. & Mrs. Myron Hendel
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Mrs. Jeanette B. Hersey
Charles F. Hickox
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel E. Hill
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Hilsnun
Dr. & Mrs. Monroe Himelstein
Mr. & Mrs. Ridurd L. Hinman
Natalie J. Hinshaw
Robert M. Hirata
Mr. & Mrs. A. Donald Hodges
Mr. Charles E. Hodges, Jr.
Mr. Edward R. Hodgkins
Laraine Hogan
Mrs. Edith R. Hohn
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Hollis
Barbara W Hood
Miss Lois Horton
Hotchkiss School Science Dept.




Mr. & Mrs. William C. Howe
Mrs. Harriet C. Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas H. Hughes
Ms. Cynthia. N. Hummel




Mr. & Mrs. Robert Iglehart
Dr. & Mrs. Peter A. Immordino
Intelegistics, Inc.
Anne H. Isbister
Mr. RJ.ymond A. lzbicki
Susan A. Jackson
Ms. H. Barbara K. Jacobsen
M.s. Pamela W Jacobstein
Stephen M. jaccbstein
Mr. George J. Jagger
Dr. &Mrs. Roger W. jeanloz
Estate of Basil Jeno
Ms. Alice Johnson
Beverly Johnson
Mr. jonathan L. Johnson
Mrs. Mildred E. Johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Paul E. Johnson
Mrs. David A. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Johnston
Edna L. Jones
Mr. James E. Jones
Dr. & Mrs. William N. Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Philip H. Jordan
Karen Josephson
Dr. & Mrs. Saul Kaelin
Mr. Thomas W. K.al.a1
K.al.amian'sRug Shop, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard S. tune
Mrs. William R. JUri






Ms. Eileen F. King
Ms. Rudll H. Kinson
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore P. Kiritsis
Mary-Elizabeth S. Kish
Mrs. Chester W. Kitchin~
Suunne Ki.agsbrun













Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Labaree
Johnette LaConte
Mr. Armand J. Lambert
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry K. Larson
Mrs. Paul Laubenstein
Dr. Margaret M. Lawrence If
Teresa C. Leary
Ledyard Garden Club
Mrs. John G. Lee
Leete's Island Garden Club
Ms. Rhonda M. Lehman
Ms. Dorothy Baird Le:ib
Mr. & Mrs. Willimt Leib
Dr. & Mrs. Hugh F Lena
J. A. Leonard
Mr. & Mrs. Wardwell Leonard, Jr.










Mr. John P Loge, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Vincent J. Longo
Longwood Gardens, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Albert B. Lord
George Def Lord
John A. Lowe III
Ms. Sandra Luccock-Kush
Ms. Ruth Ellen Lumberg-Anker
Lyman Allyn Musewn





Mr. & Mn. Reid MacCluggage
Mn. M.D. MacGregor





Capt. Herbert Mandel, USN Ret.
Mr. & Mn. Julian Mandell
Mr. Arthur E. Manthorne






Mr. laurence J. Marsicano
Bill Marston
Sarah Ann Martin







Mr. Edgar deN. Mayhew
Mrs. J. C. McBratney
Maryann McCary
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur McClelland
Joanna C. McElroy
Ms. M. Carol McGarry
Lisa McGinley
Eileen F. McGovern
Mr. & Mrs. James C. McGuire
McGuire &McGuire
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick McKeelun
Elizabeth A. McLiughlin
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick J. Mcleod
Mr. & Mrs. David McMillen




Miss Helen L. Merson
Mr. & Mrs. George Meserole
MidGard Nurseries
Ms. Eleanore A. Milardo
Milford Garden Club
Glenda E. Miller
Ms. Laurie J. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Wilfum W. Miner
Ms. Mary E. Moon
Mrs. Christina Moore
Dr. Dorothea May Moore
Mrs. Leonard Moore
Mr. Eugene Morgenthau
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Morse
Ms. Donna M. Much
Ms. Mary Idee Muller
Helen F. Mulvey
Mr. Edward C. Murphy
Stephanie Murray
Nell K. Murry





Mr. & Mrs. Frederick M. Nelson
Elizabeth]. Nesbitt
New London Garden Club
New London News Company




Mrs. Albert H. Newficld
Newington Garden Club
North Haven Garden Club
North Stonington Garden Club
John]. O'Neill
Peggy O'Sullivan
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Oiliander
Louise Odgers















Mr. & Mrs. Henry A. R. Peyton
Ms. Audrey Philcox
Mr. & Mrs. David E. Philips
Nancy L. Phillips




Mr. & Mn. Ralph]. Polley
Portland River V~ey Garden C! b
Marjorie A. Porucznik
Ms. J. Sarah Posner
Alice S. Powers
Mr. Ralph A. Powers, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Preble
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Primus
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur H. Pritchard
Dr. & Mrs. Clemens Prokesch
Mr. Dwight Quigley
Mrs. Richard H. Quinn
Cyrus]. Quinn
Mr. & Mrs. Warren Rabb




Mr. Richard F. Rea





Anne S. Richardson Fund
Miss Dorothy Richardson"
Mrs. Marilyn M. Rinek
Capt. & Mn. E.P Rivard
Toby Rivkin
Mrs. Jacqueline R. Roach
Robert's Music
Mr. James T. Robinson
Marcia T. Robinson




Mrs. Francis D. Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. William Rollins
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Roper
Dr. &Mrs. Peter]. Rosenberg J
Anne Rosenblum
Mr. Irwin H. Rosenthal
Ms. Elizabeth H. Ross
Harold & Estelle Ross
Abbey Rosso
Rotary Club of New London
Mr. Gerard A. Routhier
Sara Rubin Montanari
S. Stewart Rudy
Dr. Elizabeth N. Rwnohr
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey C. Russell
Russell, Plummer & Ruthenoro




Dr. & Mrs. R. Alfred Saenger
Ms. Beth Ann Saltzman
Susan M. Sandberg-Diment
Ms. Lyn Sandow




Mrs. Rose E. Schaenen
Ms. Paula L. Schiller
The Schinde1man Family
Elizabeth Schissler
Mr. Albert N. Schlitter
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Schneider,
Zelda M. Schneider
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Schneller
Mr. Philip Schonberger
Mr. & Mn. Robert Schreiber
¥r. & Mrs. George Schwab
¥rs. Harry Schwartz
I~r.& Mrs. Arthur Schwartz
Mr. & Mn. Daniel Schwartz
*at & Gertrude Schwedel
Mr. & Mrs.]. Norman Scott
Jkffrey A. Scott
M.r. & Mrs. Robert D. Scott
~r. &Mrs. A. Clayton Scribner
'rr. Charles Secor, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Secor
Mr. & Mrs. Guy C. Shafer





Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sherman
Ms. Judith R. Shively
Herbert M. Short
Mn. William A. Siemer
)-I. Jackson Sillcocks
pro Stephen Silver
Mr. F. Jerome Silverstein
Ms. Carol D. Simpson
Jeffrey & Janney Simpson
~iesbeth Siosberg
'Mr. & Mrs. Robert W Slusser
~
r. & Mrs. Peter Smick
r. & Mrs. Alexander D. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Charles G. Smith




Ms. Kate Allen Smith
Norman C. & Mary Alice Smith
Mrs. Thomas W. Smith










Mr. Neil C. Souther
Mr. & Mrs. Edmund M. Speer
Mr. & Mrs. Willard Spencer
Dr. Nora H. Spens
GlennSpetU
Mr.& Mrs. John W. Spinner
Dr.& Mrs. Hilliard Spitz
SpringGlen Garden Club









Mr.& Mrs. Arthur Strone











Mr.& Mrs. Victor Terras
ThamesPrinting Co.
Rev.& Mrs. Trevor Thomas
Mr.& Mrs. Charles A. Thompson
PeterThompson
MissBetty F. Thomson
Mr.& Mrs. Barry L. Thorp
Lucy Tirtmann
ShirleyB. Torbert




Mr.& Mrs. Robert C. Traver
Mr.& Mrs. Frank Tredinnick
LeliaTreffeisen
TrilliumGarden Club
Mr.& Mrs.William G. Trott
Katharine L. Tucker
Ms. Paula Twomey
Mr.& Mrs. Garrison Valentine
PaulV..nder Stricht
VillagePbyers













Mr. David C. Watkins
Rhoda E. Way
Julie& Carrie Weiner
Dr. & Mrs. Doruld Weinstein
Mr. P:l.ulH. Weinstein
NaidJ.D. Weisberg
Mr. Romm S. Weller
Dr.& Mrs.William Wenck, Jr.
WestHlltford Garden Club
Mrs. EmilyN. Wharton
Mr. J. Arthur Wheeler, Jr.
Cynthia Hall Whipple
Gregory J. White
Mr. & Mrs. M. R. Wibberley
R.aymond P. Wiggers
Dr. & Mrs. John C. Wiles
Mr. & Mrs. Everett Wilkie, Jr.
Mrs. Alfred G. Williams III
Carolyn P. Williams
Mrs. Edward P. Williams
Mrs. Malcolm J. Williams
Helen L. Wilmot
Mr. &Mrs. Gerald W. Wilson
Lawrence A. Wingert
Mr. Arthur E. Wolff
Women's Golf Division
Estate of Ruth R. Wood
Ms. Kerin M. Woods
Mrs. Richard W. Woolworth
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Worsham




Mr. & Mrs. Charles Zabarsky









Baillon Family Foun., Inc.
Baltimore Jewish Community
Charitable Fund
p. Eric Berg Charitable Trust




The Buscher Poun., Inc.
The Charitable Faun.
Marguerite N. Cole Faun.
Nancy L. Cole Charitable Fund
Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Communities Faun. of Texas
Community Fund, Inc.
The Columbus Faun.
The Copp Faun., Inc.
Elliott & Ann Donnel1ey Faun.
Charles C. & Sue K.
Edwards Faun.
The Elkes Faun.




The Thomas M. & Esther C.
Aanagan Chariuble Trust
Foresight Faun., Inc.
The John H. Foster Faun.
Walter H. Freygang Faun.
Fullerton Faun.
Gelb Foun.
The Giesser Family Fund
The Gordon Faun., Inc.
Phyllis Smith Gotschall
Charitable Trust
The Greater Cincinnati Foun.
Gregory Foun.




Nan M. & Reed L. Harman Faun.
Joseph D. Harnett Foun.





The David & Sadie lCUu Foun.
David L. Klein, Jr. Memorial
Foun., Inc.
The Knudsen Foun.
Kramer Family Foun., Inc.
Ledbetter Foun.
E & H Lehman Faun., Inc.
The Edward & Karen Levene
Charitable Faun.
The Juliette S. & George J.
Lewin Foun., Inc.
The Lindseth Foun.
The Magowan Family Fcun., Inc.
Thomas G. & Andrea
Mendell Faun.
Nuveen Benevolent Trust
Donald & Judith Opacny
Charitable Faun.
Martin & Suzanne Oppenheimer
Philanthropic Fund
The William Lyon Phelps Faun.
Pinkert Charitable Faun.
PollybiIl Foun., Inc.
The Ralph Averill Powers Faun.
Ransome Foun.
The Samuel R.apaporte, Jr. Faun.
The Renfield-Miller Poun., Inc.





Catherine & Sanford Rosen
Philanthropic Fund
Salem Faun., Inc.




David & Lyn Silfen Faun., Inc.
The Warren). & Aorence
Sinsheimer Faun., Inc.
Soruubend Faun.
The Paul Stephen Faun.
The Stratton Faun.




V & V Faun.
The Webber Oil Faun.







George I. Alden Trust
American Chemical Society
Association of American Colleges
The Barnes Foun., Inc.
Bodenwein Public
Benevolent Faun.
The Braitrn ayer Foun.
Brennan College Service, Inc.
Elsie A. Brown Fund
Tina & Richard Carolan Faun.
Cystic Fibrosis Faun.
The Charles A. Dam Pcun., Inc.




The Sherman Fairchild Faun., Inc.
The George Gund Faun.
The Hearst Faun., Inc.
Heublein Faun., Inc.
The Japan Faun.
Jewish Federation of Eastern
Connecticut
W. M. Keck Faun.
The Nathan & Henry
Kohler Faun.
Lipman Education Trust
New England Colleges Fund
The New Haven Faun.
The New York Community Trust
New York Times Faun.




The Perkins Charitable Faun.
The Pew Charitable Trusts
The Pfizer Faun., Inc.





James & Mary Shea.
Perpetual Trust
Frances W. Starkweather Trust
The Strochlitz Foun., Inc.
Thomas-Avery Scholarship Fund
Tudor Faun., Inc.
The Thomas J. Watson Faun.
Weinman Faun., Inc.
Weyenberg Chariuble Trust
Charles G. Woodward Trwt Fund
zenkel Faun.
Corporations
Aetna Life & Cmulty Co.
Allen, Russell & Allen







Corporations and foundations provide record support
G Creating a betterunderstanding ofthe world and its
many people is a. leading
goal of Connecticut
College. Corporations and
foundations, too, are joining
in the effort and this year
contributed a record-break-
ing $1.3 million toward




received from the WM.
Keek Foundation to create
an ongoing undergraduate
science internship program,
thereby giving stability and






received a boost of $250,000
donated by several founda-
tions and corporations,
including the first $50,000
contribution of an overall
$300,000 grant provided
over three years by the Pew
Charitable Trusts.
The nationally recog-
nized HSSAP offers eighth
and ninth grade minority
students and their teachers
from cities in New England
and New York a chance to
experience college for three
weeks during the summer.
The program is unusual in
that these students are not
the top students in their
classes.They are, instead,
those who have the ability
to do college-level work but
need additional motivation
and direction. Connecticut
College students and faculty
serve as mentors and
encourage these young men
and women to reach their
potential.
The relocation of Unity
House also captured the
interest of corporations and
foundations. PepsiCo Inc.




pletion of that project,
which provides a focus for
multicultural events and
learning on campus.
There was ongoing sup-
port for other programs as
well. The Sherman
Fairchild Foundation
remains committed to aid-
ing the development of
junior faculty members
through a program which
provides summer research
stipends and semester-long
leaves. Now in its fourth
year, with an overall grant If
I$450,000 from the founda-
tion, that program has had a
dramatic impact on the col-




tile Liberal Arts also
received continuing support
from the Henry Luce
Fbundation with a pledge
pi yment of$125,000
t~ward its $300,000 grant
for operating expenses. The
cbnter is open to students of
all majors who want to
become proficient in a for-
eign language and develop
an understanding of another
area of the world. It pro-
v~des opportunities for work
i ternships overseas and
s nior research projects on
s me aspect of modern
g obal society.
h•.
Membel1 of the college community end PepsiCo officials celebl'lle the complelion of fund filling for the renovated Unity House.
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RogovinMoving & Storage





































































Chicago Title & Trust Co.
Chrysler Corp.























Dun & Bradstreet Corp.
Eastern Enterprises Focn.
Eaton Vance Management, Inc.
Equitable Life Assurance Society
of the U.S.
Ernst & Young Faun.
Ethyl Corp.
Exxon Educational Foun.
The Faxon Co., Inc.




Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.
First Atlanu Corp.














The B. E Goodrich Co.





Harbor Capital Management Co.
Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
Harris Bank Faun.
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
Hartford National Co.










Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Industrial Risk Insurers
ITT Corp.
James River Corp. of Virginia
Johnson & Higgins
johnson & Johnson
The Johnson's Wax Fund, Inc.
Kidder Peabody & Co., Inc.
Lawyers Co-Operative
Publishing Cc., [nco
Lawyers Title Insurance Corp.
Lever Brothers Co.
J. B. Lippincott Co.
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
Manufacturer's Hanover Trust Co.
Marsh & Mclennan Co., Inc.
Martin Marietta. Corp.












Merck & Co., Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Metropolitan Edison Co.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Midlantic Corp.
Millipore Corp.






MONY Real Estate Investors
Morgan Guaranty Trust
Co. of NY










New England Educational Loan
Marketing Corp.
New England Electric System
New England Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
New York life Insurance Co.
New York Telephone Co.
New York rimes Co.
New Yorker Magazine, Inc.





Northwestern Mutual life Ins. Co.
Norton Co.
NYNEX Faun.










Peat, Ma.rw:ick & Mitchell
J. C. Penney ce., Inc.
















T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc.
Primerica Corp.





Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
Reliance Electric Co.
Republic National Bank of NY
Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.
Rivera-Price Music Faun.
Rohm & Haas Co.
Rubbermaid, Inc.
Safeco Insurance Co. of America
Salomon Brothers, Inc.
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Corp.









State Mutual life Assurance
Co. of America





J. Walter Thompson Co.
Time, Inc.
Time Warner, Inc.
The Times Mirror Co.
Torrington Co.
Honor Roll Senior Class Pledge Program
Total Petroleum, Ltd. Participants Christina Johnson Development Stall
Towers, Perrin, Forster Debo Adegbile Jill Jones
& Crosby, Inc. Heidi Anderson Sarah Kennedy Steven A. Culbertson
Transarnerica Corp. Ariel Apte Jennifer Kimiatek Vice President for Development &
Traurig Faun. Heather Arcovitch John Kogan College Relations
Travelers Insurance Co. Abigail Atkins jonathan Ko:z.zi
Tredegar Industries, Inc. Jill Avery Jennifer Krebs Margaret S. Engratt
TR\v, Inc. Brenda Baker Kimberly Kress Amstant to the Vice President for
u.s. Air, Inc. Todd Barringer Michelle Lambert Development
Union Pacific Corp. Anjuli Basu Chandra Lantz
Union Trust Co. SUSUl Bennett Tracy Leavenworth Craig L. Esposito
Unisys Corp. Douglas Berenson Amy Lebowitz Director of Planned Giving
United States Trust Co. of NY Peter Bergstrom Christa Lee
~nsmore C. Fulton '68United Technologies Corp. Dawn Binder Winifred Loeffler
Unum Life Insurance Co. Constance Bischof Anne-Marie Lett Director of Capital Gifts
Upjohn Co. Andrew Bonanno Phoebe Louis-Dreyfus
US Fidelity & Guaranty Co. Gina Breuer Kate Lowenstein Martha Hassard
Valerie Locher Horticulturists Brooks Brown Richard Mack L,ecto' of Stewardship
The Vanguard Group Nathaniel Cabot Alice Maggio
Warner-Lambert Co. Eva Cahalan John Maggiore J dith E. Keanon
Washington Post Co. Elizabeth Carleton Anton Ma1ko tc,etuY_P1,nned Giving
Waste Management, Inc. Sarah Casey Christopher Manthous
Westinghouse Foun. Michele Chung Kristen Martin • lexandra W. Kneedler
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Laura Clark Nancy Mather . irector of Research
Xerox Corp. Christopher Clark Paul McDaniel ICatherine Condit Stacey Mcfarland Sharon K. Kneeland
Anne Connolly Eugene Mercy Pift Accounting Coordinator/
Rachel Daum William Messer M.I.5. Assistant1991 Senior Class Pledge Martha Davis Sarah Mildram
~ary LilleyProgram Ciro Deflora Michele Miller
Suzanne Delle Paula Mirto iM.I.S. Assistant
Jill Della Stricto Maria Mitchell
r:e,nne LoewenhardtG Led by Chairman, Robert Amy Demetre Tracie MolinaroShea, the Class of 1991 Alta DeRoo Beth Munger Assistant Director of Research
committed a total of $5,245 Rachel Deutsch Scott Murphy
in pledges through the
Gem. Diacomanolis Kristin Nani
wnet C. PettisDoreen Do Tom Neff Secretary-Corporations &Senior Class Pledge Kathryn Drucker Jamie O'Connor )Foundations/M.I.S. Assistant
Program, with 34% partici- Christopher Eckman Kristen O'Sullivan
pation. This is a strong Lynn Elliot Julie Ortolano Elizabeth C. Plantz
indication that the class of Robynn Evans Dana Otis Assistant Director of Capital GiftsJohn Evans Elizabeth Papas
1991 will continue to sup- Adam Ferrari Heather Pierce Elaine Plecsport its alma mater in the Beth Filippone Caroline Pool Secretary-Annual Fund
years to come. Established John Fischer Tad Preston
in 1980, the Senior Class Debra Fischman Jeban Qazilbash Judy Poirier
Pledge Program strives to
Rebecca Foley Shannon Range Director of ManagementKimberly Foster Thomas Rhinelander Information Systemseducate undergraduates John Freed Sean Riordan
about the significance of Jennifer Garbutt Harlan Rust Patricia Robinson
annual giving and encour- Alexandra Garland Michael Sandner Secretary-Annual FundThomas Gately William Schulzages them to become active Jennifer Gelbard Jennifer Schumacher N. Stewart Saltcnstall '82alumni. Their pledges will Jennifer Gieg Thomas Seery
Director of Campaign Planningbe credited to the 1991-92 Pamela Goldberg Robert Shea
Alumni Annual Giving Leslie Goldman Alexandra Silets Leslie Westhaver
Program. Thanks go to the James Greenleaf Linda Smith Director of Corporations &Shannon Gregory Robert Stigall
following committee mem- Elizabeth Grenier Diane Stratton Foundations
bers: Robert Shea, Chair Linah Gutierrez Claire Sullivan
jackie Willia.msElizabeth Grenier, Debo Rich Hannah Lynda Szymanski
Adegible, Jamie O'Connor, Charles Haywood AimOe Targovnik
Secretary-Capital Gifts
Anjuli Basu, Jeannie Tiffany Heanue Steven Taylor Alison C. WoodsDavid Heivly Jeannie Thomma
Thomma, Eva Cahalan, Stacey Helmbrecht Todd Traina Director of the Annual Fund
Charles Wil~on. Ruth Heltzer Lorraine White
Mary Beth Holman Allen Wiggins
James Hopkin Charles Wilson
Elizabeth Hough Matthew Zanger
Sarah Houseman Richard Zeitlin
Sarah Jennings jonathan Zobel
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